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Abstract
With the intnduction of very large crude carriers (VLCC) and ultra large crude
carriers (ULCC), the tasks of building, maintaining, inspecting and repairing these ships
have beconw increasingly difficult.

Many of these ships have experienced varying

degrees of internal corrosion and fatigue cracking problems.’ Number of techniques have
been develo~

to address durability problems in both new and existing crude cmriers.

However, little. work has been done to compile the the techniques and maintenance
experience to help &signers, ship owners, crew, and naval architects to address these
problems. The goal of this report is to provide a comprehensive and practical document
on design and maintenance strategies to improve the durability of new and existing ships.
This report includes five topics related to the durability considerations for new
and existing ships with emphasis on oil tankers.

These topics are: Corrosion

Considerations, Fatigue Considerations, Inspections and Monitoring, Maintenance and
Information Systems.
better

corrosion

Corrosion Considerations describes practices that can lead to

control.

Fatigue Considerations introduces the primary aspects of

fatigue analysis, rnaterials, fabrication, and design to decrease the incidence of cracking.
Inspections and Monitoring summarizes methods currently used to gain access to
structural members within the tank and the ways in which an inspector records
information while inspcting

the tank. Maintenance suninarizes the repair methods for

corroded stee~ fatigue cracks and coating breakdown. Information Systems reviews the
development of computer aided systems to help improve maintenance efficiency and
effectiveness includlng comosion databases, fatigue databases and an inspection and
repair data system.
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PREFACE

s

The NO year Joint Industry Research Project “Structural Maintenance for New and
Existing Shi~” was initiated in 1990 by the Department of Naval Architecture and
Offshore Enj@eering, Universi~ of California at Berkeley. The objective of this project
was to develop practical twls and procedures for the analysis of proposed ship structural
repairs and to prepare guidelines for the cost-effective design and construction of lowermaintenance ship structures.
This project w
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

made possible by the following sponsoring organizations:

Ametian Bureau of Shipping
Amoco -an
Tanker Company
Arco Matie Incorporated
BP Mm%e
Bureau Vhs
“
Chevron Shipping Company
Daewoo Shipb&ng
& Heavy
Machinmy Ltd!
Exxon Cmmpany International
Ishikawaj%a-Harima Heavy
Industti L&i

●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Jurong Shipyard Ltd.
L&nave - Estaleiros Navais De Lisboa, S. A.
Maritime Administration
Mifita~ Seal#t Command
Mitsubishi Heavy Industi”es Inc.
Mobil Ship and. Transportiion Company
National Defense Headquarters (Canada)
Naval Sea Systems Command
Newpoti News Shipbuilding& DV Dock Co.
United States Coast Guard

In addition, the following organizations contributed to the project as obsemers:
●
●

Gennanischer Lloyd
Lloyd’s Register of Shipping

●

West

State Inc.

This project was organized into six studies:
Study 1-- Fatigue Damage Evaluations
Study 2-- Corrwion Damage Evaluations
Study 3-- Interaction of Details with Adjacent Structure

Study 4-- Fatigue and Corrosion Repair Asse=ments
Study 5- Durability Considerations for New& Existing Ships
Study 6-- Development of Software and Applications Examples
This report is based on the results of Study 5 -- Durability Guidelines for New &
Existing Ships. The objective of this study k to summarize what has been learned in the
other studies of this project regarding engineering and maintenance measures to improve
the durability of criticaJ internal structural details in oil tankerst
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Chapter 1 Introduction

J.1 Obiectiveq
With the introduction of very large crude carriers (VLCC) and ultra large crude
ctiers

(ULCC), the tasks of building, maintaining, inspecting and repairing them have

become i.neretiingly difficult.

Most of these vessels experienced varying degrees of

internal comosion and fatigue cracking problems. These tankers have been in service for
many years.

Their experience can provide useful information to designers or ship

owners. Though a number of techniques have been developed, little work has been done
on compiling the information of the techniques to help designers, ship owners, crew or
naval architects to control these problems.

The goal of this report is to provide a

comprehensive and practical document on design and maintenance strategies to improve
the durability of new and existing ships.

1,2 Backmound
This report is the final product of one study in the joint industry research project “
Structural Maintenance for New and Existing Ships”.

To assist with this study, a

committee was formed. The committee consisted of eleven experienced engineers from
the following organizations:
.

American Bureau of Shipping (Y. K. Chen, John Colon, and Jack Spencer)

.

Amoco Ocean Tanker Company (Tom Hagner, and Frank Tiedemann)

.

BP Marine (Dave Witmer)

●

Chevron Shipping Company (Rong Huang, and Mark Buetzow)

.

Mobil Ship and Transport Company (Jasbir Jaspal)

.

Newport News Shipbuilding& Dry Dock Co. (Mark Debbink)

●

United States Coast Gi.mrd(Mike Parrnelee, and Keith Dabney)
.,

].”

Chaptcr6 Infmnation System

Four committee meetings were held at the Universi~ of California Berkeley
during this s~dy.

The committee members supplied important insights and information

to the study. Technical data on new and existing tankers and maintenance experiences
were provided by committee xmmbers.
The author wishes to express his appreciation to those individuals who have made
significant contributions to his report. A special thank to Rong Huartg of Chevron for
his techhical advia, many parts of this report were completed under his dim%ori. Also,
thanks to my adviser, Professor R. G. Bea, for getting me started and helping me through
the projeCL

1.3 co ntents of ReDor~
This report includes five topics related to the durability considerations for new
and existing ships with more emphasis on oil tankers. These are:
●

Internal Comosion Considerations-

●

Fatigue Considerations

●

Inspections and Monitoring

●

Maintenance and Repair

●

Information Systems
Chapter 2, Internal Corrosion Considerations, summarizes strategies for corrosion

control. Four strategies are described. They are arranging structural configurations,
chooskg adquaE coating systems, conwolling application procedures and applying
sacrificial anodes.
~ap~r

3, Fatigue Considerations, introduces considerations to reduce fatigue

trackings including procedures for fatigue analyses.
‘Chapter 4, Ins~ctions

and Monitoring, summarizes methods currently used to

inspect strucn.&.l members within tanks and the ways in which an inspector records
information while inspecting in the tank.
monitoring system are introduced.

2

Additionally, the basics of a structural

“+

Chapter z Int=n~ Cofiosionconside~tions

in Tankers

Chapter 5, Maintenance and Repair, introduces repair methods for corroded steel,
fatigue crocks, and dif&rent types of corrosion and coating breakdown.
Chapter 6, information System, reviews the development of computer aided
systems to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of maintenance operations including
corrosion databases fatigue databases, and an inspection and repair management system.

3
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Chapter 2 Internal Corrosion
Considerations

●

OIntroduc ti oq
corrosion
Internal

in tankers provides the single largest maintenance problem for

crude oil tankers. Though a number of techniques have been developed, little work has
been done on compiling the techniques to help design for better corrosion control. This
chapter summarizes guidelines for the corrosion control of internal tanks of oil tankers.
An introduction’ of internal comosion in tankers is done in the next section. After that,
four strategies’against corosion are described. There include:
1) Arrange structural configuration,
2) Choose ,adequate coating systems,
3) Control application procedures, and
4) Use sacrificial anodes.

●

1 Internal Corrosion in Tankers
Internal corrosion in a crude oil tanker has different forms and different effects

depending on the types of tanks. Generally, there are only four types of tanks in the next
generation tankers. They are segregated ballast tanks (water ballast tanks), cargo ta&,
cargolheavy ballast tanks (cargo tank carrying water ballast only in heavy weather), slop
tanks’ (tank carrying oil-water mixture).

Except these four, cargo/ballast tank is an

another ‘type of tanks in the past generation tankers. Anyway, cargo/ballast tanks have
been prohibited

for all tankers over 70,000 DWT, because of environmental

considerations.
Of these four, corrosion in water ballast tanks and slop tanks is deemed the worst.
For the longitudinal bulkhead details of these t+s,
.

5

corrosion rates may range from 0.04
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*
to 1.20 mrnf’yr ~eference

2.8].

Even coated ballast t@s

experienced coating

breakdowns and pitlingQrooving cofiosion ranged from 1.0 to 3.0 mrn/yr after a certain
number of -ice
other h~

-go

years [2.2]. These lead to a lot of steel plate replacements.

on the

tanks as well as cargo/heavy-ballast tanks have little general corrosion

because aude oil works like a coating. However pitting occurs in the bottom plates of
cargo tanks. That is caused by a layer of water which stays between cargo oil and bottom
plates. The water settles out from cargo or comes from the residual of tank cleaning.
The areas where corrosion occurs most frequently and their major causes are listed in
Table 2.1.

2.1.1 General

Corrosion

General corrosion occurs homogeneously over the surface of the internal plating
by means of a chemical or electrochemical reaetion. It can be easily found in an old
uncoated ballast tank. Revention of this @of

corrosion can be achieved by applying a

suitable protective coating. Also sacrificial anodes can serve as a backup if the coating
breaks down.

2.1.2 Pitiin~Grooving

Corrosion

Pitting (F@ure 2.1) is a form of localized attack in which small areas of steel
plate stiaces

are corroded with penetration into the steel at these weas. For a tanker, it

usually wcurs in the horizontal surfaces of the cargo tanks. Grooving (Figure 2.2) is
another form of localized corrosion in which ,mlatively long’and narrow areas of steel are
corroded at a Klgher rate than the surrounding areas, giving the appearance of long
grooves in the steeL In coated ballast tanks, grooving can be found especially at the
intersections of longitudinal stiffeners with a longitudinal bulkhead or a side shell.
Prevention lies in applying a suitable protective coating, applying sacrificial anodes, or a
design that prevents stagnation of water.
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Figure 2.2: Grooving

Figure 2.1: Pitting

These corrosion lead to the reduction in the thickness of steel to be less than the
aliowable limits as defined by a Classification Society or an owner/operator. In this case,
s-1

must be replaced and/or reinforced. Steel replacement and reinforcement are both

expmsive and time consuming, so all

P~GtiCZd

efforts to control corrosion-should h

made. For the rest of this chapter, four strategies of comosion control during the design
and construction stage are presented.
Table 2.1: The areas where corrosion occurs frequently
Areas where corrosion

Major Causes

rop areas of ballast tanks

The splash of he surface during partially full ballast
condition not only causes abrasion but also provides a
better condition for corrosion.

Bottom plates of cargo

The layer of sea water below cargo oil causes corrosion.

tanks
Heated zone by heat coil

Tem~rature difference between heated cargo and cold
ballast water accelerates coating breakdown and
corrosion.

Horizontal surfaces

Sea water entrapped there causes corrosion.

High stress areas

Deflection of steel surface causes coating breakdown.

Welds

Pinholes, sharp projection on welds may penetrate

~

coating.
Sharp edges

Coating is thinner there because of surface tension

7
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2.2 Structu ral Co nfhwration for C orrosion Control
Structural configuration greatly influences the chance of corrosion.

The more

complex the geometry of a structure is, the higher the probability of corrosion is. Thus,
some paint manufactures recommend to use a better coating system in those tanks with
many complex structural details like ladders and stairs. In this ‘section, three structural
configurations that can somewhat reduce the chances of corrosion are introduced.

2.2.1 Water Entrapment

Prevention

Structural details on tanks which can collect sea water may increase the chances
of comosion. Typical examples are shown in Figure 2.3, where open shapes of a side
longitudinal ‘can collect water.
entrapment

Two methods which can be used to prevent water

are water shedding design and drainage arrangemen~

Nevertheless,

:.-. ..--“P lTb

experiences show that drainage hole may cause another corrosion problem around its
edges.

Fudter,

these holes may become plugged with debris.

As a resul~ wa~r

shedding design is always considered fust.

: Water entrapment
/
. . . . .+.

. ..:

:,
“.

Bad

B=t

. Better

Figure 2.3: Water entrapment prevention

2.2.2 Shape Considerations for Improving the Adhesion of Coating
Lack of coverage on sharp edges (Figure 2.4) has been identified as one of the
major causes of coating breakdown. Because of the surface tension, a coating that wraps
sharp edges is usually thinner than oneon flat plates (Figure 2.5). It is hard to apply the
coating of a sufficient thickness on those places. Rounded sections are easier to coat and

8
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are less pro*

roun~

considerations

w damage than the edges of ~ctangulm sections. Nevertheless, the use of

con~urs is not always practicable.

If round shapes are not possible, grinding

(Figure 2.6), !@w coating, and high viscosity quick setting coatings can be used to
irnpnwe theadhesion of coatings on sharp edges.

‘

(x)

(0)

figure 2.4: Different drainage shapm (The sharp corners in the left are hard

to do surface preparation and is easy”to hold dirt in.)
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Hgure 2.6: Some edges that need grinding
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Mini@zing

the Trend of Structural

Flexure

can be broken down by the defle~tion of steel and also high stress which

-g

caused by *C ddlection can accelerate corrosion on unprotected surfaces. High stress
areas ex~rience a relatively high degree of comosion. Thus, it is better to minimize high
flexurcs lrucmral components.
I

tem Choices
There ti

I

many different coating systems to choose from.

For those surfaces

subjected to a mild comosion environment, a simpler coating system may be applied. On
tie other hand, those stiaces

subjected to a sever corrosion environment will require a
high quality coating system. In this section, a general introduction about coatings is

presented. Also, a recommendation on coating system choices is presented.
For inspection convenience, it is better to use a lighter color on the outside layer
of the coatings. It is easier to inspect cracks or coating defects (rust streaks and seas of
coating breakdown) on lighter color coatings since most tanks are completely dark.
Lighting requirements during tanks in operations are also reduced.

23.1 The Composition of a Coating System
The paints used most widely in marine conditions are “two-pack” epoxy coatings.
Two-pack means thal these paints are prepared by mixing two components just before
application.
containing

These two components are epoxy resin and a *hardener’ or ‘curing agent’
amino groupings.

There are various curing agents which modify the

application and d.ryhg characteristics of the coatings, so different kinds of coatings are
available.

These two components are mixed just before use and after application the
paint cures to a hard durable coating. Mixing of the components in the correct
proportions, which vary with different products, is essential. Paints of this type harden
or cure by chemical reaction’ within the material itself. This has led coatings to provide
tick

protective films that cure comparatively quickly.

As the process of drying is

~asically a chemical reaction, it is temperature and~ime dependent. ~is means that once
a coating material is mixed, it must be applied within limited time. Furthermore, at low

10
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temperatmanufactures

@g

times may be prolonged, so they should not be applied below the

recommended temperatures.

These paints generally contain solvents and can be applied by airless spray.
There are, however, also solvent-free coatings, mainly epoxies, that are used for some
application. Generally, solvent-free coatings caq be applied to high film thickness, e.g.
I

300-1000 microns.

De~nding on the number of layers and the thickness of each layer, there are onecoat system two-coat system, three-coat system, and other multi-coat system.

It is

advisable to apply at least two coats of paint to reduce the influence of any defects such
as pinholes in the film and holiday areas. A coating system, say a two-coat system, can
consist of primer, frost coa4 and second coat. It is common practice to use different
colors for each layer of coating to distinguish them and to specify the thickness of each
coat.

Ship yards like to use only a one coat system so called ‘Ship Yard Friendly

System’, since class societies require all tanks of new tankers to bepainted.

2.3.2 Four Paints Widely Used in Tanks
1. Epxy:

Epoxies are durable, hard and have good adhesion properties when

applied to clean steel.

Because of their hardness, particularly as this increases with

aging, adhesion problems may raise when maintenance painting. The important aspects
of epoxies m the ‘pot-life’, i.e., the maximum period between mixing and application
and the curing temperature. The curing temperature and the speed of reaction at different
temperatures are importan~

Some epoxies cannot be cured ‘at low temperatures, say

below about 5 C, and others may react too quickly at tropical temperatures. Clearly, the
paint manuf~r’s

advice should be sought to ensure that the correct material is used

for a specific purpose.
2. @al Tar Epoxy: Coal tar epoxies, epoxies added with coal tar, provide a
cheaper product than the epoxies and have better water resistance.
coatings are black or sometimes a dark red.

Coal tar epoxy

Also, they cm be bleached.

mey

are

particularly suitable for protection of steel immersed in sea water.
3. Urethane: Polyurethane has similar properties to epoxies. They provide hard,
tough, abrasion-resisting coatings which by changes in formulation can produce a range
.....

11”
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smface from high gloss to semi-matt, with a wide choice of colors. A high

standard of steel stiace prepamtion is required for urethanes.
4. Coal Tar Urethane:

Coal tar urethanes are used for the same purposes as coal

tar epoxies. They are broadly similar. Coal tar urethanes are reported to have improved
flexibili~ and impact resistance compa.md with coal tar epoxies.

23S Recommended Coating System Choices
The cost of blasting and coating during the construction of new tankers is
approximately 50% to 80% of the cost of blasting and coating for an existing ship. This
is because both blasting and coating are more quickly and easily performed on new steel
than old. Also, most’shipyads perform much of the coating work while the structure is
still in the pre-assembly module stage of constmction. This results in easier access ~d
better environmental conditions. Thus, it is generally proves to be economical to choose
a better coating system during new construction to elongate the life of the fwst coating.
Cargo tanks have a very low corrosion rate from 0.03 to 0.06 ~year

except

some bottom and deck areas. Bottom and deck components often have a corrosion rate
more than 0.10 mm/year. A lot of pitting and grooving has occurred in bottom plates in
the past. It is economical to use less coating on most areas; and apply better coating in
the other areas as follows:
1) Deck head and down to deck transverse depth

-----_—_

2) Upper sutiace longitudinal center girders
3) Bottom plating and bottom structures
4) Upper surface of horizontal girder of transverse and swash bulkhead.
Another choice is that applying no coating at all in cargo tanks.

Since the

maximum comosion rate in cargo tanks is 0.10 mm/yr, the wastage of steel will be only
about 2 mm after the service period of 20 years. It is about 10%-to 20% of the thickness
of steel. That is still under the allowable limit regulated by classification societies.

12
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Table 2.2: Recommendation on coating system choices
Thickness

Average Life*

(Microns)

(Years)

250-450

8-10

slop tanks

a). 2 Coat Coal Tar Epoxy
b). 3 Coat Coal Tar Epoxy

300”500

10-14

cargo tank

a). 2 Coat Epoxy

250-450

8-10

b). 2 Coat Epoxy (Partially coated)

250-450

--

Tank typ=
Ballast tanks &

Coating System Choicw

*Data of average life from reference [2.7]

2.4

ADDliCiitiOII

.

Procedures

.

Once the coating system has been chosen, it is imperative that it is applied
properly to achieve its best performance.. A report indicated that after reviewing the
repair histories of many ships, some ships were found to experience coating failures after
semice, while the ,others with the same coating configuration remained maintenance free
even after ten years.

Since the rdations between causes and effects, do not depend

direcdy on the type of coating and its thickness, this may suggest that some other factors
such as surface preparation are important. Listed below are the procedures that will
determine the effectiveness of coatings.

24.1 Condition of Steel Work Before Gritblasting
In most cases, the fwst area of a painted tank to show paint breakdown is at the
welds or sharp edges. During construction a weld may be sound in strength but may be
considered unsatisfactory as a surface to apply paint on. The welds have pinholes, sharp
projections, and undercutting which may not only protrude through the paint films but
also &tach from the surface. Therefore, before welds are painted, all weld spatter should
be ~mowd and welds should be ground and then blast-cleaned. (See Figure 2.8) Holes
must lx filled either by rewelding or with an appropriate epoxy filler.

Also it is

recommended to add an extra stripe coat of a primer to the weld area. In addition, all
sharp edges are recommended to be ground off to approximately 3.0 mini-meters radius
as minimum prior to gritblasting (See Figure 2,5 and 2.6). In summary, the following
tasks should be done before gritblasting [2. 11]:

13
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●

Allskpedgcs

●

AU welding spatter and slag to be removed,

●

Allplate laminations a.reto beremoved,

●

andwcldstoh

ground,

‘All ofi residue is to be removed.

=3!==

.-.,.,,..,, ft. .;””” ‘ “ “

Better
ml
Figure, 2.7: Surface preparation of weld

24.2 Surface Preparation
The frost and the most important step in assuring good application is surface
preparation. This effort is to improve the adhesion of a coating. If there is oil or grease
contamination, this must fist be removed by solvent or vapor, for example, chlorinated
hycimxarbon, alkali, or emulsion cleaning. The degreased surface can then be grit
blasted-

Some paint systems definitely require a clean surface, but all paint systems

Ixnefit from i~ Many paint systems are tolerant of adherent films of various kinds;
however+ all pajnt systems require that loose mil-lscale and rust are removed. - If adkren~
d.kale

is painted over, this is an invitation to later disaster. MiUscale is cathdc

to

steel and can stimulate rapid corrosion reactions at imperfections as the pain~wears off or
detericna.tw
Manufacturers of some brands of paints were claimed that they can be applied to
rusted steel. In fact, all paints will give best performance on steel if they have been
cleaned adequately.

Paints with an inhibitive primer, such as the red lead pigmented

types, will be somewhat more tolerant of rust than other types of paint. Still, painting on
rust is never recommended-

14
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profile produced by bhst-cleaning is importan~

because the profile influenced the effective thickness of paint that covers amdprotects the
steel. If the profde is too high, paint maybe penetrated by some high peak of the profile.
On the @her hnd, if the profde is too low, the blasting will not improve the attachment
of paint much. There may be a preferred profile height for different coatings. An easy
rule is that the profile should not be more than about one-third of the total thickness of
the paint system [2.3]. So for a total fflm thickness of 210 microns, the maximum profile
after blast-cleaning would be about 70 microns.
Table 2.3: Summarv of surface m-eDaration smcifications
SSPC specification

Description

“

SP1: Solvent

Removal of oil, grease, dirt, soil, salts, and contaminants by

~

cleaning with solven~ vapor, alkali, emulsion, or steam

SP2: Hand tool

Removal of loose rust, mill scale, and paint to degree specified

~

by hand chippin~

SP3: Power tool

Removal of loose rust, mill scale, and paint to degree specified,

cleaning

by power tool chipping, descaling, sanding, wire brushing, and
~

SP5: White metal”

Removal of all visible ~st, mill scale, paint, and foreign matter

blast cleaning

by blast cleaning by wheel or nozzle (dry or wet), using sand,
grit, or shot (for very comosive atmospheres where high cost of
cleaning is warranted)

SP6: Commercial

Blast cleaning until at least two-thirds of the surface area is free

blast cleaning

of all visible residues (for rather severe conditions of exposure)

SP7: Brush-off

Blast cleaning of all except tightly adhering residues of mill

blast cleaning

scale, rust, and coatings, exposing numerous evenly distributed
flecks of underlying metal

SP8: Pickling

Complete removal of rust and mill scale by acid pickling, duplex
pickling, or electrolytic pickling

SP1O: Near white

Blast cleaning nearly to white-metal cleanliness, until at least

blast cleaning

95% of the surface area is free of all visible residues (for highhumidity, chemical atmosphere, marine, or other comosive
environments

Definitions by the Steel Structure Painting Council
.
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2.4: Temperature, Humidity Control, and Ventilation
Temperature and relative humidity of the. air influence solvent evaporation,
drying time md viscosi~. The relative humidity indicates the amount of moisture in the
air.

Moisture influences painting operations in a number of ways.

It may, at high

relative humidity, lead to moisture left on the surface to be painted and it may affect the
curing of paints.

The relative humidity requirements for particular types of coatings

should be given in coating specifications and must be adhered to. The coating done with
bad temperature and humidity control still looks nice initially. However, it will break
down sooner than expected.

Another factor should be kept an eye on is ventilation.

Ventilation must be kept on until the solvent is gone.

This takes several days.

If

ventilation is bad or ventilation equipment is removed before the coatings has released all
their solvent, the coating will blister and fail earlier.
In summary, the tank must be kept in a condensation free condition.

The

recommended steel temperature is above 10° C and at least 3° C above the dew point of
the air in the tank.

At all times the relative humidity must be kept below 80% and

adequate ventilation must be supplied for the removal of solvents from the coatings and
the tank [2. 11]. All ventilation ducting must be arranged to give maximum efficiency,
Rain shelters must be erected in way of tank coatings and tank cleaning apertures to
prevent ingression of rain, dust and other contaminants.

2.4.4 Quality Control
Once the coating has been completed, it is almost impossible for ship owners to
examine the quality of the coating. Therefore, quality control during coating procedures
is critical. Quality control on corrosion prevention can be done by the supemision, of
ship owners, paint manufacturers and the workmanship of ship yards. The supemision of
Generally some

ship owners influences dramatically the quality of new ships.

supemisors will be sent by ship owners to the ship yard to supervise the construction of
their new ships during the whole period. These supervisors should have been well
thined and have sufficient experience to make sure that all the work has been done well
step by step, On the other hand, ship yards have the responsibility to assure the quality
of their products. The workmanship of different ship yards differs from each other.

16
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The causes i)f coating failures hat construction and repair supervisors and
-tom

sho~d Pay special attention to arc listed below:
(a) Inadequate surface preparation,

(b) Inadequate storage after blast-cleaning that causes comosion again,
(c) Inadequate working temperature or humidity,
(d) hco~t

drying periods between applications of successive coatings,

(e) Coating omission on the comers of structural deta.ils(See Figure 2.9),
(f) Poor application procedures, and
(g) Insufficient film thickness.

..
4,
....
.m
.-..
..
..~

--.- f
1:
‘1
1,
II
II
II
II

.. .
Figure 2.8: Common areas of coating mi=ing

.’
2.5.1 Nla$erials

of Sacrificial

Anodes

A sacrificial anode is a piece of less noble metal, for example zinc, aluminum,
and magncsiutm which galvanically corrode and so protect the steel from comosion.
While falliig and striking bottom plating, magnesium anodes and aluminum anodes may
provide sparks to cause explosion in cargo tanks [2.7]. As a result, the use of magnesium
m cargo tanks has been prohibited. Also aluminum anodes that am used in cargo tanks
are restricted used under the height which will not make their potential energy exceed
200 ft-lb. However, aluminum does possess two advantageous properties.

One is its

mlf-cleaning ability. After being immersed in crude oil for days, aluminum anodes are

17
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quick to stabib

cumenL an important quality for cargo/ballast tanks.

Another

advantage i$ its density. Considerably fewer amounts of aluminum anodes are required
to provide d’Ic-e

protective current as the same size zinc anodes. Both in cargo tanks

and ballast tanks, fic is widely used as the material of anodes, because of no resrnctions
on its use or installation.

2.5.2 Calculation of Anode Weights
Anode weights can be calculated as follows:
(m2)

(Hrs/yr)

(mA/m2) “

(Years)

Total area * Current density* Ballasted period* Required life
Anode weight = -.-++.++----. ...- —-.. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . ---------------- Current capacity

(Kgs)

(A*h/kg)
In the formula, the values of current densities for different areas are listed in
Table 2.4. Required life is usually designed for 3-5 years, although it cm be designed as
long as ten years”if desired-

The mo-st significant factor influencing the life of zinc

anodes is the amount of time that the tank is in ballast. Since anodes are only active
during ballast cycles. Most ships spend an average of 30% to 50% of their time in a
ballast condition. Current capacities are depended on the material of anodes. When the
anode has reached about 85% consumption, it should be replaced.
Table 2.4: Current densiti

—. -—

of anodes for different’areas [2.10]
Current

Density

(mA/sq.m)

(mA/sq.ft)

Cargo/Clean Ballast Tanks

86

8

Upper Wing Tanks

120

11

Fore & Aft Peak Tanks

108

10

Lower Wing Tanks

86

8

Double Bottom Tank, Ballast Only

86

8

Coated Surfaces

5

0.5

Surface

.
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2.5.3 Installation of Anodes
According to past investigation [6], the use of zinc anodes acting to supplement
coating is often more economical than coatings alone in ballast tanks. They act to extend
the useful life of the tartk coating.

Ballast tanks are required to be painted by class

societies. Thus, sacrificial anodes are used as backup there. Cargo tanks always contain
a layer of water from one inch to several inches in depth left in the bottom. Anodes (see
Figure 2.10) are installed low on the webs of bottom longitudinal

to protect bottom

plates from pirnng corrosion.

I
Figure 2.9: An anode installed near the bottom plates of cargo tanks
There are three methods of attaching the anodes to the steel inside a tank that are
acceptable to classification societies.
1. Welding directly to the tank structure
2. Clamping directly to the tank structure
3. Bolting to pads welded directly to the tank structure
Welding is the cheapest method to use on new construction.

This method

provides tie most secure attachment with the least chance of a loss of contact. Clamping
is the cheapst method of initially attaching anodes on existing ships. Bolted anodes take
ldnger to install initially. However, their replacement is easily accomplished without hot
work.
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Homogenous distribution of zinc anodes greatly influences the effectiveness of
their p=hmance.

Therefore the locations of anodes in tanks should be designed

properly.

2.5.4 The Drawbacks of Anodes
There are two drawbacks to using sacrificial anodes. First, sacritlcial anodes are
restricted to environments of suitable conductivity. Only steel immersed in sea water is
protected SeconcLthe effectiveness of anodes is limited if the anodes are covered with
debris d

sediment-
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Chapter 3 Fatigue Considerations

In the present generation of crude oil carriers, fatigue related cracks in critical
structural details (CSD) constitute one of. the single largest maintenance problems
ass~iated with the structure of these ships. The fundamental roots of this problem are
centered in inadequate design of the CSD for cyclic loads.
,,

Fatigue cracking is the rgsult of excessively high cyclic stresses in CSD. There
are two basic ways to reduce these stresses: (1) reduce the magnitudes and numbers of
high cyclic loads, and (2) reduce the magnitudes of the high cyclic stresses. In general,
not too much can be done to significantly reduce the sources of high cyclic loads.
Slowing the ship down and choosing headings in severe seas to minimi~ pounding and
slamming, routing to avoid storms, configuration of the hull to minimize the frequency
and volume of green water on the deck, and changes in the trade routes of the ship to less
severe weather areas are examples of cyclic load management s~tegies.
The second way to reduce fatigue cracking is to reduce the stress levels. This can
be accomplished by a variety of structural strategies such as increasing the scantlings of
the steel sections, providing gradual changes in stiffness of intersections, providing
balanced stiffness and strength in connections to eliminate “secondag

stresses,”

improving weld profiles (to provide gradual changes in stiffness), and reducing
fabrication misalignments (that result in high secondary stresses).
Fatigue analyses are intended to provide the marine engineer with the necessary
information to reduce the chances of experiencing unexpected fatigue cracking and
provide an acceptable degree of “durability” in the CSD~ A fatigue analysis should not
be expected to result in a perfectly crack free ship. The uncertainties and variability
asswiated

with fatigue analyses and the economics assmiated with cyclic stress

reductions will not allow a perfectly crack free ship to be practically realized. Sufilcient
durability and the lack of unpleasant surprises in the form of excessively cracked CSD
22
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that will pose unexpecti

future maintenance problems are the principal objectives of a

fatigue analysis.
.In this chapter, the location and the causes of fatigue cracking of CSD in the
present generation of tankers are summarized. The sources and characteristics of cyclic
loads that lead to fatigue cracking are summarized. Then, basic concepts of a spectral
Finally, the
fatigue analysis and a simplifkd fatigue analysis are introduced..
counterrmasures to minimize fatigue cracking are discussed and the improved designs of
several types of CSD are illustrated

~.1 Fatigue F aihres in Shin Structures
When steel is subjected IO cyclic stresses, if the stress mtges

(maximum

to

minimum stress) and the numbers of cycles are large, then the steel can fail by
progressive Crwg.

Present experience indicates about 70% of the total darnage in

ships over 200 m in length maybe classified as fatigue darnage [3.8].

3.1.1 Crack Locations
Based on the database created by Ship Structural Maintenance project (SMP), it
was found that 42% of cracks in 10 VLCCS were located in the connection between side
shell longitudinal

and msverse

frames [3.2]. A typi=xample

of crack locations is

shown in Flg 3.1..
Wb

Ram

Sicbsdl

Hgure 3.1: An typical example of a fatigue crack in a side shell longitudinal
Many of the fatigue cracks of side longitudinal occur in the region between fully
loaded water line and ballast water line. This region corresponds to the area with highest
dynamic loads. The magnitude of fluctuating stresses in side shell compared with those

Chapter3 FaLigueConsiderations
in bottom @lg. 3.2) shows that the cyclic stress range in side shell is significantly higher
than that in bottom.

In the bottom or deck the fluctuating stresses ‘are mainly axial

stresses caused by hull girder bending.

In the side shell the dominating fluctuating

stresses are caused by local bending of the longitudinal,

fluctuating hydrostatic and

hydrodynamic pressures (due to roll and heave motion of the vessel and waves).
Combined roll and local wave pressures create fluctuating stresses in side shell
longitudinal

in the region between full load and ballast water lines which are

considerably grwter than fluctuating stresses in bottom or deck longitudinal.

Figure 3.2: Comparison of stress in side shell with that in bottom
The cracks nonmlly start at welded connections between side shell longitudinal
and supporting stiffeners or brackets. Cracks most frequently initiate in the weld heat
affected zone, however cracks can initiate from defects in fabricated sections (e.g., high
stress concentrations caused by hand flame cut longitudinal or stiffeners), poorly welded
sections (incomplete weld penetration), and poorly aligned sections. The most frequent
damage of side shell longitudinal

has been found at their connection to transverse

bulkheads where relative transverse deflection between the bulkhead and adjacent web
frames generates additional bending stresses.
In general, the majority of these cracks are mostly found in the following types of
locations [3,.1]:
●

Intersections of longitudinal

and stiffeners (particularly side shell longitudinal)

with transverse bulkheads, or transverse
web frames,
.
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+
●

Bracketed end connections of primary and secondary supporting elements,

●

Discontinuities in high stressed face plates, stiffeners, and longitudinal members,

o
●

@figs
and cut-outs in primary structures, and
Bad weld profiles and poorly cut plates.
Past studies [3.3] [3.4] have been conducted to provide data on the performance

of structural details, and to identify what ty-pesof details crack most frequently. In these
studies, structural detail failure data were collected and classified into 12 detail families
to provide guidance in the selection of struct@.1 detail configurations (Table 3.1 & 3.2).
The results of the sumey show that 2252 of the total 6856 damaged locations, or 32.8%,
were found in beam bracket connections.

Tripping brackets have the second highest

failure percentage, 23, 1% (Figure 3.3).
The results of these studies show a good comelation with the results of the smey
reported in a Swedish study [3.9]. In the Swedish study 1135 of 2227 cracks, or 51.0%,
were located in bracket connections.

It also showed that oil tankers contained a

disproportional number of the darnaged areas, many more than the other three ship types.
Table 3.1: Summarv of failure data for 12 detail families .(3.41.
Totals Observed
N$JO. Detail Family Name

Total No. of

Total No. of

Details

Failures

% Failures

1’
2

Beam Bracket

6“$586

2252

3.28

Tripping Brackets

34012

1587

4.67

3

Non-Tight Collars

209;4

33

0.16

4

Tight Collar

20654

46

0.22

5

Gunwale Connection

172

5

2.91

6

Knife Edge Crossing

o

0

7

Miscellaneous Cutouts

296689

853

0.29

8

Clearance Cutouts

57307

843

1.47

9

Structural Deck Cuts

7534

29

0.38

10
I

Stanchion Ends

7090

122

1.72

1
11

Stiffener Ends

40729

298

0.73

1
12

Panel Stiffeners

53837

788

1.46

607584 I

6856 I

1.13

Totals

I

‘

‘
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Failure Numbers by Detail Families
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Figure 3.3: Failure percentage of 12 detail families
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Type #
1

J*A.

VCI=ll

~la=~~~~wwmvau

Name
Beam Bracket

Functional Provision
of framing
Increase Strength
and stiffening members at their
supports.

2

Tripping
Brackets

Laterally support framing and
stiffening members.

3

Non-Tight
collars

4

Tight Collar

5

Gunwale
Comection

Provide a connection from
webs of framing and stiffening
members to the plating of
supports that have cutouts at
the members.
Same as 3 above except also
cover the cutouts to prevent
passage of fluid or objects
through the cutout.
Join the strength deck stringer
plate to the sheer strake.

6

Knife Edge
Crossing

7

Miscellaneous
cutouts

.8

Clearance
cutouts

9

structural
Deck Cuts

10

Stanchion
Ends

11

12..

Stiffener
Ends
Panel
Stiffeners
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h

3.2. CVCli c Loadq
The fwst step in a fatigue analysis is to identify and characterize the cyclic
loading imposed on or induced in the ship structure. The sources and characteristics of
cyclic loads m u$ually the ‘big unknown’ when it comes to diagnosing causes of fatigue
failures or in performing a fatigue analysis for design of a new CSD. Important factors
which influence cyclic loads are trade routes, amount and type of heavy weather
encountcre~ number of loaded/ballasted cycles, how the master handles the vessel in
heavy weather, docking and Iightering history and procedures, and even how often
heating coils are used-

3.21 Four Sources of Cyclic Loads
The types of loading which are of primary concern in fatigue are those which are
cyclic. Further, in general the cyclic loads of primary concern are those that occur ve~
frequently and over long periods of time. This is the regime of high-cycle, low stress
fatigue. Loads such as those experienced in launching the ship, in ship collisions and
grounding are not generally considered in a fatigue analysis; they are of concern in the
basic design of the ship for strength and stability.
Law fkequency fatigue relates to long-term reversals extending from those stress
changes that take place with temperature changes, ship loading and unloading, cargoballast movements, h.nd waves. High frequency fatigue relates to those stress reversals
that are associated with dynamic loads such as those from bow flare or wave slamming,
whipping, and springing. Four main sources of cyclic loads are tabulated below along
with the estimated cycles of load reversals in a typical ship’s lifetime [3.5].

.,

Loading Category

Cyclti

(1) Low frequency, wave-induced (quasi-static)
(2) High frequency (dynamic)

107-108
106

(3) Still water

340

(4) Thermal

7000
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(1) Law FrequencyWave-induced Loading

Some of the factors known to affect the

wave loading are the type of ship, its loading condition, still water bending momen~
draft ~

-d,

heading, and sea condition. ~mong these factors, measurements and

analyses indicate that

the sea

conditions and characteristics have the greatest influence on

wave-induced cycfiC loading history [3.18].
(2) HighFrequencyLoading: High frequency l~ads are considered to be caused by two
primary sources: (1) slamming and whipping, (2) excitation by machinery or propellers.
In many eases, high frequency loads from these &ourcesare of little significance because
they cause small stress fluctuations. However, in some cases they can result in high local
cyclic stresses such as blow flare or wave slamming loads concentrated in the fore-peak
area of ships trading on severe weather routes, or machinery and propeller induced cyclic
loads in the stem area of the ship for poorly balanced or isolated machine~

and

propeller~
(3) Still Water Loading: Still water loading representsthe mean load during a period of
a voyage as fuel is consumed and as ballast is added or shifted.

Also, there Wi

large

variations in still water loading from voyage to voyage. Oil tankers especially encounter
mmemely different loading conditions between fully loaded voyages and ballasted
voyages.
(4) Thermal

Loading:

Thermal stresses are induced by the presence of an irregular

thermal @uilient and can be considered as a type of loading. The themal gradient in a
ship depends on the weather, sea-air temperature differential and exposure to the sun.
Consequently, the thermal-load variation generally follows the diurnal changes in air
temperature.

The intermittent use of heating coils is mother $ource of therm~ 10ad

fluctuations.
The construction of a complete ship loading history requires consideration of
stresses due to still water, thermal and dynamic’ effects in addition to low frequency
wave-induced stresses.

However, the still water and thermal stresses are very low

frequency, and their effect -is primarily to shift the mean stress. These stresses will have
,mlatively little effect on the lifetime load history. High frequency loads due slamming
and whipping are still not well understood.

In” the present development of fatigue

analyses, the cyclic stress ranges caused by wave-induced loads and ship rhotions (and
sometime loading-unloading) are considered.
29
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3 Fatime AnalvsiS
In the pasL tanker CSDS have generally been designed without an explicit fatigue

analysis. CSDS have been designed so that they only had sufficient basic strength or
capaci~.

Until recently, this approach had generally proved to develop CSD that had

both sufficient strength and durability. Severe backing or durability problems began to
become obvious, since the advent of highly opt-$n.izedhull structure designs, the use of
higher strength steels, and much larger ships.
There are many different types of fatigue analyses, ranging from very complex
“s~ctrd fatigue stress analysis” (SFSA) methods that attempt to determine the effects of
the entire life time of cyclic stress ranges to much simpler “allowable fatigue stress
analysis” (AFSA) methods that limit the maximum local stress range in a given CSD.
The cores of these methods are linear dansfer function processes. These processes use a
simple proportional

relationship

between a particular input’ variable (e.g.,. wave

spectrum), and a particular output variable (e.g. stress at given point in a given CSD).
Because of linearity, superposition (addition) can be used to define the resultant of
different processes.

Nonlinear processes can not be easily incorporated into this

framework; equivalent linearization must be employed.
Experience with a wide variety of fatigue sensitive structures (e.g., offshore
platforms, airfmmes) indicates that the simplified “AFSA” method should be a derivative
of the more complex “SFSA” methods. At the present stage of development of explicit
fatigue analyses for the present generation of tankers, we are still building experience
with the SFSA. The state of knowledge and practice is being developed so that AFSA
can be implemented into practice. In the remainder of this section, the basic concepts of
a SFSA will be discussed The basic concepts of AFSA will be introduced in the next
section.

3.3.1 Fatigue Analysis Procedures
At the beginning of fatigue analysis, one must define the service profile for the
ship which includes loading conditions, routes “of vessel operation, speeds and sea
headings, and time at sea and port. For a tanker, at least one representative full load and
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one representative ballast condition should be considered. For speeds, it is typical to use
75% of the design speed in those conditions.

Eight wave headings are in general

considered: head seas, bow qu&-tering (port and starboard), beam seas, stem quartering
(port and starboard), and following seas, and the various vessel headings are often
assumed equi-probable. Credit in any analysis may be taken for time spent in port. For
tiers,

the sea time can be as much as 80% of the total.
There are thousands of CSD in a ship.

It is not feasible to perform fatigue

analyses for each of them. Generally, fatigue analysis is performed on representative
details from CSD groups with similar conflgu.rations and similar loading conditions.
Fatigue analyses should be performed on groups of CSD that may have high
consequences associated with

cracking and high likelihoods of cracking.

The

consequence rating for the CSD will be dependent on the location and function of the
CSD and the associated structural system. The locations of high likelihood of cracking
can be determined on the basis of experience (e.g., locations and CSD that have a history
of frequent cracking) and stress analysis (indicating locations that may experience large
numbers of cycles of high stress ranges).
According to statistical data from ship structural sumeys [3.3] [3.4], beam
brackets and tripping brackets experience highest and second highest numbers of cracks.
Thus they should be investigated f~st. Also, recent studies indicate that side shell
longitudinal

which bear slamming of sea surface and cyclic loads of sea wave

experience most fatigue cracks [3.2] [3. 13]. Consequently the fatigue analysis should
f~st be focused on the intersection between the side “shell Iongitudinals and transverse
bulkhead or web (Figure 3..1). More specifically, welds between bracket toes/heels and
side shell longitudinal are most critical.
A fatigue analysis proceeds through five basic steps:
1. Identifj and characterize the sources of cyclic stresses for the projected life.
2. Determine the stress ranges and numbers of cycles at the “hot spots” of a CSD.
3. Characterize the S-N relation of the CSD.
4. Determine the anticipated likelihood of cracking for the proposed CSD.
5. Detemnine if the damage is acceptable or not. If not, wise CSD or hull structure
framing to lower stress ranges and repeat #1-#5 until an acceptable darnage is
achieved.
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33.2 Sea States (wave

Spectra)

The description of the long term wave environment for any vessel route is made
through a wave scatter dia~am,

which contains information on the wave heights,

periods, and associated occurrence times for the sea states.

Any cell in the scatter

diagram is characterized by two parameters: a significant wave height and a zero crossing
period. nese

heights and periods of any cell in the scatter diagram are used to generate

individual wave spectra that provide energy descriptions for the sea sta~. These spectra
define the wave amplitudes and frequencies for the sea state. The superposition of the
amplitudes and ~uenciew

define the wave heights and periods that can be encountered

in that sea state.
In design stage, use of the Walden data (Table 3.3) is common. Such data derive
from visual observations by trained obsemers.

other sets of data l~e the British

Maritime Technology enhanced obsemed wave data [3.19], and also measured and
hindcast data are ~so available.
Table 3.3: Wave scatter diagram (based on the Walden wave data)
Zero Crossing Period (sem)

Hs(m)

3
1

2

0.05288 0.09269 0.03299 0.W546 o.oC068 O.(XX)120.W27
0.01672 0.04436 0.02228 0.00479 O.ml14 0.0CW8 0.00029
OSW46
0.01730 0.01289 0.M131~ 0.~56 o.m13 o.M004
0.CUJ2970.CW990 0.00886 o.m303 o.m59 0.MKQ8 0.-3

3
4
5
6

0.Ix)5220.00193 0.00038 o.lmxM 0.00004
4LW142OSM3447
O.cmlrm0.@)2550.W392 0.M)198o.m50 o.omo3 0.00002
0.W20 o.omM
o.m54 0.CK)136
0.W226 0.W154 0.~8
O.lxx)loO.(WM11
Osmlo O.ocms o.CKm2
O.m
o.txm3 O.mxm 0.W317 o.CKm6
o.om22 O.m
O.ocml
o.m5
0.CH3014
O.m 1
0.IXW3
o.oom7 O.m
O.lmml
O.MWO1
o.m2 0.000M o.mxJ2
O.ml O.ooml o.mm2. O.mml O.oowl
0.CKXN32

7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
Total

17
19
13
15
5
7
9
11
o.m39 O.mol
1 o.Cm137
0.23656 0.06765 0.01950 0.CM1286
fM368 o.om47 o.mm9 0.W056
0.14765 0.11831 0.03024 0.

o

0.46440 0.35872 0.13859 0.02905 0,W563 osm92 0.CM3269 o
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1
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0
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3.3.3 Ship Motion Analysis
The

wave

induced loads can be organized as:

●

Global forces (bending moments, shears, and torsional moments),

●

Local external hydrodynamic forces (pressures), and

●

bad

internal inertia forces from cargo and ballas~

For fatigue analysis purposes, the load calculation is accomplished using
generally accepted linear ship motion theoty for regular waves (linear waves of unit
height and spec~led frequency) [3.20].

The ship hull is divided into a number of

pristic

strips for which the hydrodynamic properties are calculated under the
assumption of two-dimensional flow. The vertical fluid forces on the strips are
subdivided imp five categories:
1.

A wave pressure force componen~ the Froude-Krylov pressure calculated from
wave potential without influence from the ship hull;

2.

A wave pressure force component computed from the properties of the diffracted
wave system when the ship is maintained as fixed;

3.

A hydrostatic restoring force that is proportional to the instantaneous water plane
area of the ship fmm its mean position;

4.

An i.nerna force due to acceleration of the fluid (added mass force).

5.’

A damping force arising from wave radiation from the ship; and
The fmt two of die force components define the total wave induced exciting

force computi

as though the ship moves forward through the waves without oscillator

motions. The last three force components are determined as if the ship were moving
fonvard through calm water. The fourth force component is that due to the ship’s body
forces, i.e., mass of the ship that is contained in the strip times the acceleration
experienced

by the Srnp. Each of the hydrodynamic pressure components varies

harmonically with the wave peri@ but with different phases.
A linear strip theory based ship motion computer program is used to generate the
transfer functions for the vessel motion in six degrees of freedom, accelerations,
hydrodynamic pressure around the surfade of the vessel, and vertical bending, lateral
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bending, ‘md torsional moments and shear forces along the vessel length [3.20, 3.21].
Several ship motion computer programs are available. Recently, these programs have
begun to more precisely address the complex hydrodynamics of the free-surface region
[3.21].
The offsets of the vessel and the weight disrnbutions are the primary input
variables.

Eight wave healings are in general considered: head seas, bow quartering

(port and starboard), beam seas, stern quartering (port and starboard), and following seas.
Multiple speeds can also be considered. As results, the motion, acceleration, shear force,
bending moment and hydrodynamic pressure bsfer
,.
of frequency, heading, and speed.

functions are obtained as a function

Such a process ignores several potentially important sources of hydrodynamic
cyclic loads. Blow flare and bottom slamming are ignored as”are green water on the deck
effects (bow plunging). Due to the use of small amplitude wave theory, loads developed
on surfaces within the wave zone are only treated in an approximate way.

Wave

skewness (crest amplitude
approximated.

greater than trough amplitude) effects are also be
Special “ad hoc” adjustments must be made to the hydrodynamic

pressures computed in the wave zone to develop reasonable linear hydrodynamic
pressure mnsfer function characterizations for the structure elements in this zone [3.22].

33.4. Stress Range Transfer Function
A stress range transfer function represents the cyclic stress response of unit height
waves of varying frequencies. The stress range transfer functions are usually obtained by
The use of static analysis assumes that

using quasi-static finite element analysis.

structural dynamics, transient loads, and effects such as springing are insignificant.
One potential difficulty in obtaining the stiess range transfer functions is the
number of finite element analysis (FEA) cases needed. If two loading conditions (full
load and ballast) and eight headings are considered, then 16 transfer functions need to be
determined. To get the cume of each one of them, the values ~f the transfer functions at
several frequencies should be calculated. However, experience indicates that particular
calculations for at least three well-chosen frequencies and using the mmsfer function of
the predominant load as a guide are typically adequate [3.16]. One of the chosen
frequencies should correspond to the peak of the predominant loading.
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information is to be preserved, there are two separate calculations for any one frequency,
corresponding to the real and imaginary parts of the load transfer function.
After Sil the transfer functions are assembled they can be multiplied by the sea
amplitude ~

In~t

f

I

L

to get the response stress range spectrum.

Spedmum

+

Transfer Function

+ 0.,,”,

Spect.mxn

~nve Height)

Fora given

l?requen~

For a givm ship sped,
hexling angle, and
loading condition

sca condition

I+equency

Frequency

For a given sea conditio~
ship speed, hcacling angle,
and Iozding condition

Figure 3.5: Stress range transfer function
3S.5

Finite Element

Analysis

To construct the stress range transfer function, one must dete~ne

the stress

response under a unit amplitude wave at a certain frequency. Thus, the use of a finite
element analysis (FE@ or &am theory is needed to calculate the response. Because of
the complexity of a ship structure, a finite element analysis is the prefemed approach to
obtain fatigue stresses.
determined by the pticular

The detail and extent of the finite element model must be
,:!

category and location of CSD being analyzed.

FEA starts with a global 3-D coarse mesh model of the ship structure. Its forces,
moments, and hydrodynamic pressure are obtained from the results of the ship motion
analyses. One then constructs a local 3-D or 2-D model. The results (displacements) of
the global FEA are used as the boundary conditions. This procedure of “zooming in” to
the fatigue sensitive area in two, or perhaps three separate analysis steps can be more
efficient than constructing a fine mesh model for the entire structure.
The otkw mean for obtaining local stresses at the “hot spots” (high stress areas) of
the ~D

is using an appropriate stress concentration factor (SCF) together with a

nominal sEess.

This stress concentration factor may be estimated based on past

analytical studies or experimental data.
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3.3.6. Short-term & Long-term Probability Density Function
The distribution of fatigue stresses in any given sea state is constructed based on
the wave energy spectrum for the sea state and the mnsfer function for the fatigue stress
range at the location of interest

This distribution generally is assumed to be Rayleigh,

with its parameter defined on the basis of the mean square value of the stress range
process
After weighting these short-term probability density functions (PDF) according
the likelihoods in

wave

scatter diagram, they can be summed up to form a long-term

PDF. If the linear strip theory computations presemed the real and imaginag parts of the
transfer functions (complex frequency response function), then the components can be
linearly superimposed, the phases preserved through the complex transfer functions, and
the resultant determined.

3.3.7 S-N Curves
The S-N (stress range V.S. number of cycles to failure) cuwe of a laboratory
specimen which has the similar geometry and similar loading condition to the CSD will
represent the fatigue capacity of the CSD. S-N curves am founded on statistical analyses
of a large number of labomtory test data. Different curves, designated by letters B to W,
represent different weld details (Fig. 3.7, 3.8). Welded joints relevant to ship structural
details may be divided into various classes based on the joint and weld characteristics and
also the orientation of the applied loads.

+,..,,,,,,,,
“e-” +
.............

.........

~~ figure 3.6: A ship structural detail and the corresponding class F fatigue
specimen
.
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Ah indication of the relationship between a ship struc~
fatigue s@men

iS @en in FiP

detail and a laboratory

3.6. The shown fati~e de~l (the fight Pict~e) is

classified iIItO fie class F by the U.K. Department of Energy.

The eight S-N ct.mes

designated by B to W (Figure 3.7) are commonly used in fatigue assessment of hull
structures. There are o~er sets of S-N cmes available which ~
organizations. We can adopt the S-N cue

developed bY ~ffemnt

of laboratory fatigue details for that of ship

structural details.
U.K DeparttnentofEnergyDtsignS-NCunw

Strm
(N/L... ,

,~

1

I

1 1

1 II

10

1

104

105

108

107

106

Endurance(Numberofcycles)
Figure 3.7: S-N curves
‘able 3.4: The data of S-N relations
class

m

cq-J

log s

B

4

2.343 *101~

0.1822

c

3.5

1.082*1014

0.2041

D

3

3.988*1012

0.2095

E

3

3.289*1012

0.2509

F

3

1.726*1012

0.2183

F2

3

1.231*1012

0.2279

G

3

0.566*1012

‘ 0.1793

w

3

O.368*1O12

‘

0.1846
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The U-K DEn specifications provide tables relating to selection of S-N cu.wes for
detail situation. There is an amount of judgement involved in the

any given ~ti

selection of the appropriate S-N cme for my given cme. For typical ship C*S,
guidance on the selection can be provided based on both experience and comparison with
component @st data for ship structural details.

F
figure 3.8: The relations between CSD and different CIWSS-N curves
.

Scatm in fatigue data should be appropriately accounted for. TWOstandard
deviations are normally deducted from mean S-N curve to be on the safe side of test
results (Fig. 3.9), that is, 97.5% suival

A

S-N cwwe is obtained
a: Mean S-N curve

b: Mean minus one standard deviatic
log s ““*..**
●.*b a
c: Mean minus two standard deviatio
c“”””.::>,.
..* ●
3. w. n
●... ●*
●.**●*,
... 9*
●*, %,
+,’
●.. *

log N
IGgure 3.9: S=Ncurves with different reliability
S-N performance is also affected by the environment. When steel is subjectid to
cyclic stresses while in contict with a comosive environment like sea water, the fatigue
strength may be reduced as compared with the fatigue strength for the same number of
“cycles in air. In tankers, the rules now require coating in ballast tanks, so only cargo
tanks without coating will potentially suffer this corrosion fatigue.
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33.8 Damage Accumulation
Having selected the S-N CLUVe
and with ~e stress range histogram (or probability
distributions) for the CSD, the resulting fatigue damage for the specified ship life can be
established techniques. In this process, damage accumulation under
variable amplitude loading is treated using the Miner linear cumulative damage
computed tiugh

hypothesis, and a representative fatigue life can bp obtained.
I
The fatigue strength of a structural detail subject to various cyclic stresses
generally qumtilti

by means. of a damage factor, which provides a direct measure of

how much of the structure’s available strength has been used up along the way to possible
fatigue failure. The damage factor can be calculated by means of the Miner-Palmgren
linear cumulative damage hypothesis, which”assumes that each stress cycle contributes a
small increase of the darnage factor and the total darnage factor can be calculated by
linear addition of the damage factor increments for the various cyclic s~ss levels.
Fatigue darnage calculation according to Miner’s rule may be done by dividing
the long term distribution of stresses into blocks, each with assumed constant stress. The
damage contribution from each block is calculated as ni/Ni where ni is number of load
cycles in actual structure with stress range Si, and Ni is the number of cycles to failure
from appropriate S-N cume at same stress range. Summing up the contribution from
each block gives accumulated damage. If the sum exceeds 1, fatigue failure is likely to
occur within the estimated total load cycles.
U= X nifNi

, i=l..k

where k= Number of stress blocks,
ni= Number of stress cycles in stress block i,
Nl= Number of cycles to failure at constant stress range Si within the stress
block i.
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‘sick?.
ni

SakulYs

-’h
-

Figure 3.10: The Miner summation procedure for one particular stress block
A damage factor of 1.0 would correspond to fatigue failure for the specific period

of time like 20 years of a ship’s semice life. A safety factor is usually incorporated in
designing for fatigue, particularly in corrosive environments, in CSDS of high failure
consequence, or in uninspectable situations.
There are many uncertainties involved in a fatigue analysis for CSD. Inherent
variabilities come from the lifetime of sea states, headings, and speeds that will be
developed and the cyclic stress range characteristics (S-N) performance of welded CSD.
There are also model and parametric uncertainties that are associated with the
determination

of seaway loads (e.g., derived from linear “strip theory”) and the

determination of dzuiuge (linear, history independent damage accumulation law, e.g.,
Miner’s rule).

The natural variabilities and the model uncertainties result in highly

uncertain results from fatigue analyses. These uncertainties can be managed through the
application of liberal “factors of safety” and programmed inspections.

33.9 Damage Acceptability
Normally, a target fatigue life of 20 years or more is required of a new tanker.
Thus, the target Miner sum is less than 1.0 in 20 years.
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A” fatigue analysis involves a large number of uncertainties and variabilities.
Whcm a fatigue analysis indicates a damage factor U=l, there is a very large uncertainty
associated ~ti

tis ~d.e~

Probab~
Density
F-ctio

~ty

‘fu

‘‘A*
u

;.0

u(GcrqnJM

mrmge

Ratio)

figure 3.11: Probabilitydensityfunctionof U
,.

The choice of the S-N tune

survival probability (Figure 3.11) generally makes the

design damage factor a consmative

indication of the expected damage factor required to

cause significant &racking of a CSD. In a sirnpliiled format, the design darnage factor,
UD, can be expressed as
UD =lJ/FSF
Where U is the expected damage factor at the fwst significant cracking and FSF is the
factor of stiety for the fatigue design. The fatigue safety factor can be expressed simply
as

where B = resultant bu (true /predicted) in true fatigue analysis,
m = negative slo~ of the S-N cme,
~= reliability required for CSD,
~=

result uncertainty and variation in fatigue analysis.

For cxamplej given a “biased” fatigue analysis procedure (B=2), a desired
likelihood of cracking of a CSD of 1/1000 (*3)

and an uncertainty u~l,

FS~2.5.

This would man that the design darnage ratio should be a maximum value of UD<=0.4.
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1

3

2

pP

Figure 3X!: U. as a function of the design reliability for B=2 and w=l
(realistic values)
The design reliability is a function of the degree of durability that is needed to be
incorpomt.es into a CSD. The degree of durability is a function of initial and long-term
maintenance costs (Figure 3.13).

I Optimum
I
for Fatigue
Design

PF

Figure 3.13: Optimum for fatigue d=ign

3.4 Simplified Fati~ue Analvsis
Fatigue assessment may also base on simplified procedures, that is, using
allowable fatigue stress analysis (AFSA).

The major simplification is that we use a

Weibull distribution to represent the long term distribution of stress range instead of
going through the whole tedious procedures in a spectrum analysis.

The long-term

distribution of stress ranges is determined by only threk parameters: Weibull shape
parameter, the exlreme stress range, and the number of cycles ‘fi 20 years, e.g. about 108.
Many other procedures, including the FEA needed, the S-N cumes, etc., would
essentially remain unchanged. Once the long-term distribution of stress ranges is
determined and approximate S-N cume is ‘chosen, the damage factor can be integrated by
the Miner’s rule. The damage factor, and hence the representative life, is obtained from a
relatively simple equation that contains the S-N constmts and the Weibull shape
parameter.
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3.4.1 Simplified Fatigue Analysis
Tiw pfOCdMM of AFSA are listed as follows [3.17]:
L S@fY the Weibull shape parameter,
2

S@fy

3. S@fy

design life time (or number of cycles in the lifetime),
cxmme stress range in the design life time (or ch~cteristic

stress range

as some other exceeding level such as 1~4),
4. Chmse an S-N cume appropriate for the CSD, and
5. Calculate the damage factor.

3.4.2 Long-term Distribution of Stress Range
The AFSA requires that the complete loading history at the location of interest be
presentd

in a probability distribution function.

It is necessary to find a distribution

which provides the best fit to the long-term ship loading histories. Full-scale ship stress
collection programs have been conducted to determine the long-t.mm distribution of
stress range [3.5]. Some distributions obtained are shown in Figure 3.14. The figure
shows rrmsured long-term, low frequency, wave-induced ship hull girder stresses. It
-S
that most loading histories can be fit by Weibull distributions with the shape
-em.
k ti the range of 0.7 to 1.3. The distribution with k=l, which is an
exponential distribution, is a straight line on a semi-log plot. These distributions can be
expressed as function S(N), see the following equation. In the equation there are three
parameters to be determined.
mss

They are Weibull shape parameter ‘k, total number of

CYCkXN; and maximum stress ~w
S(N)= So[l-log

during the en~e ship life ‘%’”

N/log NO]lA

where Sa = Mmirnum stress range in N stress ranges,
No= Total number of stress cycles,
N = Number of stress cycles which exceeds S,
k = Weibd.1 shape parameter.
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figure 3.14: Long-term distribution of stress range of large tankem, bulk
=rriers and dry awgo V-IS

compared with Weibull

Weibull shape parameter characterizes the severity of the fatigue stresses.

It

depends on lots of factors, such as the encountered sea states, the detail geometry, the
location of CSD in the ship, the strength of the ship,...and so on [3.14]. Among these
factors, the strongest factor appears to be the severity of the wave environmen~

Until

now, how to relate the Weibull shape parameter for a specified CSD and all those factors
is still under investigation.

The determination of the Weibull shape parameter is a

critical step in the AFSA, since fatigue lives are extremely -~ensitive to it For example,
if k=l.0, fatigue life= 20 years; then if k=O.8, fatigue life could be as high as 64 years.
,
Fatigue lives are extremely sensitive to the stress range.

Traditionally, 10-8

, exceedance level (or once in a lifetime) stress ranges have been used, assuming a 20 year
life for the ship [3. 16]. Unfortunately, for the same area or route of operation, a stress
range at such an exceedance level can potentially

vary

depending on the particulars of the

Chspter 3 FatigueConsiderations

wave data being used. For this reason, one can use a charactmistic fatigue stress range at
a low excdhg

level, e.g., 10~. Experience indicates that the stress ranges calculated at

such an excuxkmcc level are more “robust”. It can also be argued that such a “daily”
stress range is mom representative of fatigue.

●

5 Facto rs Influencin~ Fatipue Life
3S.1 Geometry of Member or Detail (Stress Concentration)
Because of the way members are joined, d.iscontinuities in geometry result and

produce stress concentrations that cause increased local stresses when loads are applied.
These stress concentrations can result from the general configuration of the structure, the
local weld details, angular distortions or misalignment, and flaws that may occur within
welds.

For

instance,

the

importance of the local geometry of weldments can be

demonstrated by comparing the fatigue resistance of a butt welded splice with that of a
basic plate at 2,000,000 cycles. The introduction of the butt weld reduces the fatigue
resistance of the former to about 56 percent of that of the later [3.5].
Poor design of details results in hard spots and extreme stress risers which cause
fatigue cracks. Reviewing the locations of cracks in ships, one will find that most cracks
occurred on the local connection details. Generally, sharp comers, brackets with hard
toes amdinsufficient surfacekuface contact can result in failures.
,:(
The stress concentration factor [SCF) (KTOTJ at the intersection of side shell
longitudinal

with transver~ bulkhead or web can be defined as the ratio of the extreme

stress around weld (SHOT)to the maximum nominal stress (SN) in the face plate of the
longitudinal which is assumed as a one-spanned simple beam with both ends clamped
[3.13].
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Figure 3.15: The definitions of SCF [3.13]
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respectively at various types of intersection can be obtained from a series of detailed
stress analysis by FEM. Figure 3.15 illustrates the definitions of stress concentration
factors.
.
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concentrations, thk symmetry of section profile of details also

has significant influence on fatigue strength.

It was reported that some of the 2nd

generation VLCC at the ages of only three to four years experienced fatigue cracks in
way of side shell longitudinal

with asymmetric section profile [3.13].

On the other

hand, there is no fatigue crack found in another ship wi@ side shell longitudinal
semi--etic

with

&ction profile. Therefore, the influence of symmetry on the strength of

longimulinals was investigated in [3.13]. One of the findings is that the maximum stress
in the asymmetric configuration is nearly 70% higher than that in symmetric one. Thus it
, is clear that the stress relaxation by employing the side shell lohgitudinals of T or semi-T
t~

section will improve fatigue strength greatly.
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3.5.2 Material
~gh tensile steel has been used in ship building for many years. However until
the mid 80’s, high tensile skl

was mainly used in bottom and deck. Of tankers built

during the building boom in the 70s, a few tankers were built with high tensile steel also
in side shell. Some of these vessels are now exppiencing fatigue damages. Today, high
tensile steel is normally utilized for all longitudinal material and to a great extent also for
transveme structural elements within the cargo area.
However, there was a general consensus among the Trans-Alaska Pipeline
Senice

CAPS) opxators that modem vessels, built within the last 20 years, which

contain HTS have more problems than the older vessels constructed solely of mild steel
[3.7]. The report indicates that tankers whose cargo block section is constructed of either
a combination of mild and HTS or solely of HTS experienced disproportionately higher
numbers

of structural failures than vessels built only of mild steel.’
Applying high tensile steel, scantlings are reduced tid stresses increased. There

is not a commensurate incnxwe in the fatigue strength. While fatigue tests on smooth
specimens in air indicate substantial increase in the fatigue strength with yield strength,
fatigue tests on notched specimens and specimens in corrosive environments do not
indicate any substantial increases in fatigue strength with increases in yield strength
[3.23].
The allowable stress given by classification societies may be increased by a
factor, denoted material factor. If for example HT36 steel is used, the allowable stress in
longitudinal

may genemlly be increased by 39% compared to stress level in mild steel.

(The rnatmial factor employed by ABS for Ioc~ scantlings is 0.72 for HT36 steel.) In
structures subject to mainly static loads, this does not cause problems other than a
reduced corrosion margin and perhaps increased vibrations and flexibility in some cases.
However, in structure subjeqt to dynamic loads such as side shell CSD, the increased
stress levels have a significant implication: Educed fatigue life.
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33.3 Construction Flaws
These include tnissiug brackets, construction details in variance with approved
plans, etc. AIso, poor weld, workmanship, including fabrication and fit-up during the
construction of the vessel, results in additional stresses in butt and fflet welds.
TherE have been reports of shipyards using plates at the very low limit of the
I

rolling tokrances (i.e., 19.5 mm plate used whe~ 20 mm plate is specified). According
to a su.wey [3. 10], the results of gauging on some new vessels did show that the majority
of all readings were down from original thicknesses, up to 0.4 to 0.5 mm with average
loss of approximately 0.2 mm. The following table shows the distribution of loss as a
percentage of all reading taken on a VLCC. “l%erequirements for dimensional tolerances
for major classification societies are basically the same and are as follows:
●

Thickness not exceeding 15.0 mm:

Tolerance of 0.4 mm,

●

Thickness not exceeding 45.0 nun

Tolerance of (0.02t + O.1) mm

●

Over 45 mm:

Tolerance 1 mm

-

Comparing the sutwey readings to Class requirements, 9% of gauging taken are at
tolerance or in excess, that is, 91 % could be considered “acceptable”.

The Percentage
Percentage

f:

of Readiw

10

(%)

of Different Thickness L

:

-0.5 -0.4

-0.3
l%icknesa

-0.2

-0.1

0

0.1

Loss (mm)

Figure 3.16: An example of mill tolerance [3.13]
There have also been cases of so-called ‘rogue’ or uncertified plates finding their
way into the ship structure.” In one such case, a plate intended for fabrication as a
bulldozer blade was mixed into a shipment of certified plate and became part of the shell
plate of a tanker with naturally unsatisfactory results [3.10].
. .
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9

6 Immwed

CSD Desi$m

Careful design of CSD is the single most important component in developing a
durable ship sfructure. Included are aspects such as relocating welds away from high
stress areas and reducing local stress levels through beneficial contours and soft toes. It
is good practice to use semice proven details. Also, wherever possible, details should be
so confl~

tiat if local failyres should occur, the crack does not nkily

the hull envelope.

propagate into

This section will introduce some techniques of detail’ design and

iUustrate good detail desigqs from bad ones in order to reduce fatigue damage.

3.6.1 Countermeasures Against Fatigue Failure
lle stresseswhich cause fatigue problem are mostly cyclic stresses in way of
weld connections.

Accordingly, fatigue life may basically be improved by reduce

nominal stress or by relaxing stress concentrations and hot spots.

Accordingly, the

counter measures considered is listed below.
●

Increase scantlings and thereby re”ducethe nominal stress.

●

The symmetric section (T-type) of longitudhmls can prevent additional local
stresses due to torsional bending.

●

Applying longer transition pieces, tapering the width of the transition pieces, and
reducing geomerncal discontinuities can relax stress concentrations (see Figure
3.17).

.

,:!

Adding backing brackets to the opposite side of flat-bar stiffeners or tripping
brackets can “reduceadditional stress due to lateral deformation of transverse webs
(see Figure 3.18).
concentration.

The soft-typed scallop can be used to relax local stress

It is usually installed at the heel of flat-bar stiffeners of tripping

brackets. The degree of this relaxation also depends on the shape and the size of
s.c_aop, and about 35% stress decrease can be achieved as a m~imum

[3-13].

The peak stress will be indeed reduced, but it has not been proved that the fatigue
strength at these more complex cutouts will increase accordingly.
●

Using the design of soft toe (figure 3.17) and soft scallop (figure 3.20) can relax
the local stress concentration.’ While a backing bracket is added to the opposite
side of a tipping

the location of stress

bracket or a flat-bar stiffener,

concentration will shift to the toe of the backing bracht.

In the same time+ the
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stress level of shifti

location of stress concentration will be much lower
depending on the size and shape of the backing bracket. In case of using soft
imcke~ 65% decrease of ]ocal StreSScan be expected in the maximum.
stress rekixation by adding a

backing
bracket
has

significant effect.

The

Although

using a soft toe or fitting a bracket at the toe side of a flat-bar stiffener can reduce
SttESSlevel there, it results in the StmSSincrease at its heel side. However a soft
-

is very effective in reducing stress levels, In its application, one should be

careful not to cause another stress concentration.
●

Grind the weld around bracket toes or heels to Educe stnss concentration.

An

inmease in fatigue life by a factor 2 is.potentially possible [3.16]. However, this
technique is still not widely used because of the large number of CSDS.

.

3.6Q Examples

of Improved

Detail Design

(1) Barn Brackets

I

Original Design

Modified

Upper Deck

F::,

,,.,,,,,,,,,,,

II

Design

V

,,....................

41
II

T.
BH: 3

Figure 3.17: Decreasing discontinuity and using soft toe for a beam bracket
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(2)TrippingBrackets

Original

Improved

Design

Design

Trans.
Web
F

Side Shell
,.

. .
Figure 3.18: Adding a backing bracket for a tripping bracket

(3)

slot
ORIGINALDESIGN

MWFii2D DESIGN

Figure3.19: Using soft collar-ring plate and expanding it to reduce
discontinuity for a slot
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(4) Flat Bar Stiffexmm

Original lles@

Improved

Design

Improved

Design

1
Tram

;

Web
. d

Side S&U

Figure 3.X’k Using soft smllop (middle picture) and adding brackets (right
picture) for a flat. bar stiffener
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Chapter 4 Inspection and Monitoring

4.0 Introduct ion
The objective
monitoring consi-ons
builds tilud.ing

of this chapter is to summari~

important inspection

and

as they apply to the internal critical structural details of new

how the internal structure of new builds can be designed and configured

to enhance inspections.

In additim, this chapter will describe onboard monitoring

systems that can k used to provide information to improve ship maintenance and design.

4.0.1 Objectives of Inspection
71e objective of inspection is to acquire information and knowledge concerning
the integrity of the ship hull structure. Two inspection phases will be @cussed in this
Chapter construction and in-sewice.
Whh the introduction of VLCCS, the task of conducting structural inspections has
become increasingly difficult. The larger size of vessels has increased the surface area
that needs to be i.mq.wctedto an almost unrealistic level. In a VLCC, there can be 150 to
200 acres of steel, 200 to 300 miles of welds, and 30 to 40 miles of stiffeners to be
inspected [4. l].,

As a result a result of the difficulties assmiated with performing

inspections, the percentage of structural defects detected decreases and the personnel
safety problem assuiated with inspections increases.
In the frost partof this chapter, inspection methods and concepts are introduced.
The quality controls of structure and coating during construction inspection are described
fwst. After tha~, in-stmice inspection is introduced. The inspection procedure including
preparation, execution and data analysis is discussed. Lastly, design considerations for
accessibility and ventilation are also introduced.
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4.0.2 (objectives of Monitoring
Hull ~ctural

monitoring systems have become a potentially important part of

tanker inspection technology. Such systems camprovide intermittent and continuous data
on the performance responses of the hull structure.

They can provide important

information to improve design, construction, and operations of the ships.

Onboard

monitoring systems are particularly useful in that they allow the Master/watch officer to
quaqtify the results of an action taken to minimize the response of the ship to seawayi.nduced loading. Such actions can include cI@@ng ship’s heading, speed, and ballast to
a

deeper draft

By obseming the bridge display monitor, the effect of initiating such an

action on, say, main deck stress, can be readily determined. Ship monitoring systems can
also provide ship designers with prototype data on loading and ship structure responses to
help improve the technologies of seaway loading predictions and prediction of ship
structure responses to these loads.

Ship inspections and structure maintenance also

benefit from the improvements provided by monitoring systems.

4.1 Constru ction Insnect ionq
I

4.1.1 Structure
Construction inspections are intended to assure that specified structural materials,
dimensions, positioning, surface and weld preparations, welding sequence, fit-up and
alignment have been followed during the construction of the ship. Experience has amply
demonstrated that the quality of the construction will be reflected directly in the
durability of the ship strbcture and in its ability to remain semiceable throughout its
lifetime, particularly after the frost few years of the ship’s semice. Compromises in the
quality of the ship structure during construction are reflected in structural durability
problems later in the life of the ship.
All necessary inspection shall be carried out in accordance with the contract,
contract specifications and this inspection standard. The inspection shall be carried out
by the Builder in accordance with the Builder’s working schedule. The owner inspector
may attend such inspection as are required to be witnessed by the owner inspector in
‘ accordance with the list of inspection and testing of this inspection standard.

Those

inspections which are scheduled to carry out prior to the arrival of the owner’s inspector
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at the s~py~

shall lx carried out by the btilder alone. If the owner’s inspector finds

any non-confoxmi~ to the contract Or specification, he/she shall infofm the shipyard as
early as’ possible so that the builder may rectify such non-conformity without big
disturbance to the construction schedule.
The inspection of hull construction consists of several phases. First, the fit-up
inspection is carried out before the commencement of welding. When the construction of
each block is fmishe& the hull block inspection then follows. If any fittings are fitted to
the hull bl~

the hull block inspection sh~ be carried out without dismantling these

fittings unless they make the inspection impossible. When all works affecting strength
and tightness of the hull constmction are. completed, the internal inspection of the hull
construction work shall be ca@d
unftishe&

out.

If outfitting works in these spaces are left

the final inspection of these works shall be carried out when all outfitting

works are completed.
Hydrostatic test or air tight test should be ca.mied out for each tank compartment
after finishing &e internal inspection before launching.
have ‘hydrostic

For those tanks which cannot

test before launching, the vacuum test and the air leakage test of fillet

welded joints shall be carried out at the assembly stage or the erection stage.
I.nspxtors should look for any defect that could happen during construction.
Generally, inspectors should pay strict attention to the following items:
.

Mi~ing

compcuwnk

Inspectors should ensure the hull structure is built in

accordance with the approved plans. Make sure thek are no missing components
or incorrect positioning of structural members..

and material of steel plates:

Inspectors should verify that the

.

Thicimss

.

thickness and grade of steel plate is in accordance with the specifications/plans~
Alignment of structure: One of the problems in assembly work is to ensure
proper fit-up and alignment of one assembly with another.

This should be

checked and verifwl by inspectors.
.

Welding sequenec

Inspectors must ensure compliance with the welding

sequence. The overall welding sequence should be considered primarily from the
point of view of minimizing distortion, avoiding stzess concentrations and
facilitating fabrication.

It is also aimed at minimizing the chance of cracking

during the welding process in areas of high restraint.
“ 59
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Welding quality

The most common types of defects in a weld include cracks,

incomplete fusion, lack of penetration, slag inclusion, porosity, and under cut. If
these defects are not “caught by inspectors, they may become future maintenance
problems.

The Likelihood of these defects is somewhat dependent on the

workmanship. However, the quality of welding is affected by many factors and is
not restricted to the work done by the welder alone. Before welding, all of the
earlier steps such as layou~ plate edge preparation, fitting, and alignment should
have been planned with regard to securing good workmanship. The shipyard is
responsible for providing a good workmanship.
responsibility to insure the quality.

However it is the inspectors

“

The fwst level of construction inspections are the quality standard and inspection
,.

procedures that are specified in new building contract and specifications by the ship
owner. The second level are tho”sespecified and followed by the ship yard. The third
level of construction inspections are those specified and performed by regulatory
authorities and ship ch.ssfication societies. The quality assurance and control procedures
that are provided by the ship yards, regulatory authorities and classification societies are
used as components of this foundation. Construction inspectors must be well trained and
diligent.

Positive incentives should be provided to assure that all parties do what is

necessary to achieve the ship structure quality goals.
The primary means of construction inspections are visual, to compare the
construction drawings and specifications with what is being done by the shipyard on a
daily basis. Access to the areas to be inspected, proper lighting and ventilation, and
inspector training are critical aspects of these inspections. Color coding different grades
and types of steels and different types of welding materials can help assure that the
proper materials are being used.
However, fundamentally all steels look alike, it is difficult to detect weld flaws
(lack of penetration, porosity) under the weld cap passes, and frequently misalignments
can not be detected kcause of an inability to “see through steel.” Thus, non-destructive
testing (NDT) methods such as dye penetrant, ultrasonic, magnetic particle, and
radiography must be used. Table 4.1 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages and
applications of alternative NDT methods.
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During the design stage it is also important

to

4 Inspectionand Monitoring

have the engin~rs specify quality

and acceptable deviations.
This includes items such as “weld quality and
profdes, material thickness, and alignments. Th4 data taking, recording, and verification
S~&Kd

plans should

dso

lx

&veloped during the design stage.

%mmarv
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4.12 Coatings
Once the coating is cc)mpleted, it is almost impossible for ship owners to examine
the quality of the coating work. Therefore, quality control during coating procedures is
critical. Quality control

on

corrosion prevention can be done by the supemision of ship

mmmrs, paint manufacturers and the workmanship of ship yards.

The inspection

provided by ship owners influences dramatically the quality of new ships. Generally
some supemisors will be sent by ship owners to the ship yard to inspect the construction
of their new ships during the whole period. These inspectors should be well trained and
have sufficient experience to make sure that ~ the work is completed to the satisfaction
of the owners. On the other hand, ship yards have the responsibility to assure the quality
of their products. The workmanship of different ship yards differs from each other.
Controlling the shipyard’s workmanship therefore becomes a fundamental responsibility
of the ins~ctor/owner’s representative. (Refer to Chapter 2 for more information)
The causes of coating failures that construction and repair supemisors and
inspectors should pay special attention on are listed below:
(a) Inadequate surface preparation,
(b) Inadequate storage after blast-cleaning that causes corrosion again,
(c) Inadequate working temperature or humidity,
(d) Incomct drying periods between applications of successive coatings,
(e) Coating omission on the comers of smuctural details (See Figure 4.1),
(f) Poor application procedures,
(g) Insufficient fdm thickness,
(h) Inadequate or omission of stripe coats,
(i) Use of improper application equipment,

Figure 4.1: Common areas of coating missing
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For inspection convenience in MS,

it is better to use a lightci color. It is easier

to inspect cracks or coating. defects (rest s~aks
lighter ~color coatings.
different

and areas of coating breakdown) on

If a two-coat system is chosen, it is common practice to use

colors for each layer of coating to distinguish them and to specify the thickness

of each coat and ensure complete coverage.
●

4.2 In-service Inswctlon~
After a new ship is delivere~ the ships hull structure must be monitored by a
series of internal and external inspections to assess the integrity of the ship structure. Insemice inspections provide means to evaluate the cument condition of steel and coatings
.

and to detect unexpected flaws and damages, and permit appropriate maintenance and
repair measures to lx taken to ptiseme the integrity of the hull structure. A complete
suney carI be divided into three phases: planning and preparation, the execution of the
actual sumey, and data analysis.

4.2.1 Planning and Preparation
Before an inspection, appropriate planning and preparation are import.mm The
purpose of the inspection should be identiiled as one of the following [4.16]:

●

Flag administration requirements

●

Classific~on

J

soeietid statutory requirements

Special su.mey
Intmmxliate sumey
Annual s~ey
Damage condition survey
●

owner inspectionrequirements
Corrosion trends su.mey
Pm-periodic overhaul planning
Pm-purchasing condition appraisal
Life continuance planning
Structural defects/fractures detection
Coating Assessment
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Inspection Programs

An inspection program begins when &e vessel is delivered and continues
throughout the life of the vessel. The purpose of inspections is to assess the capability of
the structure to remain safe until the next inspection period and to accomplish any
necessary comctive

measures to maintain this capability.

The effectiveness of

inspection is dependent on the method of inspection, accessibility, and the qualification
of the inspectors. Training inspectors, irnprovirig the inspection method, and improving
accessibility will increase the percentage of critical structural details that are inspected.
The scope of internal structural inspections as required by the Classification
Societies is listed in the following Table 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 [4.3]. In this table, it can be
seen that the extent of the requirement increases with the age of the ship. An overall
survey is a suney intended to report on the overall condition of the tanks’ structural
integri~ and comosion condition in a relatively short period of time and to determine the
extent of additional close-up suneys requirements. A close-up sumey is one where the
structural components are within the inspection range (within arm’s reach) of the
suneyor.
accessible.

In practice, the areas that will be inspected fwst will be those that are most
However, as’ the age of the ship increases, additional access for close-up

inspection will be necessary for most areas of the structure.
particularly

necessary

for crack detection,

corrosion

This close-up smey

assessment

is

and thickness

measurement.
The minimum requirements for thickness measurements can be found in
Reference [4.3].

The number of locations and extent of sumeys are greater in the

permanent ballast tanks and in tanks used primarily for water ballast because these tanks
are subjected to a more comosive environment. In addition to the thickness measurement
specified in precise locations, sufficient measurements are required to assess and record
corrosion patterns.
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Table 4.2: Inspection
nro~ram 14.31
—..—
.
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adjacent stmcturalmemkrs

transverseweb frame

mlletlnal manbers (ii
me ballasttankif any,
Jr a -go tadt used
primarily fcmwater
ballast)

in one wing (in one ballast
tankifany, oracargotank
usedprimarilyforwater
tdklst)

memters on one

transversebulldwtd in
Dnebdast tank, one
:%go wing tank and
me cargo center tank

ringsincludingadjacent necessaryby the
structuralmembersin
Smeyor
all ballast tank and in
one cargowing tank

b) Onecomplete

b) Onedeck transverse
including adjacentdeck
b) Om deck tmsverse
mcl~ng adjxemt deck structud membersin ah
mucturalmembers
in
of theremaining ball&t
XKargo wing tank
tank, if any
:) bwe$partofthe
@der system including
ad-t
stmmra.1

15 c Age c 20
Special Survey No.4

decktransverse
including ad~ent deck
structure in one argo wing
tank andtwocargocenter
tanks

C)One

d) Thecompletegirder
system including adjacent
structuwdmemtxxson the
tramwersebulkheadsin one
wing tank(in one ballast
tank,if any, ora argo tank
med primarilyforwater
ballast)

transverseweb frame
ring includingadjacent
structuralmembersin
each remainingcargo
wing tanks and one
bttom andone deck
transversein each
cargo center tank
c) One completegirder
system including
adjacentstructural
memberson the
~sverse bulkheadsin
all cargo andballast
tanks

e) Imwer part of the girder
system rncludingadjacent
structural memberson one
transvemebulkhead in each
of the remaining ballast
tanks, one ago wing tank
and two cargo center tank

.
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Table 4.3: Minimum requirements of thickness measurements at special hull
wrvevs
● ✍✍✍✌
--. - - of
-- nil
--- tankers
------ —-- r4.31
Age-c S yea%
Sumey No. 1

special

1. Onesectionof deck
plating for the full
karn of the ship within
0.5 L amidahips(in
way of a balktst tank, if
any, or a cargo tank
used primarily for
waterballast)
2. Sufficient
mwmrements of
structuralmembers
subjectto Close-up
Surveyforgeneral
assessmentand
recordingof cotrosion
pattern
3. suspect areas

5< Agec Nl
Special Sumey No. 2

10 c Age <15
Special SurveyNo. 3

1. Within 0.5 L amidshipx
a) Each deck plate
b) One transversesection
2. Sufficientm~urements
of the differentstructumt
membrs subjectto Close-up
Surveyfor general
assessmentandrecordingof
corrosionpattern
3. suspect areas
4. Selectedwind and water
strakesoutside 0.5 L
amidships

1. Within 0.5 L
amidship~
a) Each deck plate
b) TWO tiSVerSe
sections
2. Sufficientmeasum
of the different
structuralmembers
subject to Close-up
Survey forgeneral
assessmentand
recordingof corrosion
pattern

15< Age c 20
Special Survey No.4

1. Within 0.5 L
amidship~
a) Each deck plate
b) Three tIIUISWrW
sections
c) Each bottom plate
2. Sufficient
measurementsof the
different structural
members subject to
Close-up Surveyfor
geoeral assessment and
recordingof corrosion
pattern

3. SuspectAreas
3. suspect areas
4, Selectedwind and
watermakes outside
0.5 L amidships

~

4. Selected wind and
water shakes outside
0.5 L amidships

Table 4.4: Minimum requirements of tank testing at special hull surveys of
oil tankers [4.3]
Age <5 yerm
Special Sumey No. 1

1. cargo tank
Imundariesfacing
ballast tanks, void
spaces,pi~ tunnels,
fuel oil tanks, pump
rooms or cofferdams

S< Agec10
Special Suney No. 2

1. Cargo tank boundaries
facing ballast tanks, void
spaces,pipe tunnels, fuel oil
tanks, pump rooms or
cofferdams
2. All cargo tank bulkheads
which form the boundaries
of segregatedcargoes

10< Age c 15
Special Su~ey No. 3

15 c Age <20
Special Survey No.4

1. cargo tank
tmundariesfacing
ballast tanks, void
spaces,pipe tunnels,
fuel oil tanks, pump
rwms or cofferdams

Cargo tank b.da.ries
facing ballast tanks,
void spaces,pipe
tunnels, fuel oil tanks,
pump rcmmsor
cofferdams

2. All remainingurgo
tank bulkheads

2. All remaining
tank bulkheads

.
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what to Ins*
The scope of the inspection is depndent

on the inspection program.

For each

inspection, the extent of areas to be inspected should be specified. Generally, four basic
defects ~
be reCOrded during ti types of inspection. They are crachng, corrosion,
coating breakdown and buckling. Additionally the inspctor

assesses the following

conditions:
.

Coatings and comosion rates,

-

Pitting and percentage of pitting covering the plate,

.

Piping and fitdngq

●

Handrails ladde~ and walkways,

Since a ship structure is large, it is almost impossible to perform’ a 100%
inspection. The inspectors must have a good understanding of the structural layout and
crack history of this ship. Information should be obtained prior to the commencing of
the stuwey. TMs includes structural drawings, previous inspection data, ptwious repair
records, condition and extent of protective coatings, operational history, and so on.
Combining this information with the inspectors’ experience, they can determine where to
inspect more efficiently.
In addition, inspectors n~

to know the locations of critical structural details

with high likelihoods of failure. Discussion with aJl involved parties, including the ship’s
staff, classification stiiety, and ship repnxentatives, can give inspectors insight into the
locations of critical areas. Xfan inspection database is available, it will give inspectors
further insight into where and when to expect structural damage and defects. Areas that
are of concern to the inspector with respect to fracture initiation are listed below [4.3]:

●

Ends of principal girders, stringers, transverses and struts with associated
brackets. Particular attention should be paid to toes of brackets.

.

Bracketed ends to shell, deck and bulkhead stiffeners.
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of she~ deck and bulkhead longitudinal to transverse web frames
and bulkheads. Particular attention should be paid to the side. shell connections

●

bmvcma

fill load and ballast waterlines.

●

Any discontinuity in the form of misalignment or abrupt changes of section.

●

Plating in way of cutouts and openings.

●

~=

●

Erection butts in plating and longitudinal stiffeners.

fit

show any evidence of damage or buckling.

For corrosion concern, the bottom is perhaps the most commonly inspected area
in a tanker. l%e extent of wastage should Qe checked. For coated tanks, wastage will
take the foxm of Iocalimi pitting and grooving in way of coating failure.

Generally,

inspections for localized comosion can be focused in the following areas:
●

Top and bottom of ballast tanks,

●

Bottom of cargo tanks where pining comosion could occurs,

●

Any horizontal surface which can’entrap water, in particular, horizontal stringers
on transverse bul.khead~

●

Welds, sharp edges, and any areas in which coating is difficult to apply,

●

Imcal stiffening members which can become the sites of grooving corrosion, and

●

Zmc Anode&
A gocd way to keep track of the trend of critical areas is to use a computerized

databa=

system.

A computerized

documentation and inspection results.
inspection da~

database system is used for typical defect
It can simplify the handling of gauging and

Besides, developing high quality databases on corrosion and cracking

histories and containing sufficient volumes of data can assist in defining the areas of the
hull structure that should be closely inspected and monitored on a more frequent basis.

4.22 Execution of Survey
After the planning and preparation, the execution of the suney can begin.

A

sequence of tasks should ~ completed before inspectors enter tanks. The tanks must be
cleaned.
inspectors.

Ventilation facilities should then be installed to prevent gas hazard to the
A fundamental problem that inspectors will meet is satisfacto~ access to

structural details.

Thus different access methods will be introduced.
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is WI* going, inspectors will nee(i to record the defects they find. Several

data mmd.ing methods will be inmiuced

in this section.

Tank Cl~ing
Before a suney, tanks to be inspected must be cleaned. The effectiveness of the
tank cleaning is the most important factor contributing to the success of a structural
su.wey. The water in the ballast tanks must be pumped ou~ here

is typically a layer of

mud left on all horizontal surface. It is hard to remove. On the other hand, the surfaces
in cargo tanks could have a layer of wax or cargo residue (sludge) left after cargo oil is

pumped ou~
Insfilciently

All the mud, wax or standing water will hide structural defects.
clemd tanks will not only prevent a good visual and ultrasonic sumey but

will also increase the hazards faced by the inspectors from hydrocarbon levels and
dippy
sIIUCture faced by the inspectors Tank cleaning can be performed with an
existing Crude 011 Washing (COW) system. Sediment and siudge may still be a problem
in shadow areas and perhaps on the bottom, and in this case crew assistance in sludge
removal by using shovels, scrapers and buckets maybe necessaxy.
Ventilation and Lighting
The risks of hazardous vapors, suffocation, f~e and explosions are controlled by
conventional gas freeing, cleaning and ventilating. Before entering tanks, gas testing
should be conducted to ensure that the air in the tanks will not endanger the inspectors.
The criteria thathave to be met can be found in Reference [4.3]:
To get rid of these dangerous gases, continuous forced ventilation should be
supplied to the tank during the inspection. An adequate number of deck fans should be
used to supply the fresh air.
Germrd tank lighting is provided by air-driven portable lights suspended through
deck o@ngs
opened

and/or by natural dayligh~ since all access and tank cleaning holes are

Local lighting is provided by the flashlights or cap lights carried by the team

members [4.13].
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ACGSS Methods

Thheen inspection access methods are introduced below [4.2]. Each method has
its particular advantages and disadvantages.

The most popular methods at the present

time are “rafting” nd “physical climbing”, because they are most cost effective. Table
4.5 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of alternative intemid tank structure
inspection methods and techniques.

1. Improved Tanker d=igm Currently most vessels are only fitted with ladders to
provide access to the tank bottom. The accessibility to critical structural details
like side shell longitudinal is poor. It can be greatly improved by simply adding
climbing bars, additional horizontal girders, or catwalks with handrails. Design
consideration for accessibility is a future trend. More details are described in the
next section “Design Consideration for Accessibility & Ventilation”.
2. Walking the bottom: This method is often used as a fwst step in inspecting the
tank. A disadvantage of this method is that the, smey is restricted to the lower
region of the tank.

Despite the disadvantage, it does have the advantage of

providing direct access for inspection to the lower flange of the hull girder
together with its associated stiffeners.
3. Climbing without fall safety device: The inspectors use the side longitudinal
as a ladder to gain access to upper regions of the tank. Most company policies
recommend that the climbing height not exceed 3 meters.

In fact, a fall at a

height of 3 meters or less could cause serious, if not fatal, injury.
4. Physiad climbing with fall safety device: The basic concept of this method is
to clip a rope to one of the upper side longitudina.ls and lead it to the bottom of
the tank. From the tank bottom the inspector will clip himself onto the rope with
a harness attached to his body and a specially designed rope grab clipped to the
suspended rope. Should the inspector fall, the rope grab is designed to stop the
inspectors descent. This method allows the inspector to inspect the side shell and
bulkhead areas, but the under deck area still remains essentially inaccessible. The
setup of the fall safety device is difficult also.
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42 Climbing without fall safety device [4.2]

figure 43: Physid

climbing”with fall safety device [4.2]
,,
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to side member with ascender: This is a variation of physical climbing
with fall safety devices, The idea is to use an ascender so that the inspector can
lower himself down the side of the tank.

An ascender is often used in rock
This method is less

climbing when the climber wants to descend down.
physicdy

demanding than climbing with fall safety device and allows the
inspector to record information. Some training is required before using this
~stern

h Fixed Staging

Fixed staging consists of portable bars and platforms that can be

erected inside a tank. Staging allows for the subsequent repaks and the follow-up
inspection of the repair work. Fixed staging is one of the preferred methods for
the inspectors.

With stating, cIose-up inspection of ~ parts of the ~

members of the inspection party is possible.

by ~1

However, the use of staging is

limited to the repair’ yard. Complete staging of all tanks is both cost and time
prohibitive.
7. Raftin&

Rafting is one of the more common methods used to swey

a tank prior

to entering the yard. The method consists of usually two inspectors, canvassing
the primeter

of a partially ballasted tank in an inflatable rubber raft. An in depth

rafting suwey can take 15 to 20 days, resulting in considerable out of semice
costs. If this method will be used, the swash bulkheads and centerline girders of
the vessels should have large access openings for raft passage. In addition, access
to the deckhead is still limited by the depth of the upper portion of the transverse
web frames. ,Typically, the inspector can find himself a good 15 to 18 feet away
fiwm the underdeck structure.
Binocular

with high intensity light:

This method incorporates the use of

binoculars or a low powered telescope mounted on a trip~

and a high intensity

light that is usually powered from a 220V source and is not intrinsically safe.
The drawback is that part of the structure is hidden from view.
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Figure 4.4: Fixed Staging [4.2]

Ftgure 4.5: Rafting [4.2]
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9. Portable staging: This method is the state of the art. It uses a portable staging
device which works and looks much the ~sameas a window washer device used on
tall skyscrapers.

The device is easy to disassemble so that access through a

manhole is possible:

It can usually carry from one to four people.

It is air

powered. The main d.ifilculty of this method is the initial rigging. If permanent
deck plugs are provided in the new construction period, it would greatly
I
improved the rigging efficiency.
,.

I

10. Mechanical arm: A mechanical arm is a telescoping device that is lowered
through a butttxworth opening. At the end of the arm is a basket that is capable
of carrying an inspector. It is known as the Portable Work Platform or, more
commonly, “Ziggy”. To assemble Ziggy in the tank, the motor section is fmt
positioned over the opening, through which the vertical sections are then lowered.
Vertical movement is controlled from a control panel located at the operator’s
basket. A back up control station is located on deck. The horizontal beam is
shortened or lengthened by means of a hand operated winch. It is designed to be
used for repairs, cleaning and inspections.

11. Divers: The use of divers for ship inspections has been successful for
underwater hull surveys in lieu of a dry-dock examination.

Transferring this

method to internal inspections leads to problems due to the turbidity of the water.
In addition, this method is unsafe and expensive.
12. Remotely operated vehicles (ROV): ROVS can be used for the inspection of
ballasted tanks. The effectiveness of the ROV in the ballasted tank is dependent
on water clarity and the cleanliness of the structural surfaces. Utilizing ROVS for
tank inspection work is an extremely slow and laborious process. Like rafting, it
requires the tank to be ballasted resulting in the owner having to dispose of dtiy
ballast. In addition, maintaining orientation within the tank can be a challenge.
tie

use of a camera allows close-up inspection by the inspection team on deck.

“me main advantage of the ROV is that the inspector is out of the tank.
Additionally, because the equipment is intrinsically safe, the ROV removes the
necessity of the costly tank cleaning and gas freeing procedures.
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Figure 4.6: Portable staging [4.2]

Hgure 4.7: Mechanical arm [4.2]
.
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13. Acoustic emission:

The acoustic emission technique deteeti the emission of

sound from a structural failw.
sound

The placement

Crack propagation will emit high frequency

of several sensors surrounding a source allows the

measurement of the sounds arrival time at each sensor, and thereby allows the
calculation of the source location. This method is still in the experimental stage.
Table 4.5: Summary of access methods [4.2]
Methods
Disadvantages
Advantages
L Tankerdesign
COSGweight, maintenance,
Safety, increased
unwantedstructuraldetail
accessibility
Poor
accessibility, only
2. Walking the bottom
Inexpensive
line of sight view
Unsafe, impossible to
3. Climbing w/o fall safety Increased accessibility,
~evice
inexpensive
climb central tanks
$. Physical climbing with
Increased accessibility,
Initial rigging ~fficult,
physically demanding
[all safety device
inexpensive
Incnmsed accessibility,
Initial figging difficult,
5. Access to side member
with ascender
inexpensive
tmining required
Access available to all
5. Fixed Staging
Expensive, labor intensive
members in party
7. Rafting
Can be accomplished
Considered unsafe by
undenvay, inexpensive .
some, expensive, time
consuming
Hands on inspection not
B. Binocular with high
Can be accomplished
undenvay
intensity light
possible, only line of sight
view
Light repairs possible, ‘
Expensive, difficult initial
9. Portable staging
relatively safe
rigging
Increased accessibility
~
10. Mechanical arm
Diver inexperienced in ship
11. Divers
Can be accomplished
I inspections, time
undenvay
I consuming, expensive,
unsafe
12. ROV
Can be done undenvay, gas Expensive, easy for
freeing tank not required if operator to become
disoriented
equipment is intrinsically

I

I

safe

13. Acoustic emission

Can be accomplished while
vessel is in semice
provided equipment is
intrinsically safe ‘

Only tank top area
cumently feasible

.
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For tlu mason of safety, climbing of the side shell lon@tudinals should be limited
to 3 ~

above fie tank bottom and 6 meters above the water when rafting sutveys are

condd

[4.2]. Even at 3 meters above the bottom, serious injury could result in the

event of a fall. The inspector should never enter a tank alone. Also someone should be
standing by on deck with emergency escape equipment during the sumey.

Heat and

humidity can limit in tank inspection time and should be considered prior to the survey.
Data Recording Methods
The inspector’s job is to communicate to those outside the tank the condition of
the structural members inside the tank. There are at least five ways to do this [4.2].
When conducting an internal structural sumey,

(1) Using notepad and pen:

typically the inspector will cary a small pocket sim notepad and pen.

The

defects will be recorded in the notepad and will be reviewed once outside the
tank. The inspector records the location, the affected structural member, the type
and the size of the defec~ and a recommended repair. The inspector will often
have to remove one of his/her gloves so that the information can be recorded.
The inspector’s notepad can be easily stained at this moment- This can make
notes difficult to decipher once outside the tank.

Rafting poses additional

problems; the inspector and all his equipment can become wet. Upon completion
of the sumey, the inspector is required to transfer the defects list to a smooth form
so that repair specifications can be made. However, a lot of people feel a good
old fashioned notebook (hard cover) is still the best alternative.

A notebook

allows the inspector to write and sketch as the situation demands.
(2) Using small tape recordem

something on a notepad.
Besides, he w

Using a small tape recorder is easier than writing

The inspector does not need to remove his glove.

keep inspecting while recording. However the difficulty lies in

transcribing the information. Once the inspector is out of the tank, he still must
review the tape and write down the information.
(3) Having an additional pemon as the recorder: This is particularly helpful to the
inspector, who can then concentrate on locating defects rather than fumbling with
a pen and pad or a tape recorder. The recorder must be familiar with tank
77
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s

terminology.

With the new benzene standards, inspectors are often required to

wear a fflter half mask in most tanks carrying crude oil or other products

containing benzene.

This makes communication difficult, so that having an

additional recorder may not be a workable alternative.
(4) Using a micropr~essor-based

data collection device: This method is under

experiments and not used broadly yet. The device is similar in size to a hand-held
calculator or computer. It will prompt the users as to location, type of defec~ and
recommended repair. This type of application has been used in other segments of
industry.

Even some restaurants have used this device for waiters to take

customers’ orders. The need to trans&ibe the information when outside the tank
would be eJin@ated. Data recorded in the tank could then be download onto a
computer.
(5) Using a portable voice data collection device:

This method is under

experiments and not used broadly yet. The advantage of this device is similar to
the microprocessor-based

data collection device.

In addition, these speech

recognition devices are capable of interpreting the human voice wd converting it
to machine language. The inspector’s hands would be free for other tasks. Once
data is collected, it can be downloaded to the computer outside the tanks.

4.2.3 Data Analysis
When all the necessary sumey data and findings, with respect to overall and local
corrosion, fractures, and deformations have been collected, the residual stiength of the
ship should be evahated
operation.

and maintenance needs considered for a further period of

If the sumey coincides with the Special Periodical Smwey for Class, tie

further wriod of operation will be considered to be four to five years. The following
guidelines about structud integrity also come from Reference [4.3].
Overall hull girder strength:
confined

The overall hull girder sttength should be

on the basis of the actual hull girder. section modulus which may be

assessed initially using an allowable area at deck and bottom.
Buckling:

Most buckling found during the sumey is important and should be

taken as an indication of areas which require stiffening or renewal of material.
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and renewing

it is due, for example, to tug damage (a com.rnon occurrence) additional

st&feni.ng would not necessarily be in order.

Fra~fs

@y fractures found are normdy

to be

repaired by part renewal of

material or by welding. Structural modifications may also be advisable to avoid
rtqmition of fractures.
General Cmms&m:

Once ultrasonic readings are collected and reviewed, the

areas of heavy wastage need to be idendfled. me integrity of coIToded 10ca
strmure may normally be considered ‘by applying a percentage allowance of the
thickness supplemented where neckssary by the application of buckling criteria
(see the following Table).

If wastage is in excess of the allowable limit, steel

renewal may k needed
Lod

Pittinjy

penetration
other structud

Imcal comosion or pitting of the shell can lead to possible hull

Isolated pits are not believed to influence the strength of plates or
members. When large areas of structure are affected, however,

this will influenm the strength and must be considered when assessing the
residual mean thichess of material.
The following Table from Reference [4.3] provides guidance to assess wastage
data for local strength of Structural components.

The section modulus for overall

strength must also be checked The criteria in the table are only given for guidance.
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Table 4.6: Criteria of wastage for local strength of structural components
[4.3]

Deck and bottom plating and
longitudinal girders
Webs of deck and bottom
lonatudinals
Flat bar longitudinal at deek
and bottom (4)
Face plates and flanges of
longitudinal and longitudinal
*

10

~
B{3)
25

Mild Steel
s/t =55 to 60

HTS 36
s/!=49t052

15

30

h/t =50 to 65

h/t =45 to 55

10

25 “

M =15 to 20

M

15 to 17

15

girders

Side shell
bmgitudinal bu~ead plating
Webs of side shell and
longitudinal bulkhead
longitudinal
Transverse bulkhead

=

1

1

-.
15
-

20
25

(5)

25

(5)

(5)

15

25

(6)

(6)

30

-

.

dt =

70 to 75

sit = 60 to 79

I

Notes
(1) Percentagesam to M applied to original Rule thicknesseswithout corrosion allowancereductions for
corrosion conlrol notiuion.
(2) ColumnA refers to percent reductionsalwe which furtherassessmentis required.
(3) Column B refers to percentagereductionswheresteel renewalsmay k required.
(4) The deck and bottom plating and ass~iated longitudinal are to include side and longitudinal
bulklwad plating and asociated Iongitudinalswithin 10%of the depth of ship from the deck and bottom
resp@ively.
(5) No buckling guidelines are given as the compnents are not usually limited by this.
(6) Due tOthe wide variation in strew levels and stiffeningarrangements,no general guidance figure can
given- Individualguidanceshould k sought from the ClassificationSwiety concerned.
k
Definitions
t = thicknessof structureafterconosion.
&tween longitudinal stiffeners.
s = zing
h = web depth of longitudinal stiffeners.
b = half-breadthof flange for symmetricalsections, and the flange breadthfor asymmetricalsections.
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and Monitoring

for Access ibilitv &

and ven@lation are two major factors that may increase the safety of

the inspeunrs or repairers.

More or less they can be improved through the layout of

strucmre at the design stage.

I

43.1 Accessibility

lACS recommends to provide means to enable the Su.weyor to examine the tank
structure in a “safe and practical” way, but there are no specific classification rule
requirements at present- Therefore, it has bticome a responsibility for owners who should
work with shipbuilders at the time of construction or design stage to develop proper
amss

ammgements

In dw pm

for the future inspection and maintenance of tanker stmcture.
most new built tankers were designed without carefully considering

the accessibili~ for inspection or maintenance. Some of them were fitted with vertic~
ladders or other access facilities during the actual construction instead of design process.
These tankers, of course, were built with very poor accessibility.

Many inspectors or

repairers lost their lives or were seriously injured by falling while climbing physically.
Until re-tly,

people reabd

the accessibility should be considered in detail during the

design prmxss. Designers could assure proper access when developing the detailed plans
by little extra effofi

This would help the overall effectiveness of in-semice inspection

activities.
From the view point of COS$the permanent access facilities like vertical ladders
only incre=

the initial cost. They are easy to fit during the new construction snd the

costs are rmt high.

For the tanker with poor accessibility, staging must be set up for

mpa.irs and inspection every time at a significant cost- Over the life of the ship, it could
prove to k more economic to have a permanently installed ladder to gain access rather
than stage for inspection and repairs.
Xmproved accessibili~ should be provided where the probability of itructura.1
failure is high.

The methods of improving accessibility considered here ,are listed as

follows:
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●

Install both forward and aft inclined ladders, (i.e. at each end of the tank)

●

Flt vertical ladders or climbing bars to the less critical -as,

●

●

J% permanent walkways,
Attach permanent clips or lugs on the internal structural members for usc of
temporary staging or attaching ropes,

●

Install extended longitud.inals every fourth or fifth longitudinal,

●

Provide continuous swinger levels within the side ballast tanks in double hull
tankers.
The new tanker is required to be double hull by the 011 Pollution Act of 1990 to

reduce the Ii.keliiood of spilling oil in the event of grounding. A minimum of 2 meters
and maximum of 3 meters is recommended for the height of double bottom and at least
width of 2 meters for the ve~cal wing space.
l%e access openings should be sufficiently large so inspectors can easily pass
through (See the following figure). They also must lx adequate for people to move
through with breathing apparatus on and bc adequate to remove an injyed person on a
stretcher out of the space.

““’MAP

“m’

Hgure 4.8: An example ;howing t~e arrangement of ace=

facility in a wing

tank [4.10]
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4.9: A spacious double bottom tank will be easy to inspect [4.10].

Egure 4.10: The left picture shows an acres opening which is large enough
to walk through-y;

the right one shows the opening is tcmsmall to go
through easily [4.10].
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4S.2 Ventilation
The risks of hazardous vapors, suffocation, fme and explosions are controlled by
conventional gas freeing, cleaning and ventilating. These operations are more easily and
efficiently accomplished if the following factors are addressed at the design stage [4.12].
.

The size, number, and location of drain xd vent holes in structural elements tha~
if properly desi~

.

will greatly reduce the amount of deposits.

The size, number, and location of cleaning guns which can greatly reduce the

amount of deposits which cannot be automatically remov@.
.

The layout of the inert gas pipi~g to-ensure that it can be conveniently and easily
blanked off.

.

The size of all external openings permitting air access to the tank, directly or
through ventilation pipes, to provide the maximum tish

h

possible for gas

purging.
Naval architects that are in charge of layouts and designs of tanker hull structures
need to have direct personal experience in the inspections.

This experience provides

important insights into how hull structure might be configured to improve the quaity,
safety, and efllciency of inspections.

4.4 Structural Monitoring
In the pasti assessment of the structural darnage potential during a voyage
depended primarily on the judgment of the navigating officer.

Such judgement was

typically based on the individual officer’s personal experience which may or may not
have been comprehensive enough to allow an objective decision to be made. Therefore,
in the p~t twenty-five years, various government agencies and private organizations
have carried out projects where ship responses in heavy weather were monitored and
displayed. Although most of these were research projects, over the years the concept of
displaying these measurements for use by the navigating officer has been recognized as a
mean to improve operations and minimize damage in heavy weather [4.14].

A Ship

Response Monitor (SRM) will provide sufficient information to assist ships’ officers
accessing structural damage potential due to undesirable dynamic wave loads.
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4.4.1 Applications
SRMS-y

provide ship motions or hull stress data on a near real-time basis
officer to assess the severity of the environment and the way the

to permit tie navi~ting

ship is responding to that environment
indus~

and the Mware

TO date, the idea has not yet widely adapted by

has not been commercialid

to the point where standard

equipment is available. Only a few vessels have SRM installed on board.
Typical ~s

of structural damage sustained by ships due to wave-induced

motions include [4.14]:
●

●

●

Bottom S1arnming
Flare in7maskm impct (or slamrn.in@
Damage ci= to shipping water

●

Cargo shifting

●

Darnage due to fluid sloshing

●

Damage dm to hull girder bending @frequent)
In most of the above cases, the rnotioris or accelerations which cause damage can

be controlled through changes in speed and/or heading relative to the wave directions.
Shipping additional ballast to attain a deeper draft can also help minimize the ship’s
response to seaway-induced loads. These actions must, however, be traded off against
their cost due to increased voyage time and fuel. A SRM should accurately measure
some aspect of ship response and display this information in a form that can be easily
understood.

The navigating officer can then use the information in conjunction with

other obsewations m decide the appropriate course of action.
A representative listing of measurements can include:

.

Bow accelemtions

●

Mid-ship biaxial alera.tions

.

Aft lateral accelerations

.

Pressure gage at bow

●

Midship deck stresses

.

Imngitudinal Bending Moment stresses
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●

S@

and heading

.

Roll and pitch (period and angle)
A SRM system can not only be used to provide guidance for ship handling. But

also, the system turns out to be an effective tool for the owner to access the structural
analysis through the continuous recording of data. For example, by using the data we
can compute the fatigue damage factor and then estimate the fatigue life of the censored
structural detail.

4.4.2 Systems
A SRM system consists of a central unit installed on the bridge, an amay of
sensors located in locations where we want to collect information, and cables for
connecting the central unit with the sensors. A typical four-sensor installation is shown
in the followihg Figure.
The function of the central unit is to display and store the data collected by the
sensors. Specialized data analysis software need to be developed to manage the kwge
volumes of data being received.

Trend displays are fitted for on-board guidance of

exceedance of design strength criteria. Display of data such as bending moment plotted
against time provides on-line guidance of trends of variation against an upper design
lirnk

The design limit is set initially at the rule design still water and wave stress, but

will be adjusted following structural analysis and as comosion data becomes available for
the ship. ”The sensors are used to obtain data which could be acceleration or bending
stresses.
In Reference [4.14], a standardized SRM is developed.

It recommends that a

standardized SRM consist of two standard sensors, several user-selectable sensors,
necessary signal conditioning and displays for presenting the information to ship’s
prsmmel.

The provision of several user-selectable sensors will permit configurations of

the system for different ship types and operating company preferences.
The SRM discussed here is simply a response monitor and does not provide any
guidance

to

navigating officers. A further developed SRM would include the capability

to provide guidance on the effects of a@ons intended to reduce wave response.

For

example, if a course or speed change is contemplated,, the navigating officer would be
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on the probable effects, and he could U* the information to decide a

course of action- An additional future enhancement for SRM could be the capability of
giving recornmndations
rccomrrmfions
at the-*

on the optimum actions that should be taken.

These

would attempt to keep wave response within an acceptable level while
minimizing the loss of speed and fuel consumption.

““””’”’”
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/
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4.11: An example of installation of ship r=ponse monitor [4.15]

The SRM needs to lM reliable and easy to maintain. Should the system fail, the
incomes W&rnation could lead the navigating officer to a wrong decision. Therefore,
even if faihms occur? they should not result in the display of emoneous data, and the
system shoukl provide an indication of the extent of the failure and validity of remaining
displays.
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5*()Introduc tion
5.0.1 Objectives of Maintenance and Repairs
The basic objective of structuqd maintenance
degradation
maintenance

in the strength and semiceability

is to prevent unwarranted
Swuctural
of the hull structure.

is directed primarily at preventing excessive corrosion through the

maintenance of coatings and cathode protection systems. Presemation of coatings in the
coated ballast spaces is the primary line of defense in comosion protection.

Another

objective of structural maintenance is to pr&eme the integrity of the structure through
judicious renewals of steel and repairs to damaged elements [5.1].

5.0.2 Maintenance and Repair Programs
To maintain the tanker in a sound structural condition, there are two types of
repairs to be considered mandatory repairs and voluntary repairs. The f~st is mandatory
repairs, in which ship owners cany out steel repair to meet the minimum requirements
imposkd by the classification societies and the flag administration.

From the long-term

economic view, the mandatory repairs are often not enough. Ship owners may carry out
additional voluntary repairs to minimize the total maintenance cost for the intended
remaining “life continua.nee”. The voluntary repairs are focused on the following three
activities: maintaining the effectiveness of cmrosion control system, maintaining the steel
thickness above wastage lirnk improving the design of smctural details by modification.
In brief, the strategy of maintenance and repair is mainly based on the design life
of the vessel or the future plans of company for retention of the ship. The optimum
repair and maintena.nee strategy can be developed by combining variousrepair methods
under the following constraints and considerations [5.3]:
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Maintain the structural soundness and environmental protection within the
intended remaining life.

.

Maintain the effectiveness of comosion control system.

.

Meet the Flag Administration and Classification Societies’ requirements.

.

Rovide the most cost effective and least out-of-semice time for repairs.
Ideally, several months before the vessel is scheduled for the repair yard, an

initial visual and gauging sumey will be conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of
comosion protection system and quantity the degree and extent of steel wastage. Based
Ori the results of the survey, a repair plan can be developed.

Once the ship enters the

shipyar~ extensive visual snd gauging smveys are again conducted to identify and verify
the steel condition in details. These secondary smeys
,*

usually reveal additional repair

items.
For the ships that have less than 5 year life continuance, csrrying out all
mandatory repairs are sufficient and cost effective.

However if the expected life

continuances are more than 5 years, the repair and maintenance program should
The following measures are
emphasiz
“preventive” maintenance measures.
recommended [5.3]:
1. Maintenance of corrosioncontrol systems
●

Develop and implement a just-in-time coating program for the un-coated
area before the steel reaching the wastage limit.

●

Develop and implement a just-in-time re-coating program for the coating
mess.

●

Develop and implement an effective sacrificial anode installation and
replacement program.

2. Implement timely design modification if required.
3. Implement a continuous structuralinspection and,surveillanceprogram.
The repair of critical internal structuraldetails is a difficult and demanding task
for ship owners. There is no reasonable consensus on what, how, and when to repair.
The general lack of readily retrievable and analyzable information on repairs and
maintiinance frustrates repair and maintenance tracking. Many fracture repairs appear to
be ineffectual. Veeing and weldlng cracks that have occumed early in the life of the ship
seems to be ineffective; they quickly develop again. If one replaces the cracked plate and
90,..’
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mod@ design by tiding a bracke~ a

lug,
or etc., the repair can usually last longer than

veeing and welding. However, this repair may not be cost effective if the ship will be
mapp.d

in b

near future.

~.1 Stee 1 Renair~
Repair of cracks vary widely. Repairs of cracks can range from temporary cold
patches to stop leaks to complete redesign of @e structural detail and replacement of
steel nearby the detail. Welding cracks is a pop~lsr repair, but it frequently failed again
within a short time. Drilling the ends of the cracks is a frequently used temporary repair
measure that is used until the ship can be taken into the @-dock.

Repairs of these

crocks can range from simple welding to addition of reinforcing elements. Experience
indicates

that many

of these repairs must be “repeated in subsequent dry docking. In one

case, a series of side shell longitudinal crack has been repaired four times, and each time
a different repair procedure has been tried [5.1].
Three typs of steel repairs will be introduced in the following paragraphs. They
are steel renewal, steel reinforcement, and crack repair.

5.1.1 Steel Renewal
Available repairstrategies for steel renewal are:
.
*

Replacement in kind with the original scantling.
Replacement by 1-

than original scantling plus additional reinforcement to

rtstore structure to”the equivalent original strength in bending, shear force,

buckling and fatigw
In the event of steel renewals being required to compensate for either local
wastage or structural integrity, according to the following acceptance criteria in Table 5.1 .
[5.4], it is important that the extent of this new material is sufficient to maintain
structural continuity and avoid any potential discontinuities [5.3].
From the repair point of view, the replacement of complete panels of structure
may prove most cost effective md ultimately more reliable, than merely. renewing
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individual members especially if a longer life span has been projuti

for the vessel.

For

of bulkhead stiffening to bulkhead

instance, in the case of the removal and re-welding

plating, the chances of penetrations of the remaining comded plating is usually very
high rmd the future watertight integrity of this division remains in-question.

Also, the

combination of steel renewal and coating could be the most cost effective method for a
longer life span.
~

STRUCI’UR4LCOMPONENT I % CORROSION(1) I BUCKLINGGUIDELINES
Deck and tmttom plating and
longitudinalgirders
Webs of deck and bottom
longitudinal
Flat bar longitudinal at deck and
bottom (4)
Face plates and flang~ of
longitudinal and longitudinal
Side shell
Longitudinalbulkhead plating
Webs of side shell andlongitudinal
bulkhead Iongitudinals
Transversebulkkd structure,
transversesand side stringers
Remainingsecondary stmcture

LOSS INDICATOR
A(2)
B(3)
10
25

(LONGITUDINALFFL4MING)
Mild Steel
HTS 36
s/t=49t052
s/t=55t060

15

30

h/t=50t065

h/t=45t055

10

25

tt/t=15t020

h/t=15to17

15

25

bit= 10

b/t = 10

15
-

20
25
,“ 25

(5)
S/t=70 to 75
(5)

#t= 60 to 79
(5)

15

25

(6)

(6)

-

.

-

_ 30

Notes
(1) Percentages are to& applied to original Rule thicknesses without corrosionallowance reductions for
corrosioncontrol notation.
(2) Column A refers to percent reductions atmvewhich furtherassessmentis required.
(3) Column B refers to percentage reductions where steel renew,alsmay be required,
(4) The deck and lmttom plating and associated Iongitudinals are to include side and longitudinal
bulkhead plating andassuiated longitudinal within 10%of the depth of ship from the deck and bottom
respectively.
(5) No buckling guidelines are given as the componentsare not usually limited by this.
(6) Due to the wide variation in stress levels and stiffeningamangements,no general guidance figure can
& given. Individual guidance should k sought from the ClassificationSctiety concerned.
Definitions
t = thickness of slructure after corrosion.
s = spacing btween longitudinal stiffeners.
h’= web depth of longitudinal stiffeners.
b= half-breadthof flange for symmetricalsections, and the flange breadth for asymmetricalsections.
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5.1.2 Steel Reinforcement
Availablerepairstrategiesfor steel reinforcement are:
.

I.ntillation

of doubler plate.

.

Installation of intermediate stiffenem to restore to the equivalent original
*en@h.
In sorm cases generally comded areas of tank structure are found to be below the

minimum mtion

modulus requirements.

It may be’ possible, at the discretion of the

relevant Classification Society, to install additional steelworks in conjunction with an
effective cofiosion protection system (painting), rather than carry out extensive steel
,.

#newals.

This form of repair should aim at m-establishing the required minimum

section modulus of the overall defective areas, while dealing directly with local defects
or fractures as found necessary. Regular reinspection of this alternative reinforcement
should be canied out to ensure its continued effectiveness in maintaining the overall
structure integrity of the vessel [5.3].

5.13 Crack Repair
Available strategies for crack repair are:
●

Re-weld the cracks or fractures to the original construction.

●

Replace the cracking plate.

●

Modify desi~ by adding bracket, stiffener, lug, or collar plate.

●

Change configumtion by applying soft toe, increasing radius, trimming face

9

pla@ enlarging drain .holes, etc.
Enhance scantling in size or thickness.
Cracks are potentially the most serious of defects as they can gmw rapidly in size

leaving affected smucture unable to bear loads. As a result, the surroundi~-structure
mhst cmy a ~ter
pr=ss

loading that can in turn lead to its failure in the future.

If this

continues unchecked, hull girder or long large panels of side shell collapse can

resllk
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Cracks in primary structure (the slructure which contributes signiilcantly to the
main stIucttd

strength of the ship such as hull plates, stiffeners, principal decks, main

transverses, and so on) may be tempo-y

repaired by fitting double plates or gouging

out the crack and filling in with weld metal. Gouging and m-welding is an easy and
common way of repair. However, the strength of re-welding cracks is, almost invtiably,
worse than the original one. The repaired weld will create new crack potentials and thus
fail even earlier. The better way of repair is to q-mdify the local geometty to reduce the
stress concentration. Such repairs are sometimes ‘considered in attempting to get the ship
to a facility where full repairs can be made. If a longer life continuance is expected for
the ship, a more robust repair such as design modification should be considered.
In the other hands, cracks in secondary smcture (the structure which neither
contributes to the structural strength nor the watertight integrity such as partition
bulkheads, platforms and so on) may be arrested tempormily by drilling a hole of
diameter qual to the plate thickness at a distance of two plate thicknesses in front of the
visible crack tip and on a line with the direction of anticipated crack propagation [5.8].
It is difficult to decide which repair method is most reliable and cost effective for
a particular crack.

The following Figure shows the variety of repair methods of a

The selection of different repti
alternatives is usually depended on the location of the crack and the expected -life

particular crack in way ‘of longitudinal cutout.
continuance of the ship.

A catalogue of structural detail crack failures has been created in “Guidance

Manual for the Inspection and Condition Assessment of Tanker Structures” by the
Tanker Structure Cooperative Forum. Information on the experiences of structural detail
failures was supplied by the Forum members. Approximately 210 sketches are gathered.
On each typ of structural detail failure, the catalogue includes a sketch illustrating the
failure, a sketch illustrating the proposed repair, a list of factors contributing to the
failure, and other information. Two cases of the catalogue are showed on the following
pages. For more cases, refer to Reference [5.4].
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Figure 5.1: Repair alternative example [5.2]
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of Corrosion Co ntrol Svst ems

The nmst mitical structural problem found on aging vessels having suffered from
lack of long term preventive maintenance is severe corrosion of hull structures,
partimddy

in ~rmanent ballast tanks. Such tanks are normally provided with coating at

tbc new building stage. If not properly maintained, this coating will normally break
down and 1-

its preventive effects after 5 to 10 years. Thereafter an increased rate of

corrosion will be experienced.
special pcridical
si@lcant

At the ti.nm when such vessels come up for their third

sumey (12-15 years of age) it will normally be neeessary to renew

amounts of steel mainly in the form of internal structures [5.9]. To prevent

expensive std

renewing, coating should be maintained constantly.

The following paragraphs will introduce the coating maintenance of general
ccmosion and p~&@oving

as well as the maintenance of sacrificial anodes.

5.2.1 General Corrosion
Available maintenance strategies.,for controlling general corrosion are:
.

Blast and crdre-coat

-

Apply soft coating to coating breakdown areas.

.

Add new anodesfor needed protection areas.

by hard coating.

By rmans of maintaining the coating, the hull structure may last for 25 years and
beyond without the need for steel renewals, even in permanent ballast tanks. On the
other hand without maintaining the comosion protection system, the need for significant
steel renewals will normally start at around 15 yesrs of age [5.9]. Since steel renewals

are expensive the coating repair is critical for owners. BY deferring coating rePtis, the
owner risks -

renewals at the next overhaul.

Roughly speaking, the cost to coat

plating is qual to the cost of renewing 10% of the same plate assuming a thickness of 12
steel work in an existing structureintroduces new problems such as
residual stresses and possible weld defects. Thus, if corrosion has result in critical
mm [5.5].

-ides,

coating breakdown, such tanks are recommended to be blasted and re-coated timely.
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From both visual and gauging information of a sumey, decisions can be taken
regarding life continuance and to the extent of maintenance necess~

to reinstate the

conosion protection system. In the case of long-term (g to 10 years) operations, recoating of the breakdown areas (or more usually the entire tank) would be regarded as a
cost effective solution instead of any potential steel renewals. For shorter-term (4 to 5
years) operations, temporary protection systems such as soft coatings or sacrificial
anodes may be considered.

The effective life of soft coatings is usually resticted to

about 2 to 4 years only, for this reason this protection system should really be reguded as
temporary and should be subjected to more regular and comprehensive thickness gauging
and close-up smeys than that considered for hard coatings [5.3].
Aft.m choosing the coating system, surface preparation is followed.

Several

methods can be used for cleaning the ship’s hull before re-coating, if hard coatings are
chosen.

Power disking or wire brushing uses either an electrically or pneumatically

driven machine ‘which is hand held. The method is slow but provides a relatively good
finish. High pressure water jetting is another method which is being increasingly used
for hull cleaning. Water at pressure of 150-500 bar is directed on to the hull by a tubular
steel lance. The higher pressure can clean the hull down to the bare metal. The results
from this method are excellent and very fast? although time is lost while”waiting for the
hull to dry. It is, however, a skilled operation requiring competent trained personnel for
efficient safe performance. Another method used widely is shot-blasting. It uses a jet of
abrasive at 5-7 bar pressure freed from a nozzle on to the ship’s hull. This method rapidly
produces a clean dry surface ready for painting. The dusty, dirty nature of the work stops
any other activities in the area. Hydro blasting is less expensive and less disruptive to
other repair work on the vessel. However the expected life of the coating after hydro
blasting is less than that after dry blasting. Hydro blasting is a relatively new technique
and shipyards are not always equipped for large capacity hydro blasting [5.5].
After surface preparation, paint application begins.

The principal methods of

paint application are the airless spray, the air-assisted spray, the roller and the brush.
Brush and roller application is employed where rough surfaces exist and small often
inaccessible areas are to be covered. The method is slow, labor intensive and difficult
with certain types of paints.

Air-assisted spraying has been largely replaced by the

airless spray technique for which most modern paints are formulated. Airless spray is the
fastest and cleanest application method. High build materials are suitable for this method
of application with dry film thicknesses up to 300 rnrn possible i,none application.
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For consistent assessments of the degree of effectiveness of an existing surface
coating systen

a convenient rating is devised by Reference [5.3] as the follows. Figure

5.4 shows an assessment scale for breakdown of coatings.
1. GOOD condition with only minor spot rusting.
2. FAIR condition with light rusting.
3. FAIR condition with local breakdown at edges of stiffeners and weld connections
plus light rusting.
4. POOR condition with general breakdown between 10%-60% area.
s. COMPLETE breakdown over 60% area.

5.2.2 Pitting and Grooving
Available maintemuice strategies for controlling pitting and grooving are:
*

Welding only.

●

Welding plus hard coating.

●

Coating by pit filling compound of hard coating.

●

Installing zinc anode%
Pitting mainly can be found on the internal horizontal surface, particularly in the

bottom plate of the cargo or ballast tanks. If widely scattered, they may not affect the
general strength of the vessel. However due to their depth and quick deterioration rate,
they may quickly lead to a through penetration with subsequent pollution danger. Using
the corrosion ratE of about 1 to 3 mrn per year for pitting./grooving and the period to next
overhaul, a defined thichess

can be established for the decision of pitting repair. For

examples, if the period to next overhaul is 5 years, the pits can grow about 15 mm deeper
during these 5 years. To prevent pollution or water tight problems, the defined depth
should h set as 15 mm at least in this case. The repairs of different levels of pittings are
introduced as follows:
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ASSESSMENT SCALE FOR BREAKDOWN
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Clu@cr5*mm*Rep.ir
U

(a] Remaining plate thicknss

more than the defined thickness:

Pitted ama

should be cleaned with thinner grit blasted to SA 2.5 and then brush coated with
two coats of coal tar epoxy to 250 micron thickness or to be vacuum blasted and
fflul with pourable pit filler. If brush coating is used, any sharp edges at the top
uf tie pit should be ground away before re-coating. Special care should be taken
in the perfect cleaning of the pit with thinner before application of the coating as
any oil residue can impair the adhesion of the coating. Cleanness is so important
that even blasting is not recommended as the abrasive material gets contaminated
with oil afttr &w times of use. The following Figure shows correct and wrong
applications.

F&me 5.5s Application of pourable filler in pittings.

Good

Coating ~

Insufficient. overlap

Figure 5.6: Application of coating in pittings.
(b) Remaining thiclnms between the defined thickness and 6 mm:

This type of

pitting can be welded up afloat or in dry-dock subject to the following conditions
being obsened.
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L Maximum diameter of pit 200 mm,
2. Distance between pits not less than one half diameter of the larger pit,
3. Grade of st.ed E or EH excluded afloat (This is due to the thermal

treatment of these Grades which will not be maintained after welding
afloat).
4. Sea water temperature not less than 4 degree C.

To prevent burn-through and to reduce risk of post-weld cracking, pits having
less than 6 mm remaining plate thickness cannot be clad welded afloat. Repairs
to these pits must be deferred until vessel is dry-docked.

After repairs, a dye-

check examination must be made of the dry-dock side of each deep pit and X-rays
taken as determined.
(c) Any conditions other than (a) and (b):

,,

For pits with a depth, diameter,

distribution or shape which is not in conformity with (a) and (b), above welding
cannot be.camied out. There are two available repair alternatives. The frost is to
tiop and renew the plating. Another is to use spigot plate with diameter less than
300 mm. Both repah

should be X-rayed after repairs.
Spigot plate

5oMm

\

/

Diameter no nore than 300 mm

I

Figure 5.7: Spigot plate
Grooving of structural members is another form of local corrosion which takes
place usually next to weld comections and is related to flexing of the stiffened panel or
mum of regular erosion. “Epoxycoating of the affected areas and additional stiffening of
k

relevant panels is regarded as the best way of this problem [5.3].

523 Sacrificial Anodes
Available maintenance strategies for sacrificial anodes are:
-

Replace the existing anode%

o

Add new anodes for needed protection areas.
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Normal design basis for anode life is 4 to 5 years, corresponding to replacement
every other re@r period [5.7]. Anode protection systems require very little maintenance
during their lives.

Studies have shown anodes to be self cleaning in most instances.

any anodes showing extreme persistent coatings of oil or sludge should be

Howev=,

cleaned. In addition, anodes maybe covered with a white, flaky produc~ This substance
is made up of the products of corrosion of the anode snd can be taken as a sign that the
anodes are working to protect the structure.
18001H and ti

~ the anode alloy conforms to MIL-A-

comosion product is not extremely thick, the product does not cause

serious mh.mtions in anode effectiveness. Cleaning is not necessary unless the buildup is
extreme (has ken
determined

obsemxl at up to 6 inches thick) or when anode wastage must be

Also, cleaning is required if the comosion product is particularly dense and

tightly adhering, especially if it appears that the anode is not being consumed. In this
case h

corrosion product maybe a result of excessive impurities in the anode.
Anode wastage should be monitored when possible. In most cases, anodes should

be rep=

before they are completely wasted. The system is usually designed with an

effective anmie radius at 60% consumption [5.7]. As the mdius decreases, the anode
resistance increases.

This means that if most of the anodes are more than 60% radius

waste~ the system may not be providing adequate protection for the structure, and anode
replacement

should be considered.

In the other way, the anodes at over 80%

consumption of weight are suggested to be replaced by reference [5.4].
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●

() Introducti(q
Through a ship’s life, a number of suneys will be carried out. Thousands of

pieces of information and data on coatings, fractures, and gaugings will be recorded in
each survey. Due to the amount of sumey data, the data are difficult and expensive to
record, retrieve and analyze. IrI addition, maintenance and repair information needs to be
record~
,.

The information can consist of rough sketches in a repair superintendent’s

notebook and shipyard invoices collected in a repair file. Information that resides in the
exlmience of individuals involved in ship maintenance also needs to be archived.
l“he gathering,

storage, retrieval, and analysis of the huge quantity of the

information can be facilitated by developing a computer and telecommunication based
information system.

Information systems can significantly improve the efficiency and

effmtiveness of ship maintenance.
and reprts

Development of maintenance plans, specifications,

can be greatly facilitated with such systems. In general, information systems

are not well developed in the crude carrier industry compared with those of other
Some organizations have pioneered the development of computer based

industries.

information systems. AI the present time, these systems are still in their early stages of
developrnen~

lle

general objectives of an information system development are as follows:

.

Collect meaningful data

.

Store the data

s

Provide. means for logical data management.

.

Provide access to the relevant da~ easily.

.

Allow for the organization of the data in a form suitable for analyses.
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●

Analyze

data

●

Show trends of the information.

.

Communicate and report the &ta.

ihe

4P,

Critical Area

inspection

Suwey Defined

4

Inspection Program

Program
Suwey Performed

o
Corrosion
Gaugings
+

Update
Corrosion
Database

Inspection Methods

I

Fatigue
Cracks

*

Corros;on
Protection

Y e“
Update
Fatigue
Database

Update
Coating & Anodes
Status

I

+.

+

+

Repair
Database

Evaluate Repair Alternatives by
Repair Management System

Repott
Results

+

Execute Repairs

Figure 6.1: Basic parts of information system for inspection, maintenance, &
repair
Figure 6.1 shows the basic parts of information system for inspection,
maintenance and repair. Once. a ship is ready for semice, a series of sumeys can be
scheduled according the inspection program (see details in 4.2.1).
scope of the internal structural inspections are defined.

The objective and

The access methods ,md data

recording methods are chose, and then the survey is performed.

The survey results
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including corrosion gaugings, fatigue cracks, status of coating and corrosion protection
systerm or other structural defects are updated into the corresponding databases. Using
the survey daa

a

Repair Management

System (RMS) [6.12] evaluates repair

alternatives. Finally the repairs are carried out.
How do we properly manage the computerized inspection and repair data, the
e~isting knowledge of both successful and unsuccessful repairs, the complex analysis
tools and additional knowledge to make intelligent and timely repair decisions? The
answer proposed is a Repair Management System. The RMS is a computerized
framework to help repair engineers make good repair decisions by assisting engineers
with stmctural failure diagnosis and repair alternatives evaluation. The RMS is intended
to provide a consistent and structured repair strategy, ensme complete and prompt repair
evaluations, increase the level of expertise in the shipyard and office, and promote a
sharing of repair information among ship owners, operators and shipyards.
The overall advantage of such a comprehensive Information System is that the
data are in electronic format so that the data can be transferred easier and faster by
modems or floppy diskettes. The data can be mmsrnitted among ship owners, shipyards,
repair yards, design offwes via telephone and satellite communication. It ilhO CMI
enhance the efficiency of Inspection,- Maintenance, and Repair (IMR).

Information

System also can improve IMR productivity by dominating manual writing of the steel
repair specification or manual drafting of repair drawings. In addition, it provides the
capacity to quickly update corrosion, fatigue, and repair databases.

6.2 Components of Information SW terns
The major components of an MSIP information system are [6. 1] (see Table 6. 1):
MSIP plans,
Design information,
Constructioninformation,
Operations information,
Maintenance and repair information, and
Inspection and monitoring data.
.
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This information

is intended to track ‘tie hull structure of a particular vessel

throughout its life-cycle.

MSIP Plans - MSIP plans are the premises for the life-cycle operations of a
particular vessel. These include plans for design (configuration, sizing, classification),
construction (materials, fabrication, assembly, commissioning), operations, and IMR.
Design Information - The design information is intended to summarize the
primary as~ts that pertain to the configuration and sizing of the hull structure system
including such items as design criteria, loading analyses, materials and fabrication
procedures and specifications, stress, durability, and damage tolerance analyses, element
and component testing programs (to verify design assumptions), the classification
program, and most importantly the design documentation including design drawings and
analytical models.
Const~ction

Information - The construction information

is intended to

document the MSIP related developments that occur during the construction phase
including the materials and fabrication specifications that were used, the quality
assurance and control reports, the commissioning
inspection reports, design variances,
.,
and the as-built drawings.
Operations Information - During the long-term operations phases of a ship,
there are many important developments that pertain to MSIP including the voyages,
ctigoes, ballasting and loadings, cleaning, IGS system operations, results from in-semice
inspections and monitoring (smuctural instrumentation), and accidents (e.g. collisions,
grounding, improper cargo unloading).
Maintenance and Repair Information - Maintenance information can consist of
results from scheduled and unscheduled, temporary and permanent reptis that are made
to the ship hull structure, maintenance performed to preserve corrosion protection
(coatings, cathodic protection), and cleaning operations intended to facilitate inspections
and maintenance.
Inspection

and Monitoring

Information

- Results form

in-service

~d

scheduled inspections and surveys including visual, photographic, structural performance
records (from shipboard instrumentation’sy stems) and non-destuctive testing (NDT) data.
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This is a particularly data intensive portion of the system since it must archive many
thousmds of conosion, cracking, and structural monitoring data points.
Table 6.1: Summary of vessel tabular and graphid database components
rfi.11
~---Design
USIP PLANS
Construction
-rations
inspections,
Monitoring,
Maintenance,
Remks
IESIGN
NFORMATION

Design Criteria
Rules

Materials
&Fabrication
LoadingAnalyses
StressAnalyses
DamageToleranceAnalyses
Durability
Analyses
Design DevelopmentTest Program
MonitoringProgramDevelopment
ClassificationProgram
Design Documentation
Design Drawings

CONSTRUCTION
mFORMATION

Specifications
Builder
QualityAssumwe& ControlProcedures
Quality Assurance”&
Control Reports
Inspections
Design Variant=
As-builtDrawings

DPERATION
WFORMATION

voyages
cargoes
Ballasting IWcedures
Cargohading and UnloadingProcedures
Cleaning
MonitoringResults
Accidents

MAINTENANCE

1: I

Cleaning

INFORMATION

Coating Repairs
CrackingRepairs
Steel Renewals

INSPECTION &

CorrosionSumeyReports
Cracking SurveyReports

MONITORING

Monitoring
Program
Reports

DATA
REPAIR
INFORMATION

CoatingRepairsandMaintenance
CathodicProtection
RepairsandMaintenance
Fracture
Repairs
SteelRenewals
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Current Information

S vstem Developments

~63.1CorrosionDatabases
A corrosion database was created in Ship Structural Maintenance Project (SMP)
at U. C Berkeley [6.2]. A total number of about 7,200 gauging data has been input into
the database manually. The purpose of this database is to calculate the corrosion rates of
different tank types, dm.ail types or locations. The database can compute the means and
the standard deviations of corrosion rates. The comosion rates of four tank types, twenty
two detail ~s,

and nine locations wem calculated.

A database must be configured to facilitate easy data entry and provide flexible
data analysis. With no exception, a database management system was developed in the
corrosion datalm~

too.

The &tabase management system provides a user friendly

scmm to facilitate data inpuq analyses, and evaluations of the information.
It is not easy to crest a corrosion database. A particularly difficult part of tie
development of the corrosion databases is the problem associated wi~ the very large
volumes of data that must be recorded and input to the computer.
gauging smwey can result in 8,000 to 10,000 readings.

Generally, a single

These readings have to be

recorded on paper. However, paper based recording procedures are very labor intensive.
Upon completion of ~he survey, the inspector has to transcribe the information to a
smooth form for others to take appropriate action. It can result in long lag-times between
when the dara is gathered and evaluated. This result in substantial inefficiencies during
the maintenance and repair operations.
A more automated process for recording the information obtained du@g the
suwey could improve the efficiency. Portable computer instrument recording and digital
voiix translation and recording systems are promising [6.13]. Data recorded in the tank
by either of these two devices can be downloaded directly onto a computer. However,
the data colkztion devices need to be f~her developed to improve their durability.
Another Problem is that there is no standard way to describe the location of a
particular smey

result

There is no standard coordinate system. The precise spatial

‘ location of irxspection results within a hull structure is difficult during the conduct of the
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inspections Development of graphical data reporting and recording formats will help

gathering, verifying and reporting such information.

63.2 Fatigue Cracking Databases
A fatigue crack database has been created in Ship Structural Maintenance Project
at U. C Berkeley [6.7]. The fatigue crack data of 10 VLCCS were provided by the SMP
participants. A total number of 3584 cracks has been input into ‘thedatabase.
This database seines the following purposes:

●

Provide a mean for the intelligent management of fatigue crack data.

●

Provide insight about where to look for cracks and thus also enhance the
effectiveness of ship inspection.

●

Provide the mean for statistic analysis of crack locations and show trends.

●

Show relative percentage of fatigue cracks for a certain type of details, and thus
identify what ~’es of details crack most frequently.
Again, there is no standard way to describe the location of a pmicular survey

result There is no standard coordinate system. The precise spatial location of inspection
results within a hull structure is difficult during the conduct of the inspections.
Development of graphical data reporting forms may help gathering such information.
,
IrI this database the location of a crack is determined as follows [6.7].
longitudinal position is obtained by including the frame number.

The

For the vertical

position on the side shell, the longitudinal bulkhead and the transverse bulkheads the ship
has been divided into three equally spaced zones, low , middle, and top thirds. This
procedure allows one to compare different ships. The division into three zones was
considered to be practical and sufficient for the desired degree of accuracy. The same
zones have been used in the corrosion database. The horizontal position is defined with
regard to port and starboard and again by the zones, which show, whether a crack is on
the side shell, the longitudhml bulkhead or the transverse bulk. A further division in the
horizontal direction was omitted as in the corrosion database where the omission was
made for keeping the amount of input to a minimum.
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In addition to the locations of cracks, the description and the geometry of the
occuning cracks has to be defined.

Sicne one detail, say, side shell longitudinal

comection to web fmrm is very likely to be different from one shipyard to another. This
fact rnades if very difficult to describe the geometry of a cracked detail without the use of
very detailed drawings.

In the CATSIR (see section 6.3.4) database this problem is

solved by relating the included information to CAD drawings, which carI be seen on the
screen and also k used for data inpu~ This approach is considered to be very promising.
The database of SMP did not adopt the idea of graphical database, because the
data input and the setup of a new drawing for a new crack can result in higher cost for
the owners and operators of the VLCCS [6.7]. Instead, a set of keywords has been
established, which allows a description of the cracked detail. These keywords also allow
statistical analysis of the input data since they have a fixed format and can be used to sort
the data. The information available when using this approach is less detailed, but it has
the advantage that less data input is required and the keywords are easily memorized.
This code is shown in Table 6.2 for longitudinal members and in Table 6.3 for transverse
members.
This procedure has proved to be sufficiently simple and easy to use in analyzing
sumey reports.
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Table 6.2: Code for locations of longitudinalmembers [6.71
[ nnuihlrlind
w“..

~.w””..

—

lkmhtwc
. ..-...”-.

Deck Plating
Bottom Plating
LnnerBottom Plating
Side Shell Plating
Lmgitudinal 13hdPlatirm
Deck hmgitdinals

Bottom Longitud.inals

hmer BottomLongitudinal

Side Longitdinals

Longitudinal Bhd Longitudinal

Deck (LongL) Girders

Bottom (Longl.) Girders

Side (Lmgl.) Girders

Longl. Bhd (bngl.)

I (hie
----

“

Girders

Center (LongL) Girders

Web
Flange
Bracket
Web
Flange
Bracket
Web
Flange
Bracket
Web
Flange
Bracket
Web
Flange
Bracket
Web
Face Plate
Bracket
Web
Face Plate
Bracket
Web
Face Plate
Bracket
Web
Face Plate
Bracket
Web
Face Plate
Bracket

DP
BP
IBP
SP
LBP
DLW
DLF
DLB
BLW
BLF
BLB
I13LW
IBLF
IBLB
SLW
SLF
SLB
LBLW
LBLF
LBLB
DGW
DGF
DGB
BGW
BGF
BGB
SGW
SGF
SGB
LBGW
LBGF
LBGB
CGW
CGF
CGB

,:t
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Table 6.3: Code for locations of transverse members r6.71
.-. .
Tmnsveme Members
Transverse Bhd Plating
Transver= Bhd Stiffener

(Trans. Bhd) Horizontal Stringers

(Trans. Bhd) Vertial Girders

(Trans. Bhd) Vertical Girder Stiffener

.

Dock Tm.nsverses

Bottom Transverse
(i.ncl Inner Bottom Floor)
Side Shell Transverses

Langl. Bhd Transverse

Transverse Shuts

Swash Bhd Plating
Transverse Bhd Stiffener
-.
Uhers

Code
Web
Face Plate
Bracket
Web
Face Plate
Bracket
Web
Face Plate
Bracket
Web
Face Plate
Bracket
Web
Face Plate
Bracket
Web
Face Plate
Bracket
Web
Face Plate
Bracket
Web
Face Plate
Bracket
Web
Face Plate
Bracket
Web
Face Plate

-I-BP
TBSw
TBSF
TBSB
HSW
HSF
HSB
VGW
VGF
VGB
VGSW
VGSF
VGSB
DTW
DTF
DTB
BTW
BTF
BTB
SW
STF

STB
LBTW
LBTF
LBTB
TSW
TSF
TSB
SBP
SBSW
‘SBSF
n-r T
lU III
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6.3-3 Repair Databases
No signifkant repair databases have been developed.
smrtural

det.d ftil~s

However, a catalogue of

md suggested repairs was developed and incorporated in the

“Guidance Manual for the Inspection and Condition Assessment of Tanker Structures”
[6.4]. The catalogue has 210 sketches that illustrate the failed details and the proposed
repairs. Most sketches show only fractures. Some buckling failures are also included.
On each sketch, a list of factors contributing to the failure is described. Some sketches
also include repair notes to provide more detailed recommendations, alternative repair
methcds where appropriate,unsuccessful repairs,and implications for new designs.
During this project, the primary problem encountered in the development of a
repair database was the difficulty to retrieve set of data and information that could be
incorporated into the database [6.9]. While portions of the data exist in some cases, the
manpower and time required to retrieve, copy, and integrate the data into a database was
prohibitive.
Many ship owners and operators have very informal systems for tracking the
details of maintenance of a given ship. Documentation ranges from a coherent history of
reasonably detailed shipyard repair reports on crack repairs, steel renew~s, and coating
maintenance to scattered shipyard invoices that define gross tonnage and areas.

The

documentation varies widely as a function of the diligence of the owner and operator,
and as a function of the ship’s life.

“63.4 Critical Area Inspection Plan (CAIP)
Since the report of the Trams-Alaska Pipeline Semite (TAPS) Tanker Structural
Failure Study found that TAPS tankers experience a disproportionately high number of
structural fractures compared to vessels in other trades, these vessels are required to have
a CriticalArea Inspection Plan (CAIP) by U. S. Coast Guard. CAIP is intened to be the
method used by vessel companies to document and track structural failures [6.11]. In
this capacity, CAXP will assit sumeyors, inspectors and the vessel’s crew to ensure the
vessel is proprly

inspected and maintained. Within the CAIP, the smweyors, inspectors,

and crews will be able to find detailed information on the vessel’s fracture histry,
corrosion control systems and previous repairs. The CAIP will also contain a record and
evaluation of repairs to the vessel’s fractures. It is critical, for any vessel, to known what
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temporq

or permanent

repairs have been successful in the past.

previously

that demonstrate

Futherrnore,

the evaluation

recurring

incidence

of fractures

Repairs completed

should not be reused.

of permanent frees will be important to the vessel’s overall

fitness.
The CAIP will, in the future, require management of the vast amount of

information being accumulated. Thus, a computerized database system can be used for
typical defect documentation and inspection results.

From the database, ~nds

md

critical areas can be determined as required by the CAIP. However, not all ship owners
use computers to manage the information obtained during a survey at the present time.

6.3.5 CATSIR System
The pw,edures for collecting, handling, interpreting and gauging inspection data
have remained little changed over the years. An ultrasonic gauging teani of two to four
men would board the vessel, take gauging in the tanks, record them in a notebook, and
then at the end of the day, transpose them to a draft report. It generally takes two to three
weeks to complete such a survey. After leaving the ship, the team would return to their
office and again tianspose the data, combine it with drawings and photographs that had
been taken and prepare a final report.

An engineer would sort through the data and

compare the gauging readings with the original thickness and wastage allowances. The
areas of steel to be replaced and the surfaces to be coated are then decided. The periodic
overhaul specifications and drawings are prepared manually. The whole process is time
consuming and requires a lot of labor.
To improve the efficiency of the inspection and maintenance process, the basis
for a comprehensive information system has been developed by Chevron Shipping. The
PC-based computer information system is identified as CATSIR (Computer Aided
Tanker Structure Inspection and Repair) which combines a data base program and
AUTOCAD, a computerized drafting program [6.5] [6.6]. It has been under development
since 1986.
To use CATSIR, the gauging team personnel enters inspection information and
gauging data into the CATSIR database while they are on the ship. The hull structure
drawings, together with the steel grade and original thickness for each element of the
structure, can be stored in the AUTOCAD program before the survey. The engineer who
118
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interprets the gauging data and decides the required maintenance can display the
structural drawing for any part of the ship’s tank structure on the computer screen.
Annotated comments with the display contain the general inspection information.

The

gauging data itself is annotated at the appropriate location on the drawing (Figure 6.2).
If it is decided to replace the coating in a certain area, the area can be outlined
with a cursor and the program will calculate the number of square meters of coating
m.quired. Alternatively if it is decided to renew that part of the structure, the program
will calculate the number of pounds of steel required (Figure 6.3). The data, base is then
up&tecl to include the required repairs.
Chevron Shipping has developed a cooperative program with some repair yards
which are timed at producing high quality repairs [6.5], Each of the shipyards has the
CATSIR program so that information regarding the steel and coating work is submitted
via computer disk. The shipyards can use the CATSIR program to produce drawings for
the repair shops indicating

where steel is to be renewed and coating replaced.

allows the yard to plan the work before the ship fives

This

so as to minimize interference

between crafts.
~ SU.ITUTI~,CATSIR has the foilowing advantages:

1. It improves the productivity of the gauging team by eliminating the draft report
and simplifying the final report.

The final report consists of a floppy disk

containing the gauging information and the comments regarding the vessel
.:f

inspection.
2. It improves .repti

planning productivity by eliminating manual writing of the

steel repair specification and by automatically calculating steel quantities and
coating areas. It also eliminates manual drafting of repair drawings and provides
the capability to quickly update repair specifications and drawings in the field.
3. It enhances the efficiency and quality of the inspection and repair. The inspection
team and the repair team can both communicate with the home office naval
architecL transmitting copies of the information contained on the floppy disks via
satellite communications. Naval architects in the home office can then participate
in decisions to modify the inspection program or to change the repair
specification.
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&
4. CATSIR provides a “one-stop” data bank for all of the tanker structural
maintenance data. The analyses of trends are facilitated by sorting data in the
database

to collect and display gauging data, which has been obtained over a

number of years, from the same location.
The primary 16 components or data modules that comprise the CATSIR 3.0
system are summarized in Table 6.4.
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Table 6.4: Summary of CATSIR database components
MC)DULE
1- VESSELINFORMATION
vessel ID
units
VesselName
VesselClass Name
Owner
Revious Owners
ClassificationSociety
Registry
DeliveryDate
Builder

Heat Coiled
Double Bottom
DoubleSide
PropulsionSystem
ScrewDescription
Semite Speed (loaded)
Sefice Sped (ballast)
Bow Tlwusters
Bilge Keels

Major ConversionDate
LOA
LBP
Depth
Beam
Draft
SummerLDWT
Clean Roduct
Black Oil
SBT
IGS

Comments

off~ial #/Hull #
Major Conversion Type
COW system
MODULE2- DIWWINGLIBRARY
VewelID
13mwingName
As Built Dmwing
TankID

ConversionsDmwing
Comment

,.

MODULE3-- TECHNICALINFORMATION
Generalcomments
Key Words

Person Entering Information

MODULE4-- SURVEYAND OVERHAULLOG
VesselID
OverhaulLocation
InspectionCompany
Smey Start and End Dat~
Name of inspectors
Event ID
MODULES - GAUGINGINFORMATION
Vessel ID
Location
Reading ID
DrawingID
OriginalThickness
Event ID
Current~ickness
Member ID
Units Lost
Steel Type
MODULE6- PHOTO LOG
VesselID
Sumey/OverhaulDate
Roll No.
Tank ID
MODULE7-- STEEL RENEWAL
Revision #/Date
Vessel ID
RenewalType
DrawingName
Dimensions
Event ID
MODULE8- CARGOSPECS LIBRARY
Wax Content
CargoType
Sulfur Content
Specific Gmvity
MODULE9-- TANK INFORMATION
Ve&-ID
Capacity
From-To Frame
Tank ID
Frame Spacing
Usual Saice ID
Bottom Long. Spacing
Length
Bottom Long. Type ID
Beam
Side Long. Spacing
Depth

122

UT and NDT equipment
Comments

Allowable% Wastage
% Wastage
Photo ID
Comments

~

Frame No.
Caption

Steel Grade
New/Renew
Weight
Water Content
Comments

Deck Long. Spacing
Deck Long. Type ID
COW System
Steam Coils
IGS
--—_....__
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(Continued)
“
MODULE10- TANKVOYAGEHISTORY
VesselID
CargoHeating
Tank ID

Temperature

Route

BallastDate

Load Port
Diwharge Port
Cargo Type
Cargo I-marlingDate
Cargo DischargingDate
% Full Cargo Level

Ballast Origin
% Full Ballast
COW Date
COW Duration
COW Temperature ,
cow Pressure

Wash Date
Wash Type
Wash Dumion
Wash Temperature
WashPressure
MuckedDated
# BucketsMucked
% Scale
Comments

MODULE11-- FRACTURES
VesselID
Tank ID
DrawingName
category
Memixr Name

Memkr Typ
Frame No.
.
Date
Length, LJSCGClass
Date Repaired.

Repair Method
Steel Type
Causes
Photo ID

MODULE 12-- PITS
VesseIID
Tank ID
DrawingName

Su.weyDate
Cell Coordinate
#pits -- Range 1,2,3,4

Comments

I

MODULE 13- PIPINGSYSTEMS
Date Installed
VesselID
Diameter
DmwingName
Inspections
Item
Repairs
Length
System
Material
MODULE 14-- ANODES
Vessel ID
Tank ID
Date Checked

Drawing Name
Location
bngth

Comments

ID#
DegreesRotated
Date Rotated
Schedule/WallThickness
Comments

Width
Thickness
Weight
Manufacturer
Lot #
Chemical Specification

MODULE 15-- COATINGREPAIRS
Relative Humidity
Vessel ID
Temperature
Drawing Name
SurfacePreparationMethod
Event Date
Date~ime of Primer
Revision #/Date
Type Primer
Coating Manufacturer
Date/Timeof Fwst Coat
Canting Lot #
MODULE 16-- ROUTE LIBRARY
Description
Route Name

AttachmentMethod
Date installed
% Wastage
Condition
Comments

Dl?f of Fust Coat

stripe
coat
Date/Timeof ScxondCoat
Total of Coating Area
Comments

Comments
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6.4 Summarv
This project has demonstrated the need for and utility of a comprehensive
information system to assist in the effecient and effective engineering and management
of ship maintenance. At an early stage in the life cycle of a ship, the information system
needs to be established and implemented.

A vital part of this information system is a

Repair Management System.
An equally impgrtant part of the imforrnation system is art industry-governmentclassification society-ship builderhepair yard communication system (Figure 6.4). This
communication system is intended to promote the development of and sharing of
imforrnation on the maintenance of ships [6.1].
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Figure 6.4: Principal components of an advanced information system [6.1]
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1. Introduction
The United States public has historically

had an increasing

demand for oil. This demand for petroleum has lead to an increase in
the total number of oil tankers in the world’s fleet and an increase in
the overall dimensions

of tankers.

The potential for catastrophic

failure

of these large floating structures, resulting in possible crew fatalities,
loss of cargo, and an environmental
inspection

play an important

disaster,

demands

role in ensuring

that

structural

periodic

integrity

and

safety.
With the introduction

of Very Large

Large

(ULCC’S), the task of conducting

Ultra

inspections
larger

Crude

has become

size of vessels

structural
service,

an increase

and an increase
on improving

internal

structural

collecting

diflicult,

in inspection

members,

of the tanker

costs.

process,

Emphasis

tools, increasing

However,

periodic

before

is removed
needs

to understand

from

to be

accessibility

discussing

the inspection

The

the internal

a more e~cient

it is necessary

has affected

(VLCC’S) and

if not impossible.

in accessing

and providing

data for the survey.

Carriers

in the time the vessel

the inspector’s

to the inspection

evolution

increasingly

has lead to difficulty

members,

placed

ments

Carriers

Crude

to the

process

for

improvehow the

process.

1.1 The Effects of Age and Size
The world tanker

fleet has aged in recent

ed in the need for increased

and more extensive
1

years.

This has result-

inspections.

The fre-

‘!s

quency of internal structural inspections
Classification

as required by the

Societies is listed in Table l-1.

older, the scope ofinspection
improved tank inspection

As the vessel becomes

becomes more extensive.

methods is particularly

Trans - Alaska Pipeline Service (TAPS) vessels.

The need for

important for the

These vessels have

seen a higher number of structural failures than vessels engaged in
other trade routes.
but experience

TAPS ship comprise only 13% of the tanker fleet

52% of the serious structural failures [21. Due to this

increased number of structural failures, the U.S. Coast Guard has
required
yearly

these

vessels

to be inspected

cargo block surveys

must be conducted

U.S. Coast

Guard

Protection

has been reestablished

Inspection

Staff (G-MT).

dockings,

OffIce of Marine

cargo block surveys

(Figure

1-1).

oil as an entire
area that
detailed

surveyor

increases,

giants

cargo tank

must be inspected

The increased
steel

and repair

World War II-era

in Table

Security

the Traveling

all TAPS vessel

dry-

periods.
increased

during

are the largest

moving

can hold more than
tanker

The

and Environmental

and is expanding

has steadily

These

made by man; a single

Safety,

Specifically,

on TAPS vessels.

This staff now attends

The size of oil tankers
century

more frequently.

[32].

on a pre - Marpol

the 20th
objects

twice as much

An indication
250,000

of the

DWT VLCC is

1-2.
size of tanks

to an almost

the percentage

has increased

unrealistic
of internal
2

level.
structural

the demands

on the

As the size of the vessel
members

inspected

often decreases.

A survey of U. S. Coast Guard Inspector

obtained

estimates of internal structures inspected by Coast Guard inspections;
results are shown in Table 1-3.
1.2 Inspection

Program

An inspection
continues throughout
Ship Structural

program begins when the vessel is delivered and
the life of the vessel.

Inspections

As stated in the Guide for

[11], ‘The purpose of inspections

is to

assess the capability of the structure to remain safe until the next
inspection

period and to accomplish

to maintain this capability.

any necessary corrective measures

The extent of structural inspections

required will always be greatly affected by cost and time considerations.

In actual practice, it will be impractical,

execute ‘perfect’ inspections.
inspection

cannot

ship structural
amount

of inspections

requires

that

through

experience.

structural

members

ity to increase
increased

the percentage

coverage,

of tank

that

structural

This

often comes

of inspection

will provide

the need for judgement

The scope of internal
Classification

the tank

in

extremes.”

juclg”e”rnent that

the method

involved

just the sufficient

going to unnecessary

possess

Improving
within

the surveyors/inspectors

must try to conduct

without

the inspector

to

However, even if the ‘perfect’ level of

be obtained,

inspections

if not impossible,

and access

the inspector

is inspected.

to

the abil-

With this

may be reduced.

inspections

as required

by the

Societies is listed in Table 1-1. An overall survey is a

survey intended to report on the overall condition of the tanks’ struc3

#*,*

Evolution.
Figure
~

of

T~nlcerE

1–1

.,,

Age <5
Special Sumey No. 1

5< Age<10
Special Sumey No, 2

10< Age c 15
Special Sunfey No. 3

1. Overall Suwey of
all tanks and spaces

1. Overall Surveyof
all tanks and spaces

1. Overall Surveyof
all tanks and spaces

1. Overall Suwey of
all tanks and spaces

2. Close-up Survey:

2. Close-upSumey:

2. Close-up Survey:

a) One complete
transverseweb frame
ring including adjacent structural members (in one ballast
tank if any,
or a cargo tank used
primarilyfor water
ballast)

a) One complete
transverseweb frame
ring includingadjacent structuralmembers in one wing tank
(in one ballasttank, if
any, or a cargo tank
used primarilyfor
water ballast)
b) One deck transverse includingadjacent deck structural
membersin each of
the remainingballast
tanks, if any
c) One deck transverse includingadjacent deck structurein
one cargo wing tank
and two cargo center
tanks

a) Allcomplete
transverseweb
frame rings including
adjacent structural
membersin all ballast
tanks and in one
cargo wing tank

2. Close-up Suwey
as for Special Survey
No. 3 with additional
transvemesas
deemed necessary
by the Surveyor

b) One deck transverse including adjacent deck structural
membersin one
cargo wing tank
c) Lower parl of the
girder system including adjacent structural memberson one
transverse bulkhead
in one ballast tank,
one cargo wing tank
and
one cargo center tank

d) The complete
girder system including adjacent structural memberson the
transversebulkheads
in one wing tank (in
one ballast tank, if
any, or a cargo tank
used primarilyfor
water ballast)
e) Lower patl of the
girder system including adjacent structural memberson
one transverse bulkhead in each of the
remainingballast
tanks, one cargo
wing tank and two
cargo center tanks

Classification

b) One complete
transverseweb
frame ring including
adjacent structural
membersin each
remainingcargo wing
tanks and one bottom
and one deck transverse in each cargo’
center tank
c) One complete
girder system including adjacent structural memberson the
transverse bulkheads
in all cargo and ballast tanks

Society’s Structural Su~ey
Table 1-1

5

15< Age <20
Special Survey No. 4

Source: Guidance Manual
For The Inspection and
Condition Assessment Of
Tanker Structures [1]
Requirements

Vertical

Height

to Climb for Survey

10,700 M / 35,000 Ft.

Tank Section

Area to Inspect

300,000 M2/72 Acres

Total Length

of Welding

1,200 KM/750 Miles
390 KM/240 Miles

Total Hand Welding
(included in above)
Total Length

of Longitudinal

58 KM/36 Miles

Stiffeners

Flat Bottom Area

10,700 M2/2.6 Acres

1.0 Percent

85,000 Pits (each 0.40

Pitting

mm diameter)
.

Source: ‘Large Oil Tanker Structural

Survey Experience”

Inspection &ea For A Pre-Marpol

250,000 DWT VLCC

Table 1-2

“

20-40

KDWT approximately

75%

40-80

KDWT approximately

50%

80-120

KDWT approximately

120-200

.

30%

KDWT approximately

25%

200 and up KDWT less than 20%
Source:

‘Report

Estimates

of the Tanker

Safety

Of Internal Structures

Study

6

Groupn [31

Inspected By

Coast Guard Inspections

Table 1-3

[81

..!
tural integrity and corrosion condition in a relatively

short period of

time and to determine the extent of additional close-up surveys
required.

A close-up survey is one where the details of structural com-

ponents are within the inspection range (within hand’s reach) of the
surveyor.
In addition to classification
required

inspections,

vessel

schedule

for internal

inspection

the Trans
Study

Alaska

Pipeline

owners

veys of all tanks
months.

scheduled

drydock

before

the shipyard

found

after

of cargo tanks,

exam in order
period.

a bid specification

cooperation

tanks

also conduct

a ship is already

A thorough

owner’s
after

once a year, to complete

extent,

their

own program

The Coast

(TAPS) Tanker

among

of ballast

Many operators

and, to a lesser

establish

intervals.

Service

found wide variation

ing from spot checks

societies and US. Coast Guard

Guard

internal

surveys

3 to 6 months

sur-

every six
of ballast

tanks

prior to a vessels’

to find and document

The cost involved

rang-

to general

exams

on

Failure

intervals,

each voyage,
internal

Report

structural

inspection

and

problem

in repairing

areas

a crack

in dock is invariably

higher

than

can only be achieved

when there

~

listed

on

[21.
inspection

between

the crew, owners representatives,

and Coast Guard inspectors.

Each of these individuals

is close

class surveyors,
has insight as

to problem areas on which the inspector may wish to concentrate
his/her efforts.

The Report of the Tanker Safety Study Group [3] found

that tankers are often not prepared for Coast Guard inspections
7

and

...

!
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that the port engineer and crew are spread too thin to assist in the
required inspection.

Nonetheless,

the need for cooperation

is essential

to the common goal: to insure the safety of the crew, the environment,
and the vessel.
1.3 Critical

Structural

The formidable

Areas

dimensions

between a complete inspection,
sive, and partial inspection,
defects inside the tanks.
mise not only facilitates

shown in Table 1-3 require a tradeoff

which is time consuming and expen-

which most certainly will miss some

The question then becomes ‘What comprocommerce but is also in the best interest of the

safety of the crew, the vessel and the environment?”
Since it is unrealistic

to expect 100% of the internal structural

members to be inspected, increased importance is placed in targeting
critical structural areas.

A critical structural area can be defined as

an area subject to high stresses or with a history of problems.

The

inspector generally conducts a survey to determine that the vessel is
safe for the route intended and until the next inspection period.
order for the inspector to conduct a thorough inspection,

In

it is necessary

for all parties involved with the vessel, from the crew to the naval
architect, to inform the inspector as to the locatiop of critical structural areas.

This information

must be disseminated

to the inspector so

that everyone involved with the ship including the owner, the crew, and
government

agencies, is satisfied that a thorough survey has been con-

8
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ducted without the need to inspect 100% of the vessel.
the Structural
University

Maintenance

The results of

for New and Existing Ships Projectat

the

of California at Berkeley [4] will further help to identify

critical structural areas.
1.4 Access
The increased
issue

size of vessels

in the tanker

industry.

has made

accessibility

Access to and inspection

an important
of the tank

bot-

tom is relatively easy. For the upper regions of the tank, most in the
industry believe that ballasting the tank and rafting combined with
random
tural

scaffolding

examination

in sections
methods
thus

is the best method
(a detailed

5.2.5 and 5.2.6).
have been tried

trained

and experienced

discussion
However,

with limited

far to be more effective

for conducting

than

of these
numerous
success.

methods

Often

No method

to these
has proven

inspection

the inspector

struc-

can be found

alternatives

a close up visual

inspector.

an internal

by a

is required

to

push away wax buildup or chip away at rust layers. Most methods that
. ..
do not allow for a “hands-on” inspection~ack this important capability.
However,

in certain applications,

each-qethod

has its advantages.

Currently the area most difficult to access, and consequently

to

inspect, is the deckhead area. Full staging is possible, but costly. To
provide a means of escape when rafting, the tank may only be ballasted
to within 1 meter
on vessels
Additionally,

of the overhead

transverses.

with deep transverses
rafting

is not possible

has its inherent
9

elements

Thus,

a close-up

by the rafting
of danger.

survey
method.

Alternative

meth~ds to rafting and scaffolding need to be investigated

to reduce the

direct cost and indirect costs due to the vessel being out of service, to
increase the safety of the inspector and, ultimately, to increase the
quality of the inspection.
1.5 Inspector Safety
The inspector is frequently required to compromise
an adequate inspection is conducted.

As previously

safety so that

stated, a recent

survey of Coast Guard inspectors found that unless a tank is staged
and lit, only 20910of a tank’s internals is adequately inspected during a
routine drydock examination

on vessels greater than 200 KDWT. As

stated in section 1.2, improved

access

would help to increase

this per-

centage.
The physical nature of the inspector’s job currently requires it to
be a younger person’s profession.

Minimizing

the need for climbing, in

order to gain access would help to reduce fatigue.(see
ing, 5.2.2, 5.2.3).

sections on climb-

As shown in section 5.2.1, merely inspecting

the tank

bottoms covers acres of area which in itself can be a tiring experience.
While inspection

requires the physical capabilities

of a younger person,

it also requires many years of experience that cannot be found in a
younger inspector.

Experience

gives the fully qualified inspector the

ability to detect and evaluate defects.

By reducing the need for climb-

ing, the inspector would be able to continue working longer without tiring.
Besides

the need for improved
10

access,

the cleanliness

of a tank

has a direct rela tion to the quality of the inspection
Although cleanliness

and to safety.

is a subjective term, for a high quality inspection

the tank needs .at a minimum to be free of standing water, free of
sludge and mud, and to the extent possible, free from wax buildup.

If a

ballast tank is full of mud in the bottom it is impossible to inspect the
bottom longitudinal
nal

and the welds connecting the bottom longitudi-

to the bottom plating.

In addition to the lack of ability to inspect,

this wet mud is extremely slippery and provides an unsafe environment for the inspector.
1.6 Data

Acquisition

As previously
increased inspection

and Storage
discussed, TAPS vessels are required to conduct
activities. In addition to this, these vessels are

required to have a Critical Area Inspection Plan (CAIP)[2].
is a management

The CAIP

tool that serves to track the historical performance

of

a vessel, identify problem areas, and provide greater focus to periodic
inspections.

The CAIP is required to contain among other things, his-

torical information,

active repair areas, and trends.

The CAIP should

also include areas that have been determined to be critically’ stressed
areas during the structural design analysis including
tion requirements.
ors, inspectors,

specific inspec-

The CAIP is ultimately intended to assist survey-

and the vessel’s crew to insure the vessel is properly

inspected and maintained.
The CAIP will, in the future, require management
amount of information

being accumulated.

of the vast

A computerized

11
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database

system can be used for typical defect documentation
results.

and inspection

From the database, trends and critical areas can be deter-

mined as required by the CAIP. Not all ship owners use computers to
manage the information

obtained during a survey. However, some, such

as Chevron, have recognized the need.
Chevron has developed a computerized

management

CATSIR (Computer Aided Tanker Structures Inspection
[7]. The program was initially developed

tool called

and Repair)

in order to simplify the han-

dling of gauging and inspection data. The program is able to record
and manipulate inspection and repair data for tanker structures.

It

links

of

a database

program

with a graphics

package

displaying

information

in drawing

or report

capability

of,providing

information

required

determining
Although

trends
development

cost intensive,
fications

could help make

With this computer
the defects
desirable.

database

tracking

database

while conducting

structural

has the

areas.

system

is labor and
repair

speci-

investment.

can assist

not only the owner, but

and Coast

Guard

inspectors.

in place,

an automated

method

an internal

structural

examination

system,

the inspector

the structural

12

CATSIR

the CAIP and prepare

With an automated

system.

is capable

for the CAIP including

management

engineers
system

format.

of critical

up for this initial

structural

would be able to download
puter

to update

database

also class surveyors,

becomes

of a database

the ability

A computer

record

and the location

that

recording

inspection

to

data into the com-

~

1.7 Contents of Report
This report evaluates the inspection process, including
ity, inspector’s

equipment,

survey procedures,

and data acquisition.

accessibil-

Chapter 2 discusses

the three phases of a survey, confined space entry,

and areas of concern to the inspector during an internal structural

sur-

vey. Chapter 3 explains the field observations

and inspector interviews

that were used as background

Chapter 4 analyzes the

for this report.

equipment the inspector carries during an inspection,

including light-

ing.
The Guidance Manual for the Inspection and Condition of Tanker
Structures

published by the Tanker Structure Cooperative

Forum [1]

discusses in limited detail those methods that are currently available to
conduct an internal tank inspection.

Chapter 5 presents in greater

detail the methods that are the most promising and provides a discussion of both the pros and the cons associated with each method.
Further, the report discusses promising alternative
rently untried inspection
Additionally,

methods and cur-

methods that merit further research efforts.

tanker design for improved accessibility

The increased importance
determination
computer-based

of survey information

of trends has caused some shipowners
information

systems.

is investigated.
management

and

to switch over to

The ship inspector has histori-

cally recorded defects with a pen and pad. Chapter 6 proposes alternative methods for recording the defects found during the inspection
the internal structural members including a computer-based

13

of

automated

system.
Finally, Chapter 7 provides a plan to experimentally

quantify the

differences between a select group of commonly used inspection
ods used to gain access.

meth-

The proposed experiment will provide insight

into the adequacy and quality of the alternative inspection

methods.

Currently, most analysis of the alternative methods is based on individuals’ opinions.

The proposed experiment will attempt to qualita-

tively rank the alternative

methods based on number of defects found

within the tank and time required to conduct the inspection.
experiment will also be a first step in understanding

This

the probability

of

detecting defects inside the cargo tanks.
The Report of the Tanker Safety Group recommends
Guard R&D center evaluate means for internal inspection
in large tanks and the development

of high technology

‘The Coast
techniques

equipment for

use in such tanks, including high intensity lights, high definition video
equipment,
industry.

or any other device that may be suitable for use by the
A joint project with major oil companies may be helpful to

obtain the benefits of their experience”.
work for such a project.

This report lays the ground-

Chapter 8 summarizes

the important findings

of this paper and makes specific recommendations

including plans for

continued research.

14
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2. Survey

Procedures

There are three phases to a survey: preparation,
vey, and reporting the information
a detailed explanation

found.

This report does not provide

of how the inspector’s job is carried out.

However, it is important to understand
before discussing

the actual sur-

the nature of the inspector’s job

other aspects of inspection.

Before an inspection,

appropriate preparation

is critical.

It is

important to know the critical structural areas since physical requirements, cost, and time prohibit a 100~a structural survey.

Discussion

with all involved parties, including the crew, classification

society, and

ship representatives,

gives the inspector insight into the location of

critical

a more focused

areas

addition

so that

to determining

should

discuss

safety

It is also important
provided)
tural

critical

to review

standard
Marine
entry

procedures.

marine
Chemist

should

safety

can be conducted.

areas,

the inspection

procedures

the ship’s plans

(including

of the vessel,
..areas. ”

have some general

In
team

with the ship’s crew.

the layout

and the critical

All ship inspectors
space entry

st~uctural

and emergency

to determine

members,

inspection

the CAIP if

numbering

knowledge

of the struc-

of confined

Too many lives have been lost by not following
practices.

Certificates

not be conducted

U.S. Coast

to certify
without

less than

1% of the Lower Explosive

less than

30 ppm carbon

monoxide,

15

Guard

the tank

safe for entry.

a minimum
Limit

inspectors

Tank

of 19.5% oxygen,

(LEL) of total

less than

require

hydrocarbons,

10 ppm hydrogen

sulfide,

and less than

10 ppm benzene

benzene,

a filter

mask

Benzene

standards

with organic

have recently

ly, care must be taken
Sophisticated
detector
lation

there

always

survey.

Without

Iongitudinals,
impossible,

injury

the tank

enter

amount

a tank

humidity

alone,

Forced

the internal

be consulted

if

should

in tank

condition

is

be free of standing

tank

shown

of mud on top and against
an adequate

water,

members

of a fall.

inspection

should

be limited

above the water

during

to 3

should

serious
never

by on deck with

the survey.

time and should

Heat

be considered

to the survey.
an inspector

is conducting

an internal

2-

when raft-

above the bottom,

be standing

at all times

in Figure

impossible.

The inspector

should

as is

the side plating.

inspection

and 6 meters

and someone

can limit

is conducted.

such as the bottom

of their

in the ballast

in the event

equipment

a survey

members,

Even at 3 meters

escape

When

as

venti-

and free of as much wax buildup

makes

are conducted.

emergency

prior

tanks,

of the side structural

could result

always

before

and an assessment

above the tank bottom

ing surveys

should

structural

At a minimum,

in this condition

meters

is recommended,

to and used during

is essential

many

are hidden

Climbing

for benzene.

of 1 ppm benzene.

chemist

The side longitudinal

A tank

be worn.

prior to entry.

of the tank

1 have an excessive

must

one ppm

by OSHA; consequent-

a tank

prior

The marine

free of mud in the ballast
possible.

cartridges

been lowered

at levels

be installed

a clean tank,

is more than

such as a spectroanalyzer

are any questions
Cleanliness

vapor

measuring

are inaccurate

should

structural

when

equipment

tubes

[1]. When there

tank

inspection
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and

Mud

three

basic defects

Additionally
sion rates,

will be recorded:

the inspector
pitting

tion of the piping

assesses

andpercentage

cracking,

corrosion,

the conditionof
of.pitting

and the condition

ders and walkways.

Areas

are of concern

ed in the ‘Guidance

Manual

Assessment
clature

of Tanker

see Appendix
(1) Ends

that

For The Inspection

Structures”

the coatings,

covering

and fittings,

[1] include

and buckling.

the plate,

of the handrails,
to the inspector

corrocondiladas list-

and Condition
(For typical

tank

nomen-

C):
of principal

girders,

stringers,

transverses

and

struts with associated brackets. Particular

attention should

be paid to toes of brackets.
(2) Bracketed ends of shell, deck and bulkhead stiffeners.
(3) Connection
to transverse

of shell, deck and bulkhead longitudinal
web frames.

Particular attention should be

paid to the side shell connections

between full load and

ballast waterlines.
(4) Any discontinuities

in the form of misalignment

or

abrupt changes of section.
(5) Plating in way of cutouts and openings.
(6) Areas which show any evidence of damage or buckling.

It is necessary for the inspector to focus on historically
areas to optimize the effectiveness
good communication

suspect

of the survey. The importance

of

between the various involved parties cannot be

overstated.
Upon completion

of the survey, the inspector is required to trans-

fer the defects list to a smooth form (see chapter 6) so that repair specifications can be made. Repair specifications
the tank, type of defect, and recommended

include the location within
repair.
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3. Field Observations
and
Inspector
Interviews
Sources of information
bibliography
personnel,

for this report, besides those listed in the

include oil company representatives,

ship surveyors, U.S. Coast Guard and American Bureau of

Shipping inspectors,
understanding

and equipment manufacturers.

of tank inspections,

hand the inspection procedure.
inspection

ship repair

To gain a clear

it was necessary to observe first-

The author had 2 years of previous

experience with the U.S. Coast Guard.

report, the author attended several inspections

However, for this

By accompanying

the

inspector and acting as an observer, it was possible to stand back and
observe the manner in which the inspection was conducted and the
difficulties

the inspector encountered.

further insight into the techniques,

This field experience

also gave

methods and equipment that may

help to improve ship inspections.
The ships boarded for field observations
Benicia, Golden
Kenai

Gate, Thompson

include: M/T Exxon

Pass, Brooks Range, Arco Fairbanks,

(double hull tanker), and the Exxon North Slope.

of techniques

A wide range

were employed to gain access to the internal structural

members.
In addition to field expeditions,
experienced

a brainstorming

session with

steel inspectors was held in Portland, Oregon on 30 May

1990. The brainstorming
faced by inspectors.

session was conducted to determine problems

This interaction

important to the investigation,

with the inspectors

so that conclusions

solely upon academic information.
19

was

would not be based

Without input from the inspector,

any recommendations

concerning

rejected when implemented.
included representatives

ship inspections

might ultimately be

Those attending the brainstorm

session

of the U.S. Coast Guard, American Bureau of

Shipping (ABS), and Ron Nisbet ASSOCiateSInc” inspectors”
Unfortunately

representatives

able to attend.
participants

from the major oil companies were not

A list of questions raised at the session and

responses is included in Appendix A.
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4. Inspector
4.1 Inspector’s

Equipment

TOOIS

In order for the inspector to safely and efficiently
inspection,

a wide variety of tools are available.

decide for himselflherself

conduct an

The inspector must

those which are most important.

It would be

unsafe and physically impossible for the inspector to carry all the tools
that would make hidher job more effective.
The bare minimum that an inspector needs when conducting
inspection

an

includes the following: coveralls, hardhat, steel tip shoes,

leather or cotton gloves, flashlight, pen and pad, chalk or spray paint
(for marking structural members where defects are located) and a chipping hammer to chip away rust, scale, and oily residue buildup.
hardhat with reflective tape are recommended
vided for the inspection team. Flashlights

when a spotter is pro-

should be intrinsically

and are discussed in more detail following this section.
flashlight

A

safe

A second mini

should be carried in the event the primary flashlight fails

and emergency

escape is necessary.

Half-mask filter respirators are
-..
required when the benzene levels in- the Jank are not reduced to an
acceptable level.

Coast Guard policy allows tank entry when benzene

vapors are below 1 ppm and with a filter half-mask when below 10 ppm.
Tank entry is not permitted when benzene vapors are above 10 ppm.
Ear plugs are also recommended

as tests have shown that noise levels

in tanks equipped with forced ventilation

exceeds 85 dB. This equip-

ment is often the maximum that the inspector can carry.
Forced ventilation

can make communications

21

between the

inspe~ tors difllcult while in the tank.
voice amplification
(SCBA).

system is not currently available for

However, this type of voice amplification

would work well in improving communication
Inspectors

a

system for their self contained breathing apparatus

The voice amplification

the filter half mask.

Scott Aviationl manufactures

system

while in the tank.

have a difficult job climbing around the structural

members and many choose to carry only the minimum necessary gear.
Additional

safety gear the inspector may wish to carry includes safety

glasses, pocket oxygen analyzer, and an Emergency Escape Breathing
Apparatus (EEBA).
approximately

An EEBA is a portable canister that provides

three minutes of oxygen, enough to allow the inspector

time to escape the tank in an emergency.
small bag approximately

The device is housed in a

one sq. ft. that is slung over the shoulder to

be donned quickly in an emergency.

Coast Guard policy requires the

Coast Guard Inspector to carry an EEBA.

Although it is a good piece

of safety equipment to have in a confined space such as a tank, the
size of the unit makes it impractical
conducting

his job.

for the inspector to carry while

The fact that the unit could get hung up while the

inspector climbs around the tank shows that there is a safety tradeoff
when choosing whether to carry the device or not.
Other equipment the inspector may wish to carry includes a wire
brush, a putty knife, and a 35 mm camera for a still image history of
the defects found in the tank. A 35 mm camera has proven to be an
excellent method to document defects within the tank.

I Information

on all companies

mentioned

22

However, the

is included in appendix G

o

flashes on most 35mm cameras are not intrinsically

safe. Care must be

taken when using 35 mm cameras and their use should be restricted to
only when the tank is certified safe for hot work by a certified marine
chemist.
Any improvements

considered for the inspection

process must

consider the amount of gear the inspector is required to carry. If an
additional item or devise is suggested it should be used as a replacement to a piece of gear already carried by the inspector.
any additional gear recommended

Otherwise,

to the inspector will more than like-

ly be found laying at the tank hatch entranceway.

A summary of the

equipment carried by the inspector is included in Table 2-1
4.2 Lighting
The steel inspector generally relies on hand held flashlights
illumination.

The background

for

light from the hatch covers in the cargo

and ballast tanks is barely adequate to allow safe walking around the
tank.

Several type of tanks, such as the fore peak tank and after peak

tank, and generally vessels with double hulls, have areas that have no
background

light.

When the ship is in the yard and the tank is gas

free and certified safe for hot work by a Marine Chemist, a string of
lights may be hung in the tank to increase visibility and allow move,ment about the tank.
There is a wide range of flashlights

from which the inspector can

choose and the decision is generally based on personal preference.
Some inspectors

prefer to carry a second mini flashlight which helps to

provide a safe exit from the tank if the primary flashlight fails.
company policies recommend intrinsically
inspecting

tanks.

Specifically

safe flashlights

Many

when

the “Guidance Manual for the Inspection
23
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Required

Equipment for U.S. Coast Guard
Inspectors

Equipment

Required

Hardhat

x

Steel Tip Shoes

x
x

Coveralls

Recommended

x

Gloves
Flashlight

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Pen and Pad
or Chalk
or Spray Paint
Chipping Hammer
and/or Wire Brush
and/or Putty Knife
Half Mask
Filter Respirator

X (when benzene exceeds 1 pprn)

Safety Glasses

x

Pocket Oxygen Analyzer

x
x

EEBA

x

35 MM Camera

Inspector Equipment
Table 4-1
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and Condition Assessment

of Tanker Structuresn [1] states that torch-

es and lights should be of intrinsically
Coast Guard Navigation

safe design,

Additionally,

and Inspection Circular (NAWC) No. 2-89

states that intrinsically

safe systems are required in all hazardous

locations.

safe portable battery powered equipment,

Intrinsically

U.S.

as walkie talkies, combustible
ated on their internal circuitry.

gas detectors, and flashlights
Intrinsically

such

are evalu-

safe portable equipment

must be tested and approved for the intended application

by a national-

ly recognized testing laboratory (currently UL, FM, CSA, or MET).
Specific hazardous areas are listed in NAVIC 2-89 (Appendix 8) and are
included in Appendix B of this report.
Cargo tank areas and open deck areas over the cargo area are
considered more hazardous than class I Division I locations.
regulations

requiring the use of intrinsically

Further

safe equipment for tank-

ships are contained in 46 CFR 111.105 and are also included in
Appendix B. Although the tank may have been gas free prior to entry,
there is always the possibility

of a lingering gas pocket, especially

when the inspector breaks up the sludge in oil carrying tanks.
The manufacture~s

listed below

cally used by inspectors.

This list may not be all inclusive.

Eveready manufactures
approved flashlights,
flashlight

distribute lights that are typi-

two models of intrinsically

a 2 D cell battery flashlight

(Figure 4-l).

For tank inspections,

prefers a 6-volt flashlight

safe UL

and a 6 volt battery

the inspector generally

due to the stronger intensity of the beam.

When using the larger 6-volt model, the inspector typically attaches a
line to the light so that the light can be strung over his shoulder.
Pelican Products Inc. manufactures

the MityLite (2 AA batter-
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ies), Super Saberlite (3 C cell batteries),

Pelican l’ro (2 D cell batter-

ies), King Pelican Lite (8 D cell batteries and produces 100,000 candlepower) (Figure 4-2). Pelilite flashlights

are currently being tested by

the U.S. Coast Guard Marine Safety Office San Francisco for suitability.

These lights are approved by FM and CSA as intrinsically

safe.

Another flashlight that the U.S. Coast Guard Marine Safety
OffIce Portland uses is the Oreck police type floodlight (Figure 4-3).
This flashlight is not intrinsically

safe and use is generally restricted

to the shipyard where the tanks are certified by a marine chemist to be
gas free, safe for men, and safe for hot work. Even under these circumstances

the inspector

should

be careful

when scraping

buildup,

which

vapors.

The use of intrinsically

safe flashlights

This Flashlight

puts out an extremely

alternative.
far larger

than

can lead to the possibility

other

flashlights

that

of escaping

oil residue
combustible

gas

is the recommended

are available

bright

beam but is

to the marine

inspector.
Other
Health

flashlights

Administration

are manufactured

that

(MSHA) approval.

carry

For a tank

a Mine safety
that

and

has been

certified gas free this provides an equivalent level of safety. Non.

intrinsically
board

safe flashlights

use when the vessel

containing

potentially

should

not be left around

may be carrying

explosive

for general

and transferring

ship-

cargo and

atmospheres.

One such light is the Mine Safety

Appliance

Cap Lamp

Lighting

System ( Figure 4-4). This system has often been used by marine
chemists during tank inspections.
attached to a hardhat.
that

it frees his hands

The lamp is MSHA approved and is

This is especially convenient to the inspector in
to climb, chip away rust,
25

or carry

out whatever

,........ ,,
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Eveready

Sai% Flashlights

Intrinsically

Figure

4-1 ‘
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Peli

King Pelican
Pelilite

Intrinsically

Safe Flashlights

F@re’4-2
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other task is required.
around the inspectors
approximately

A small battery pack is attached to a belt worn
waist.

Operating time before recharging

is

10 hours. The Krypton filled bulb has two filaments so

that if the working filament burns out, the lamp can be switched
quickly to the safety filament allowing the inspector to leave the tank
and return to a location where a new bulb can be safely inserted.
The MSHA Cap Lamp Lighting System was recently tested by
U.S. Coast Guard inspectors
Portland and San Francisco.

at the U. S.C.G. Marine Safety OffIces in
The system received mixed reviews.

The

inspectors generally found the beam to be extremely powerful, enjoyed
having their hands free during the inspection,

Oreck Police Light
Figure

28
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and felt that by using

...

‘#
-i

the system, tank inspections

were safer. However, most of the inspec-

tors who used the system felt the battery pack worn around the waist
was heavy and cumbersome.

Also, some inspectors

stated they had to

direct the light with their head. They found it to be uncomfortable

to

lift their head high to see the upper regions of the tank. Some inspectors also stated that they had to hold onto the cap to keep it from
falling off when tilting their heads back. A neck strap for the cap
would solve this problem.
This system appears to be better suited to the marine chemist.
The marine chemist does not have the same inspection needs as the
ship inspector.

The ship inspector often has to climb in closely spaced

areas and has to move his head from side to side to inspect the structural areas.

To improve the suitability of the system for tank struc-

tural inspections,

the battery pack needs to be smaller. Also the light

would need to be directionally

adjustable, possibly remotely operated

from the waist belt. It would also be helpful to be able to easily remove
the lighting unit from the cap for hand held use.
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5. Access
A close-up survey (Table l-l) requires that the inspector to be able to
access the upper regions of the tank. However, sumey requirements do not
specify the method used to gain access to these internal structural
members. In addition to the close-up survey required by the classification
society, a thorough inspection is ofien conducted by the ship owner prior to
entering the shipyard in order to prepare repair specifications.

The

methods used to gain access for these inspections vary in terms of
effectiveness, time, and cost.
This chapter provides a qualitative analysis of four groups of
methods to gain access to a tank. This chapter has been broken down into
four sections. 5.1 Improved

Tanker

Design

discusses design features

that, if incorporated, would improve accessibility for the inspector in the
tank. 5.2 Access

- Inspector

in the Tank deals with those methods that

require the inspector to physically enter the tank for the inspection.
Access

- Inspector

5.3

Out of the Tank discusses methods that allow the

inspection to be conducted with the inspector outside the tank. And finally,
5.4 Access - New Technology discusses those methods which to date
have not been used for actual tank inspection, but merit further research.
Table 5-1, immediately following section 5.4, summarizes the methods
discussed.
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5.1 Improved Tanker Design

Future
tanker

tanker

design is an important

inspections.

provide

Currently

to note that during
the five shipyards
accessibility

some also have catwalks

across the transverse

a survey conducted
visited,

web frames.

by Basar

the design departments

of the structures

for improved

most vessels are only fitted with ladders

access to the tank bottom;

near the bottom running

consideration

on the detailed

and Jovina

with handrails
It is interesting
[11], ‘In all of

did not consider

drawings

to

the

they prepared.

This

was left to the production departments to accomplish during actual con-

struction. Yet, individual structural designers could assure proper access
when developing the detailed plans by little extra effort. This would beneficially influence the overall effectiveness of inspection activities in that no
changes to drawings an~or completed structures will be necessary in order
to improve access and inspectability, and therefore result in cost and time
savings,”
In one design instance, improved access has been achieved accidentally. A tanker was experiencing cracking in the side longitudinal
lapped flatbar bracket on the web frame. k

at the

inertia bar was welded onto

the side longitudinal next to the bracket (Figure 5-l). This design change
caused the cracking to occur further down the longitudinal near the end of
the inertia bar. However, it also provided improved access to the longitudinal bulkhead. Inspectors have commented that these inertia bars makes
the side longitudinal

easier to climb.

Inspectors should not be required to make do with what is currently
provided. A more proactive mode should be undertaken to provide the
inspector

with improved

access through

tinker

design.

Typical arrange-
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Inertia
Figure

Bar
s-l

ments today only provide access to a very limited portion of the taik (bottom and stringer platforms). Additional walkways and ladders could be
fitted to provide the inspector increased inspection coverage. Some ships
have permanently installed ladders only on the forward or aft stringers,
making the opposite side of the tank and transverse bulkhead inaccessible.
Often, minor cracks are found on these stringer platforms. On the side
where ladders are not present, staging is set up for repairs and inspection
at a significant cost. Figure 5-8 (Section 5.2.5) shows staging erected
alongside the forward stringer platforms on the ~

Golden Gate while the

vessel was in drydock during the surnrner of 1991. This staging was erected to provide access for inspection and light repairs. Had permanent ladders been installed, this staging would have been unnecessary. Over the
life of the ship it often would prove to be more cost effective to have a permanently installed ladder to gain access to the stringer platforms rather
than stage this area for inspection accessibility and minor repairs.
The main reason owners resist fitting vessels with these additional
structures is the added tonnage and the additional maintenance requirements associated with these arrangements.

However, this may be a small

price to pay as compared to a crack that may go unnoticed. The thoroughness of the inspection is often limited by the means with which tank access
is provided onboard the vessel. During the life of the vessel, additional
ladders and walkways may prove to be more economical than temporary
staging that is erected in order to provide access for repairs and inspections.
Possible methods of improving access can be broken into two categories: those methods that are relatively minor in nature that do not sig-
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nificantly tiect the structural design and those methods that may sigrdlcantly affect the structural design.
Those methods that do not significantly affect the structural design
include;
1. Fitting permanent walkways and ladders at strategic locations
within tank, particularly walkways below the overhead and ladders
along the transverse web frames (Figure 5-2).
2. Attaching permanent clips or lugs on the internal structural members for use of tempora~

staging, or for attaching ropes or

retractable lifelines for use during an inspection.
3. Installation of both forward and aft ladders to access stringers (if
not already fitted).
4. Investigation of alternative materials for ladders, such as fiberglass, to eliminate corrosion problems and thus eliminate maintenance problems.
5. Additional installation of handholds to provide access to critical
stmctural members. This may avoid the need for costly staging during inspections.
6. Use of lighter coatings in ballast tanks. Lighter coatings provide
an easier means to detect cracks which produce mst streaks and discoloration.
7. Provide handholds in the underdeck transverse web frames.

When rafting is conducted the tank is ballasted to within one meter
of the underdeck transverse web frame. This can leave the inspector
several meters away from the underdeck connections.

By providing a

means to climb to the overhead from the raft, close up inspection is
assured.
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Those methods that may significantly affect the structural design
include;
1. Installation of extended longitudinal

every fourth or fifth longitu-

dinal or at a very minimum in the upper most region of the tank to
act as walkways for the inspector (Figure 5-3). These walkways
should be fitted with handrails or a similar arrangement to which
the inspector can clip into with a safety harness. Safety harnesses
should become standard operating equipment for the inspector when
the inspection is conducted above the tank bottom. An extended longitudinal in the upper region of the tank would work particularly
well with the use of an ascender as discussed in the Section 5.2.3 of
this report. The inspector would use the extended longitudinal as a
platform from which he/she would be lowered to inspect the side
structural members. Extended longitudinal

will more than likely

impair the tank cleaning process. Additionally, they may also introduce unwanted

structural

verse web frames
uppermost

[9]. With an extended

region, these disadvantages

2. Increased

spacing

areas to facilitate
framed

detail when earned

of structural

ease of access.

longitudinal

the transin only the

would be minimized.

members

in certain

Not all inspectors

limited

space

have small

bodies.

3. Avoiding blind spots in structural
tion without
repair

through

the use of mirrors

work involving

4. Providing
ing tightly

5. Reconfigure

is dficult.

where visual inspec-

This will also facilitate

welding.

permanently
arranged

members

installed

access plates

or holes for enter-

structures.

underdeck

longitudinal
36

so that they are on the tank

.,.
-,
I
top (Figure 5-4).
6. Tank hatch openings with limited ladder access should be included in each-bay between transverse web frames . This would allow
the tanks to be ballasted beyond the one meter below underdeck
transverse web frames limit and allow for close up inspection of the
underdeck longitudinal.

The construction of double hull tankers as require by the Oil
Pollution Act of 1990 will, by its very nature, improve access-providing
there is adequate clearance in the wing and double bottom tanks. A minimum of 2 meters

and maximum

of 3 meters

there will still be a need for improved
heads in the centerline

tanks

is recommended.

access.

One of the longitudinal

will still have longitudinal

means to gain access such as rafting

However,

or portable

bulk-

sttieners.

staging

Some

will still be

required.
When considering

alternative

designs for improved

ty to adequately

clean a tank must be considered.

ed longitudinal

may decrease

imperative

access, the abili-

Designs

the ability to adequately

such as extend-

clean a tank.

that a tank be clean in order that an effective inspection

It is
be con-

ducted.
Additional research is being conducted to determine critical structural areas that warrant

closer and more frequent

areas should be considered

when designing

inspections

increased

[4]. These

access for the inspec-

tor.
It will be diiTlcult to determine
these measures.
inspector’s

Down-time

life is priceless.

the costs and benefits

from injuries
Although

associated

is costly and ultimately

an

ship owners resist major modifica-
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with

tions to the tank for the sole purpose of inspectability, minor modifications
that can be installed on existing ships as well as new construction will be
an improvement over the current arrangements for tank access. Although
improved design may involve increased costs, ship weight, and maintenance, the benefits due to increased accessibility and safety may prove b
be worthwhile.

.-”.

Ladders along Transvers;
Figure 52”
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Web Frames

Extended Longitudinal
Figure 5-3
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Reconfigured

Unde~deck
Figure
5-4
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5.2 Access - Inspector in the Tank
This section describes those methods that require the inspector to be
in the tank in order to conduct the inspection.

5.2.1 Close Up Inspection
Without Climbing

of Accessible Structure
(Walking

the Bottom”)

This method consists of walking the bottmm of the ballast or cargo
tank area. Often this method is used as a first step in inspecting the tank.
Walking the bottom allows for close up visual inspection by all members in
the inspection party, permits a detailed documentation of the survey, and
requires no set up time or equipment prior to the inspection. The inspector
also has access to the stringer platforms (horizontal girders) when ladders
are present (See Appendix D). Stringer spacing has a dtiect affect on the
ability to conduct a closeup survey of the underdeck stiffeners on the
stringer platform. The stringer platform spacing can range from approximately

10 t.o 25 ft. When the spacing

a portable

ladder

of platforms

to inspect the underdeck

stiffeners

exceeds 10 ft, the use of
on the stringer

plat-

form should be considered.
A disadvantage

of “walking

ed to the lower region of the tank.
ladders

the bottom” is that the survey is restrictSome ships have permanently

installed

on only the fomvard or afk stringers, making the opposite side of the

tank and transverse bulkhead inaccessible. Another major disadvantage of
this method is that the inspector only has line of sight view and usually
part of the structure

is hidden

structural

may also seriously

members

In cargo tanks,
improved

the inspector

horn view. The lack of of hands-on
hinder

the quality

of the inspection.

ofien needs to scrape away oil residue

view of the welded members.
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In ballast

tanks

access to

for an

the inspector

will

chip away rust layers to determine the extent of localized corrosion.
Walking the bottom does not allow the inspector this freedom except on the
tank bottom.

5.2.2 Physical Climbing Without Restraint
This method consists of climbing the side structural members without the aid of fall safety devices. Often the inspector will use the side longitudinal

as a ladder to gain access to upper regions of the tank (Figure

5-5). Most company policies recommend that climbing height not exceed 3
meters. Above this height safety is compromised and climbing should not
be allowed. Even at a height of 3 meters, a fall could cause serious, if not
fatal, injury. Although from Figure 5-5 it is not evident, this inspector is
climbing the side longitudinal

at Me outer edge of a stringer platform.

This inspector was placing himself in a potentially life threatening situation.
The inspector is required to determine the structural integrity of the
vessel and certify that the vessel is safe for the route intended. Although
an inspector is never forced to work in an unsafe situation, rather than
.
cause the vessel to become involved in unnecessary delays, the inspector
may feel pressured to push the envelope of safety. For this ve~ reason, a
concerted effort must be made to investigate alternative methods to gain
access to the upper structural members within the tank.
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Inspector

Climbing Side Longitudinal
Figure

5-5

5.2.3 Physical Climbing with Fall Safety Devices
This method consists of physically climbing the side stmctural members with the use of a fall safety device. The basic concept is to clip a rope
to one of the upper side longitudinal.

From the bottom of the tank the

inspector will clip himself onto the rope with a harness attached to his body
and a specially designed rope grab clipped to the suspended rope (Figure 56). The inspector is now ready to begin climbing the longitudinal
43

or other

,

Retractable
Lifeline

Rope Grab

s

./

Fall Safety Devices
Figure

44

5-6

structural members above the rope. Should the inspector fall the rope grab
is designed to stop the inspector’s descent. Another type of fall safety
device is a retractable lifeline (Figure 5-6). The retracting lifeline pays out
as an inspector ventures from the device. It has an instant locking feature

that will stip an inspector’s free fall.
Physical climbing with a fall safety device allows the inspector to
safely inspect the sideshell and bulkhead areas when climbing, but the
These devices and method

tank top area remains essentially unaccessiblei
of inspection have a proven degree of safety.
The most difficult
device is the setup.
nal

aspect of physical

climbing

Access must be provided

so that the ropes maybe

installed

with a fall safety

to the upper side longitudi-

for the inspection.

This is easier

said than done. Many cargo tanks

and ballast

tanks

access to the top structural

One method

to gain access to the upper

longitudinal
tural

is discussed

rnodiflcations

making

climbing

Improved

area.

Tanker

in Section 5.1.8 (Portable

to present

and future

Staging).

Minor struc-

could allow easier access,

with a fall safety device more attractive

(See Section 5.4

Design).

When climbing

with safety devices the inspectir

either

side of the line.

neath

the rope and falls, a pendulum

of the inspector

tankers

of today do not provide

striking

If the inspector

ventures

must not venture

too far from directly

under-

effect takes place with the possibility

a steel member

on the opposite

side of the pendu-

lum swing.
Climbing
the findings

can be physically

demanding.

It can be difficult to record

while holding onto the side longitudinal.
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Having

to

a designat-

ed individual below ta record the tidings

can help eliminate this problem.

However, voice communications can be difficult, particularly when those in
the tank are required to wear falter half masks and hearing protection.
Due to the physically demanding nature of climbing with safety
devices, any use of fall safety devices would be most attractive for inspecting specific problem areas. For example, inspection of a particular problem
area midway up a deep web frame could be easily accomplished with this
method. When only a critical area needs to be inspected, physical climbing
with a fall safety device maybe better than the rafting method discussed in
section 5.4.6,
5.2.4 Access to Side Members With Ascender
This is a variation

of physical

idea is to use an ascender
side of the tank [Figure

ble, allowing

5-7). An ascender

demanding
the inspector

for the inspector

with fall safety devices. The

so that the inspector

when the climber wishes to descend
less physically

climbing

down the

is ofien used in rock climbing

down the side of a face. This method

than climbing

and hands free operation

to record information.

before using this system.

with fall safety device method,

can lower himself

Some training

As with the physical

is

is possi-

is required
climbing

clipping the rope into the tank top area pre-

sents a problem.
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Ascender
Figure 5-7
.

5.2.5 Fixed Staging
Fixed staging consists of portable bars and platforms that can be
erected inside a tank. Figure 5-8 shows staging erected alongside the forward stringer platforms on the hVT Golden Gate while the vessel was in
drydock during the summer of 1991. Staging allows for subsequent repairs
and follow up inspection of the repair work. Some companies selectively
stage certain tanks if there are known problem areas or when required for

47

Fixed Staging
Figure 5-8
an A.BS close up suney
Fixed staging is one of the preferred methods for the inspector.
staging,

With

close up inspection of all parts of the tank by all members of the

inspection party is possible. However, the use of staging is limited to the
repair yard. This method would not be available for a survey at sea for
preparation of repair specifications.

Complete staging of all tanks is both

cost and time prohibitive.
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5.2.6 Rafting
Rafting is one of the more common methods used to survey a tank
prior to entering the yard. The rafting method consists of inspectors (usually two), canvassing the perimeter of a partially ballasted tank in an
inflatable rubber raft. The tank is filled with ballast water to three or four
different levels (Figure 5-9). At each level, the sumey team paddles along
the perimeter of the tank (Figure 5-10). The hnk can be ballasted to the
same level as the cross beam to damp the wave motion in the tank. This
may be necessary if the vessel is experiencing movement due to sea conditions. However, moving the raft horn bay to bay may prove to be diKlcult
and should be considered before ballasting to these levels. Where a swash
bulkhead is provided, thd two ends of the tank should have their own deck
hatch and ladders to allow for escape.
The raft should be of heavy construction with dual chambers with a
rope grab along the entire perimeter of the raft. Acceptable vendors
include West Marine, Avon, Dunlop, and Zodiak [31]. The individuals in
the boat must at all times be wearing a me

III personal flotation

device

(PFD). The tank should never be filled closer than one meter to the deck
transverses so that the survey team is still provided with an escape route.
Also, when ballasting the tank, care should be taken so as to not overstress
the tanks. Standard operating procedures should apply. If an inert gas
system is installed onboard the vessel, the system should be isolated so
that no gases are capable of entering the tank.
Rafting allows close up inspection of all members with the exception
of the overhead. Limited climbing is possible due to the water cushion, but
the inspector should not climb more than 6 meters above the water cushion
(Figure 5-11).
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Rafting
Figure 5-10

The Chief Mate is typically responsible for insuring the tank is safe
for personnel entry. During rough seas, rafting surveys should be suspended for safety considerations,

Typically more than a couple of degrees of roll

or sloshing of the tank of more than one meter is enough to suspend operations. Hence, weather can delay or preclude the use of this method when
the vessel is underway.
Exxon Corporation has published for their fleet a set of safety procedures for rafting [31]. In addition to the above mentioned

safety proce-

dures, they require the presence of two additional people, dedicated ondeck and in-tank spotters (Figure 5-12). The in-tank spotter is required to
be in constant radio communication with the on-deck spotter. A dedicated
emergency equipment cart including Emergency Escape Breathing
Apparatus and Stokes litter for emergency escape rescue operations is
placed at each tank opening through which rafting operations are conduct51
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Climbing During Rafting
Figure 5-11

Emergency

Escape

Equipment
On-Deck Spotter

Figure

5-12
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ed (Figure 5-12). A record of all personnel entering and leaving each tank
is maintained.
An in depth rafting survey can take 15 to 20 days, resulting in considerable out of semice costs. Moving ballast takes time and fuel costs
associated with transferring the ballast water run anywhere from ten to fifteen thousand dollars per ship inspection. [9]
The rafting inspection is usually conducted outside the shipyard and
tank entry is often conducted without a marine chemist certificate. With
the new benzene exposure limits required prior to tank entry, ‘many ships
do not contain the equipment required to test for benzene exposure limits.
This has raised concern by U.S. Coast Guard inspectors when attending
these rafting surveys. Although many companies believe that this method
is the best way to conduct a survey prior to entering the shipyard, other
companies believe it is inherently unsafe and therefore do not use rafts to
conduct the survey; This method also hinders the movement of the inspector due to the PFD requirement.

5.2.7 Binoculars with High Intensity Light
This method
scope mounted

incorporates

the use of binoculars

on a tripod and a high intensity

ered from a 220V source and is typically
non intrinsically
certified

safe equipment

time is required

for this method.

light that is usually

not intrinsically

should be limited

safe for hot work by a certfied

or a low powered

marine

The inspector

the bottom of the tank and uses his experience

pow-

safe. The use of

to tanks that have been

chemist.

Very little setup

conducts

the suney

to determine

horn

which areas to

view.
As with the “Walking the Bottom” method,
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tele-

the major disadvantage

with this method is that the inspector only has line of sight view and usually part of the structure is hidden from view. Additionally, the inspector is
not able to chip away at rust or scrape away oil residue buildup.

5.2.8 Portable Staging

(“Spide#)

This method uses a portable staging device such as the mini-spider
manufactured by the Spider Staging Corporation. It works and looks much
the same as a window washer device used on tall skyscrapers and easily
disassembles

so that access through a manhole is possible (Figure 5-13).

The unit is setup so that tank walls are easily accessible and inspectable
(Figure 5-14). The Spider can be cofigured

to carry between one and four

people. It is air powered and explosion proof, making application to tank
inspection particularly appealing. The unit may be manually lowered
should air power fail. Inspectors must be attached to an independent lifeline as a safety precaution.
As with climbing with a fall safety device, the main difficulty associated with portable staging is the initial rigging. Before the unit can be
used, cables must be attached to the overhead along the sides. One way to
gain access to the underdeck longitudinal

to install the cables is a method

that is often used to install underdeck suspended stagin~ an individual
walks himself across the underdeck longitudinal

as shown in Figure 5-15.

The individual wears a safety harness around the waist that is attached to
the lines that are hooked into the underdeck longitudinal.

Should the

individual loose his grip, he is still secure. This technique is not for the
faint of heart.
Stageaway Vessel Support Semites. is currently marketing a pack-
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age that will provide portable

staging.

Stageaway’s

total set up, break down and, in conjunction

package

includes

the

with Ronald Nisbet Assoc., the

necessary or required inspection semices. Stageaway employees will do the
initial rigging and operation of the sctiolding

for the inspection.

Stageaway’s motto is ‘safety fwst”. Unlike conventional underdeck
suspended scaffolding that uses an ‘S” hook to attach to the underdeck longitudinal,

Stageaway uses W’ hooks as seen in Figure 5-16. Figure 5-17

shows the ‘W hook attached to the underdeck longitudinal.

The cables

are suspended from this ‘W” hook which then leads to the spider unit.
Unlike “S” hooks, the “U” hooks are not able to become accidentally
detached

from the underdeck

longitudinal.

Stageaway held a demonstration of their services aboard the Ml’
Thompson Pass on 22 August 1991. Photographs from this demonstration
are included in Figures 5-18.
Also included with the Stageaway services is the capability of conducting light repairs. Stageaway has manufactured a portable fied
ing apparatus that can be placed along the side longitudinal

stag-

where the

repair is required (Figure 5-19). The spider is used to hoist the freed stag--ing to the desired location. From the portable fied staging, light repairs
may be conducted without the need for tbe Spider to remain in position.
7
The portable tied

staging is particularly useful when only a few minor

cracks are found along the side longitudinal.
ble with this setup. Portable fied
struct

permanent

staging

use with the portable

Small inserts are also possi-

staging removes the requirement to con-

from the tank bottom.

fixed staging
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The Stageaway

can be seen in Figure

5-20.

system in

“

Source: Spider Staging Corporation
informationbrochure.

Spider Portable Staging
Figure 5-13
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Spider Portable Staging in Tank
Figure 5-14
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Access to Underdeck Longitudinal
Figure 5-15
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‘W Hook
Figure 5-16

T’

Hook Attached to

Underdeck Longitudinal
Figure 5-17
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Two-Man Stageaway Inspecting Underdeck Longitudinal

S@geaway with four persons aboard

Stageaway Demonstration Onboard M?l’
Thompson Pass 22 August 1991
Figure 5-18
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Portable Fixed Staging
Figure 5-19
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Stageaway System
beneath the
portable tied
staging.
Stageaway System
would be used to
transport people
up to the portable
fied

staging.

Stageaway
System to the
extreme right halfway up the
bulkhead. Below
that is a portable
fixed staging and
to the left of that
is a Stageaway
system about to
commence an
inspection.

Stageaway System In Use With The
Portable Fixed Staging
Figure

5-20
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5.2.9 Mechanical Arm
A mechanical arm is a telescoping device that is lowered through a
buttemorth

opening. At the end of the arm is a basket that is capable of

carrying an inspector. From the basket, the inspector can inspect the sides
and upper regions of the tank. One such mechanical arm has been developed by Sigval Bergesen in direct cooperation with Shell International
Marine Ltd. of London. It is known as the Portable Work Platform or, more
commonly, by its nickname in the field-”Zig#.

Ziggy is a pneumatically

operated telescoping arm that is capable of fitting through a butterworth
opening and is designed to carry one person (Figure 5-21). lb assemble
Ziggy in the tank, the motor section is first positioned over the opening,
through which the vertical sections are then lowered. Each section weighs
approximately 80 kg. Ziggy is capable of being used in tanks up to 25 m in
height. The horizontal telescoping beam is tied to the lowest vertical section. The operator’s basket, which is afibed to the end, weighs approximately 50 kg, Total horizontal reach is approximately 8.5 m. Vetiical
movement of the basket is controlled from a control panel located at the
operator’s basket. The horizontal beam is shortened or lengthened by
means of a hand operated winch.
Ziggy has been designed to be used in such applications as repairs,
cleaning and inspections.

Its pneuxnatic power and intrinsically safe

design makes it particularly appealing to the tank environment.

The appa-

ratus is capable of being used at sea, but only during relatively calm
weather. It has proven to be a good alternative to requiring the setup of
expensive scaffolding. The major disadvantage with this apparatus is the
set up time required prior to commencing the inspection. The manufacturer states that the device is capable of moving from one opening ta the next
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in approximately 4.5 hours. ~ conduct an entire ship inspection with this
device would require an inordinate amount of set up and break down time.
However, critical area inspections could be carried out with the Portable
Work Platform. This device would seem to be obsolete with the introduction of the portable scaffolding method described in Section 5.2.8.
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Portable Work Platform ‘Ziggy”
Figure 5-21
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5.3 Access - Inspector Out of the Tank
This section discusses those methods that allow for the inspection to
be conducted with the inspector/sumeyor

outside the tank.

5.3.1 Divers
The use of divers for ship inspections has been successful for underwater hull sueys

in lieu of a dr-ydock examination.

This method has the

most success, when the clarity of the water is high-such as in the
Caribbean. !Ikansferring this method to internal inspections leads to problems due to the turbitity of the water. In addition, the hull survey is a
much simpler survey than an internal stn.ictural survey. The hull survey
basically consists of inspecting flat plating. The internal survey is more
involved due to the intricacy of the structural members.
A major dficulty

the divers may confront is that the umbilical

cord leading ondeck may become entangled in the structural members.
In addition, when access to the tank is through the butterworth opening,
the diver will have dficulty

fitting through the limited size of the

opening (Figure 5-23)
Divers can be used to conduct survey when the ship is in a ballast
condition. In order for an internal inspection with the use of divers to be
successful the diver needs to have some basic knowledge of tank conf@ration and ship structure nomenclature.

However, typically the diver is inex-

perienced in conducting ship surveys and is therefore given a videocamera
so that inspectors on deck can view the inspection.
‘ Two divers should be used to conduct the survey for safety purposes.
Since a diver’s time is limited, and a large area must be inspected, one
diver is impractical.

Two divers are often used, taking turns diving the

tank. When not diving, the second diver usually remains on deck for emer66
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gency rescue purposes. Due to the fact that dives beyond a depth of 10
meters are required, the duration of the dive is limited (often less than 30
minutes). After one deep water dive, the diver is often prohibited from
making additional dives that day. The location of the closest decompression equipment should be considered. lhnsportable

decompression cham-

bers that can be placed onboard the vessel if necessary are also available.
As with rafting, the ship should be ballasted so as to not overstress
the hull. The use of divers also requires the Inert Gas System (IGS) to be
isolated if onboard the vessel. Use of the video camera allows for good documentation of the suney.

However, clarity of the ballast water has a direct

affect on the quality of the inspection. The diver is also capable of carrying
ultrasonic probes for thickness measurements.
An example of a video system that may be used for underwater internal tank inspection is the Ultrascan III manufactured by S&H Diving
Corporation (Figure 5-22). The system consists of a control console, the
diver’s helmet with a monitor, camera and.lights, and an umbilical connecting the diver helmet to the console. The system allows for two way communication between the diver and topside personnel. All controls are topside
so that the diver’s hands are free to perform his work. The inspector monitoFs the diver and controls the equipment-from the control station outside
the tank. Good communication between the diver and topside inspectors is
important. A permanent video record can be obtained of the inspection.
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Ultrascan Ill
Figure 5-22

Diver entering through buttenvorth

opening

Figure 523
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5.3.2 Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVS)
Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVS) can be used for the inspection of
ballasted tanks. The ROV can be fitted with a color camera, a surface
cleaning device, and an ultrasonic measurement system for plate thickness
measurements.

The ROV and associated equipment must be intrinsically

safe unless the tank has been certified safe for hot work. The effectiveness
of the ROV in the ballasted tank is dependent on the water clarity and the
cleanliness of the stmctural surfaces. The use of the camera allows closeup inspection

by the inspection

team on deck. As with the diver, a perma-

nent video record can be obtained

of the inspection.

The main advantage

of

the ROV is that the inspector, or other personnel, is out of the tank which
eliminating all the hazards associated with confied

space entry proce-,

dures. Additionally, when the equipment is intrinsically safe, the ROV
removes

the necessity

of the costly

tank cleaning

and gas freeing proce-

dures .
In 1984, Mobil Shipping sponsored a research project with the goal
of developing an ROV system that would cost under $200,000.00. The system was to be reliable and capable of being operated by persomel

having

skills equivalent to a typical VLCC crew. The intent was to accomplish an
.
in-service inspection on an at-will basis, so that, in the course of several
“voyages, a VLCC would be completely inspected. Unfortunately, the cost of
the system, with all the accessory items (ie; tracking system, state of the
art ultrasonics, etc.) was significantly in excess of the goal, and the technology required

to operate

the system was beyond the skill level of the average

crew complement.

tanker

The program goal then became the development. of an emergency
response

capability

and the more limited
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market

size drove the system cost

up. At that point, the decision was made not to complete the program.
Since the time the project was terminated (1986), state of the art tracking
systems, control electronics, ultrasonic sensors, and post processing software have all improved significantly. However, the above mentioned disadvantages still exist and until solutions are found the use of ROV for internal tank inspections remains in the developmental stage.
The ROV used for the Mobil project did have several interesting features. The ROV was powered by water from the fiemain

which turned a

generator through a water turbine. This system allowed the equipment to
be intrinsically safe. Fiber optics were also introduced on deck to complete
.

the intrinsically safe system,

The inspection tools on the ROV included a

color CCD camera with suitable lighting for close inspection, and an ultrasonic measurement system that employed a pulse echo technique with a
single transducer. If necessary, the ROV was also fitted with special purpose cleaning
thickness

tools, to allow for preparation

ultrasonic

measurements.

Using an ROV for tank inspections
tages.

of steel for taking

First is the time consuming

entire tank inspection.

has several

procedure

additional

disadvan-

involved with conducting

Second is the tendency

team to

become disoriented

and fatigued

third disadvantage,

as with the use of divers, is that the ROVS umbilical

cord leading
structural

to the topside
members

opening.

the video monitor.

area may become entangled

such as ladders.

be to develop a miniaturized
butterworth

while watching

of the inspection

The inspection

would be limited

The

on the internal

A way to reduce this problem

ROV that could fit through

an

would

each individual
to between

frames

and the ROV would be less likely to become entangled. Disorientation of
the ondeck inspection team would also be reduced.
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5.3.3 Acoustic Emission
The Acoustic Emission (AE) technique uses the emission of sound
from a structural failure when the structure is stressed. Loose structural
members or crack propagation will emit high frequency sound when
sources undergo a load of sticient

magnitude to cause discrete move-

ments. Piezoelectric sensors are used to detect the sound. The placement
of several sensors surrounding a source allows the measurement of the
sound’s arrival time at each sensor, and thereby allows the calculation of
the source location. Many sensors placed in strategic locations may allow
global smweillance of a large structure like an oil tanker. Shifting seawater
between tanks and the motion of the ship at sea can be used to load the
structure in the sensor region.
Use of AE for tank inspection is still in the experimental stage.
Exxon Corporation recently conducted a feasibility study aboard the WI’
Exxon Benicia in conjunction with Hafa International Inc. The most
promising

application

possibly bulkhead
impractical.

for AE testing

examination.

Permanent

were found to be for tanker

Currently,

installation

AE monitoring

of immersion

deck and

of bulkheads

type sensors,

is

preampli-

fiers, and cables would be required. However, AE could be used to inspect
the deck area where visual inspection from a raft is d~cult.
inordinate

number

deck area, testing

of sensors
only critical

One of the difficulties
noise. Careful
of occurrence
ballast

identification
is critical

pumping,

that would be required

and even hose dragging

associated

to monitor

the entire

of the deck would be appropriate.
with AE testing

of noise sources including

during

butterworth

segments

Due to the

is background
date, time and place

data acquisition,

Background

blower vibration,

check valves,

can lead to misleading

data.

noises such as
crane masts

Other factors

t@ect-
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ing the feasibility include cost, setup time, and safety considerations
including the use of non-intrinsically-safe

equipment, and, finally, the

degree of coverage capable with this system.
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5.4 Access-New Technolo~
This section describes those methods that have not to date been tried for
tank inspections, but appear to be promising.

5.4.1 Infrared Thermography’
An untested method for tank inspections is infrared thermography.
Infrared thermography inspection system could be used to detect cracks
and corrosion within a steel stmcture.

Infrared thermography has previ-

ously been used on concrete stmctures such as multi-story parking garages
and bridge decks. The basic principle behind these inspections is to use
infrared thermography to locate temperature differences within the concrete. The detection of a temperature difference may indicate an area
where internal corrosion has taken place or voids within the concrete are
present.
Infrared thermography has also been used for inspections of coatings
on a steel surface. These inspections detect air voids, water blisters, and
corrosion between the coating and the steel surface. Infrared radiation is
used to heat up a surface and then an infr~ed
the temperature.

scanning sensor measures

Since the material tid coating thickness is uniform, a

dtierence in temperature measurements indicates a possible problem area.
This inspection system proves to be rather’ slow.
There are two basic modes of operation which can be used for inspection purposes. The fist requires the object being inspected to be heated up
with infrared radiation and then scanned with a two dimensional thermal
imaging camera to detect the temperature difference across the objects sur-

1The material in this sectionwas preparedby Martin Cepkauskas.
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face. The temperature diiTerences will be caused by the d~erence

in the

heat emmissivity properties within and on the surface of the material.
The induced heat is used to magnify the temperature d~erences.

The sec-

ond mode does not require any induced heat. An infrared thermography
imaging system is used to detect the surface temperature dfierence of the
object being inspected. These temperature differences are caused by the
dfierence in the heat emissivity properties within and on the surface of
the material. The basic principle behind using an infrared imaging system
to detect cracks and comosion is that existence of a defect will change the
local thermal conductivity of the material. This temperature difference
will be recognizable in an infrared system.
The Plessey Research and Technology Limited, UK and ~yal
Signals and Radar Establishment have developed a hand held thermal
imager. This system is very portable and can be used in field applications.
The company is planning to improve the sensitivity of the thermal imaging
system and incorporate
The infrared
appealing

measurements

testing

video output.

inspection

This will provide greater
measurement

program

method is particularly

technique

instead

of repairs

technique.

in 1980 that determined

E=on

guaging

Corporation

that generalized
precisely

which might be needed [101. Detailed

to identify
h quantify

areas of high corrosion,
losses.

of a point test-

coverage than the single point

could not be relied upon to determine

tion was necessary
thickness

thermography

thickness

ed a research

or amounts

quality

in that it is an area inspection

ing technique.
ultrasonic

better

Infrared

conductthickness

the location

visual inspec-

using ultrasonic

thermography,

with its area

capabilities, has the potential to overcome this obstacle.
In order to determine the feasibility using infrared thermography

for tank inspections, a test could be conducted on a known tanker flaw.
However, before conducting a test on a tanker, a test could first be conducted in a lab setting that would simulate tanker conditions. Questions that
need to be answered in the lab setting include:
1. Is the temperature difference between the crack or corrosion within the tank great enough to be detected by the infrared imaging system currently on the market today?
2. How clean does the tank surface have to be in order to get a functional thermal image of the area being inspected?
3. At what distance should the infrared inspection system be from
the area being inspected in order to produce usable data?
4. At what temperature ranges is the infrared inspection system
most effective in a tank environment.
5. Do any special measures have to be taken in order to prepare the
area to be inspected?
Testing should be carried out using mild and high strength steel plating in
various thicknesses typically found in a tanker structure. The following
list are suggested test specimens for the infrared testing
1. A clean control plate which has no cracks, corrosion or coatings.
This will be used as a comparison for the other test specimens.
2. One plate with no coatings but with various cracks and corrosion.
This will show the sensitivity of the infrared system to imaging different types of cracks and corrosion.
3. One coated plate with no cracks or corrosion. This test will show
how coatings affects the infrared images.
4. One plate with oil tank sludge in various spots. This will simulate
a typical tank environment.
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5. One coated plate with both cracks and comosion. The cracks
should be of various degrees. This will simulate a typical ballast knk
environment.
6. One plate with cracks, corrosion and sludge. This will simulate a
real, uncleaned cargo tank environment.
7. If time permits, these tests should be conducted at various temperatures that the tank environment may encounter.
The infrared system should be setup in a tlxed position with a &ed
testing area for the specimens. This w-ill control the test environment
which will allow for data comparison
test specimens

should allow for stilcient

bility of using an tirared
comparing

questions

system for tanker

listed above.

us a good understanding
system

ommendations
mentation

5.4.2

inspections.

can be made for future

of infrared

technology

inspections.

and

of the feasi-

By analyzing

and

one should be able to answer

These tests and analysis

of the sensitivity

for tanker

These controls

data for the analysis

the data to the control specimen,

the pertinent

infrared

on an equal basis.

and capabilities

of using an

From this information
research,

development,

for tank inspection

should give

tither

ret-

and imple-

purposes.

Laser Line Scan System
Spectrum Engineering Inc. from San Diego initiated a program in

1988 to determine if the laser line scan technique could be used to improve
the U.S. Navy’s underwater imaging capability. The Laser Line Scan
System (LLSS) was fist tested in a laboratory setting. The system as tested used a 40 milliwatt Argon ion laser as the light source and a 2-inch
diameter photo multiplier tube (PMT) as the detector. The LLSS was then
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then installed

aboard

uate the operational
by creating
results

images

the Navy’s research
potential

of this new underwater

of submerged

low light television

aboard the submarine.

USS Dolphin
imaging

of producing

better

to eval-

tic@ique

objects off the coast of San Diego.

showed that the LLSS is capable

conventional

submarine

The

images than a

camera that had already been installed

Spectrum Engineering anticipates extension of

field testing to cover a wider range of environmental conditions, from very
turbid to clear water, and a wider range of platforms, including ROT%.
Additional research is also aimed at improving the video image quality.
This system also merits further lab testing similar to the specifications as
outlined in section 5.4.1.
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5.5 Access Summary

All methods discussed in Chapter 5 have advantages and
disadvantages.

Improved tanker design method (5.1) has the potential to

be the best method for improved access. However, the improvement to
access must be weighed against the additional costs, ship weight,
maintenance and unwanted structural detail associated with this method.
Methods that require suspended cables or ropes (5.2.3, 5.2.4, 5.2.8)
have difficulties associated with the initial rigging. M#thods involving a
video camera (5.3. 1, 5.3.2) being used in a ballasted tank have dficulties
due to the turbity of the water, and the lack of the cleanliness in the tanks.
Those methods that do not allow the inspector to have hands on access to
the structural members do not allow removal of rust or oil residue buildup.
Those methods involving new technology for improved access (5.4) will
require

further

the methods

testing

including

before implementation.
the advantages

summary of all

A complete

and disadvantages

are included

table 5-1.
-..
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Method

Advantages

Disadvantages

Tanker Design

Safety, increased
accessibility

Cost, weight, maintenance,
unwanted structuraldetail

Walkingthe Bottom

Inexpensive

Poor accessibility,only line of sight
view

Climbingw/o Fall
Safety Device

Increasedaccessibility

Unsafe

PhysicalClimbingw/
Fall Safety Device

Increasedaccessibility,inexpensive

Initial igging difficult, physically
demanding

Access to Side
Memberw/ Ascender

Increasedaccessibility,inexpensive

Initial rigging difficult, training
required

Fixed Staging

Access availableto all membersin
patty

Expensive,labor intensive

Rafting

Can be accomplishedunderway,
inexpensive

Consideredunsafe by some,
expensive,time consuming

Binocularwith High
Intensity Light

Can be accomplishedundenvay

Handson inspection not tmsible,
only line of sight view

Portable Staging

Light repairs possible, relatively
safe

Expensive,difficutt initial rigging

MechanicalArm

Increasedaccessibility

Difficuttinitial rigging

Divers

Can be accomplishedunde~ay

Diver inexperiencedin ship
inspections,time consuming

ROV

Can be done undetway, gas freeing
tank not requiredif equipmentis
intrinsicallysafe

Expensive,easy for operator to
become disoriented

Acoustic Emission

Can be

accomplishedwhile vessel
is in setvice provided equipmentis
intrinsicallysafe

Only tank top area currently
feasible

Infrared
Thermography

Area inspectiontechnique

Untested methodfor tank
inspections,experimental

LLSS

Improvedvideo imaging

Untested methodfor tank
inspections,experimental

Access Methods Summary
Table 5-1
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6. Recording

the Survey

When conducting an internal structural sumey, typically the inspector will carry a small pocket size notepad and pen. The defects will be
recorded in the notepad and will be reviewed once outside the tank.
Some inspectors carry a 35 mm camera so that a photo can be used to
accompany the narrative. However, when the 35 mm camera is not intrinsically safe and therefore, the tanks should be gas free and safe for hot work.
The inspector records the location, the structural member affected, the size
of the defect, and a recommended repair. The inspector will usually have on
leather gloves and will often have to remove one of the gloves so that the
information can be recorded. The tank’s grime often frnds its way onto the
inspector’s notepad. This can make notes difllcult to decipher once outside
the tank. Rafting poses additional problems; the inspector and all his equipment may become wet. Upon completion of the survey, the inspector has to
transcribe the information to a smooth form for others to take appropriate
action. The final sumey report is presented in various forms ranging from
handwritten list, typewritten list, straight narrative, graphical representations, or graphical representation with 35mm photograph. A sample of
these forms can be found in Appendix C.
Several alternatives to recording the sumey in a notepad have been
used. Small tape recorders can be used, but the dficulty
ing the information.

lies in transcrib-

Once the inspector is out of the tank, he still must

review the tape and record the information in written form

Another option

is to have an additional person in the inspection party to act as the recorder.
This is particularly helpful to the inspector, who can then concentrate on
locating defects rather than fumbling with a pen and pad every time infor-
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rnation must be recorded. For this strategy to be effective, the recorder
must be familiar with tank nomenclature.
dfilcult while@

Voice communications can be

the tank. With the new benzene standards, most tanks

carrying crude oil or other products containing benzene are often not clean
enough to enter without some sort of respiratory protection. The marine
chemist will usually require a filter half mask with organic vapor cartridges. This half mask makes communication between inspectors in the
tank extremely dficult,

so that an additional person acting as a recorder

may not be a viable alternative.
A more automated process for recording the information obtained
during the survey could improve efficiency. In addition, the need to transcribe the information when outside the tank would be eliminated if the
original record was computer readable. Data recorded in the tank could
then be downloaded onto a computer. Either of two devices could be used
to accomplish

this task.

The fwst would be a microprocessor-based
ilar in size to a hand-held
prompt

calculator

the user as b location,

Hand held computers
of industry.
waiters

or computer.

application

orders.

The information

and food items from the menu.

for recording

in other segments

structural

the waiter

device. These speech recognition
voice and converting

defects within

manufactured

inputs

include

the tank.
voice data collection

devices are capable

it to machine

where

This same device could be

The other device that would be a portable

Talkman,

repair.

This type of device is now being used in restaurants

table number

human

The device would

type of defect, and recommended

have seen widespread

take customers’

applied

data collection device sim-

of interpreting

the

An example

is the

language.

by Vocollect Inc. (Figure

6-l).

The Talkman
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is

belt mounted and includes an attached headset with microphone.

The

Talkrnan case weighs less than 2 lbs. and dimensions are 4.25” X 7.5” X 1“.
This system is completely portable and would be particulmly appeahg
the inspector because his hands would be free fo~

Vocollect Talkman
Figure
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to

other tasks such as climb-

ing and chipping. The inspector enters data by verbally responding to a
series of questions.

Once data is collected from either system, it would be

dovmloaded to the office computer.
The inspector’s job is to communicate to those outside the tank the
condition of the structural members inside the tank. With an automated
system, consistent nomenclature is particularly important. Unfortunately,
nomenclature is not standard throughout shipping industry. The key to
devising any automated data collection system is to use a standard set of
nomenclature to be used by all individuals involved with ship surveying
and repairs. Appendix D is a sample standard nomenclature system used
by Chevron Corp. that could be used for a typical longitudinally framed
ship.

However,

the input prompts

to each individual

tailored

A procedure
automated

system

should be

ship.

for recording

data collection

used in the automated

systeti.

defects has to be devised for use with an
Appendix

E contains a sample coding

scheme for recording defects of structural members within a tank. The
coding system is adapted to Chevron Shipping Company’s standard structural nomenclature (Appendix D). However, coding systems can be devised
similar to Appendix E for nomenclature used in other ships. The first seven
prompts locate and name the structural member. When entering the information into the hand held system or Talkman system, the inspector needs
no prior information as to the numbering scheme for the tank. The ship
inspector would need minimal training to learn the generic numbering
scheme for data entry. The computer would then tianslate from the generic system to that used in the ship’s plans. For example, if the inspector
wished to enter a defect for bottom longitudinal #l 8 he could enter this as
the third longitudinal from the starboard bulkhead. When the information
83

is downloaded into the oflice computer, a program would be able to convert
this information to the correct numbering sequence as shown by the ship
plans. Once the location and the name of the structural member has been
entered, the inspector will then be able to enter the defect type, dimensions of the defect, and repair recommendations.

The hand held unit or

Talkman would prompt the inspector with the next item to input. For the
hand held unit, the input items would be horn a menu. The inspector
would select the appropriate menu. For example, if the prompt was
“Structural Member?n, the unit would display all those members applicable
to the location of the tank previously input. The inspector would scroll to
the appropriate member and hit the enter key. All screen prompts would
be handled in a similar fashion.
Atypical example might be as follows. If an inspector wished to
record a 20 cm crack in the #2 center cargo tank located at the vertical
bracket #8 starboard on bottom transverse frame #81 (using Appendix D
as a guide), the inspector would enter it as shown in Table 6-1. This information would be downloaded into the office computer as follows; 2C,
Bottom, 8181, Upper, 8, Bracket, Crack, 20, Vee and Weld. This data then
could be remanipulated and output in tabular form listing location, defect
tfie, size, and repair recommendation.

7

Upon completion of the inspection s=ey,

the database of the survey

would be ideally suited for input into a datdgraphics program such as
CATSIR (Computer Aided Tanker Structures Inspection and Repair) developed by Chevron Shipping Company. As discussed in the introduction,
CATSIR is a program for recording inspection and repair specifications
which allows the information to be displayed in either graphical or report
format.
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(Comments)

SmaLNsLsmmmmut=
1.

2C

Tank No. ?

2.

Location in Tank?

Bottom

3.

Frame # ?

81,81 Entered twice to indicate
defect at frame and not between.

4.

Upper

Height ?

(Location of member on frame.)
8

5.

Longitudinal # ?

6.

From Port, Stbd, or CiL? WL

7.

Structural Member ?

Bracket

8.

Defect Type ?

Crack

9.

Size?

20

10.

Repair Recommendation ? Vee and Weld

Sample Defect Data Entry
Table 6-1

Both the Talkman and hand held data collecting device are available
on the market. If these types of systems are to be feasible for sumey use,
the equipment must be able to withstand the mgged environment that the
inspector would subject the equipment. Most equipment brought into a
tank with the inspector will become covered with mud and oil. The
Vocollect case worn around the waist would need to be housed in some type
of protective softbound case. The hand held device would likewise have to
be housed in a protective
ke~ads

and screen.

softbo~d

case with

a clear plastic

area

for the

The clear plastic area could be wiped clean with a sol-
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vent at the conclusion of the tank inspection. Ideally the individual keypads should be large enough so that the inspector does not have to remove
his gloves during dab entry.
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7. Quantitative Analysis of
Alternative AccessMethods
The various methods used to gain access to the internal structural
members have been discussed in this report. If you were to ask those in the
inspection business which method is superior, you would obtain a wide variety of answers. If you further asked those same individuals which method
would detect more defects and which was the most efficient in terms of time
spent, you would likewise obtain a wide variety of answers. These answers
are informed opinions based on experience.
All parties involved in the inspection process would like to use a
method to gain access that would allow the detection of defects as efficiently
as possible. Over the history of ship inspections, each inspector or organization has adapted methods they feel are the best based on experience. When
a new method becomes available, such as the portable scaffolding, it takes
time to gain the experience necessary to determine which method is preferred. A rational means of quantitatively comparing methods could speed
this process. This chapter presents the design of an experiment that could
be used to quantitatively compare various tank inspection methods. An
experiment could be conducted in order to determine statistically if one
method is clearly superior in terms of time and number of defects detected.
The latin square design can be used to test the difference between alternativeaccess methods (Figure 7-l). The latin square design is described in
experimental design textbooks [28], [29]. A brief synopsis of the experimental design process including the latin square is included in Appendix F.
7.1 Variables in Tank Inspection

Inspectors, tanks, and methods are all variables
87

in the experimental

..,

process.

As any inspector

fied steel inspector
has different

and experience

insight

h become a fully quali-

is ofien the best teacher.

Each inspector

into where cracks and other defects might be located

and thus the inspector
experimental

knows, it takes a lifetime

becomes a variable

that needs to be isolated

in the

design.

Another

variable

in the experiment is tanks. There is wide range in

the number of defects found depending on which tank is entered. A ballast
tank is different from a cargo tank. A vessel might experience more cracking in the port tanks than in the starboard tanks. In addition, the manner
in which a ballast tank is inspected is different from the way in which a
cargo tank is inspected. For example, cracks are often detected by locating
rust bleeds in a ballast tank. The tank thus becomes a variable that needs
to be isolated.
Inspection method is the variable we wish to study in this experiment. Although any one of the methods used to gain access discussed in
Chapter 5 could be employed in this experiment, it makes sense to start
with those methods that are most common. Those methods recommended
for the initial experiment include:
(1) Bottom walking the tank only
(2) Bottom walking the tank with binoculars
(3) Rafting
(4) Portable Scaffolding (Spider)
Although bottom walking the tank is widely believed to be an inferior method, it is important to determine this quantitatively, including the
number of defects being overlooked by this method. Imovative

methods to

be developed and desiring testing could be compared in the future from the
method that is found to be superior from the initial experiment.
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7.2 Description of Proposed Experiment

When variables need to be isolated, a latin square design, as shown in
Figure 7-1 can be used. In the experiment described here, the latin square
is used to isolate the effect of inspectors and tanks from the effects of inspection methods. It is imporht

to minimize the impact of these variables in

the experimented design.
The proposed experiment would use four tanks, four methods and
four inspectors. In the first tank, each inspector would use one of the four
methods to gain access to the structural members. Each inspector would
conduct his suwey separately from the other inspectors. It is important to
not allow the inspectors to confer with one another so as to not bias the
experiment. Each inspector would record the location, the type and the size
of defect found. The steel should not be marked as this would show the following inspector the location of defects found from the previous inspector.
After the first tank is completed, the inspectors and equipment would move
to the second tank and the process repeated. Each inspector would be given
a different method to gain access than was used in the fist -.

This pro-

cess would be repeated for all four tanks. To the extent possible, the inspections would be conducted in parallel in order to reduce the overall time to
conduct the experiment.
It is recommended to use four inspectors with approximately the
same level of experience so that wide fluctuations in this variable is not
introduced into the experimental process. It is also recommended to use
four tanks that are believed to have a similar number and types of defects.
For example, use four cargo tanks on the port side. Another separate experiment could be conducted using four ballast tanks. In this second experiment, the preferred method could be entirely diHerent from the preferred
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Tank

No.

1

2

3

1

A

B

c

D

2

B

c

D

A

3

c

D

A

B

4

D

A

B

c

Walking

Only

4

I

N

s
P
E

c
T

o
R

METHODS:

A. Bottom’

B.

Bottom

Wa~king

With

C.

Bottom

W-a4king

with

D.

Temporary

DATA:
B.

Binoculars

Scaffolding

(Spider)

A. Number of Defects
Time

Required

to

Rafting

Detected

Complete

Tank Inspection

Quantitative Assessment
(Latin Square)
Figure

7-1
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method

determined

in the fist

experiment.

Initially,

concentrate on one particular type of cargo tank
ment due to the the

it is recommended

to

conducting only one experi-

and resources that would be required for the experi-

ment.
The most opportune time to conduct this experiment

is before the ship

goes into the shipyard for repairs. Many ships conduct a preliminary rafting
survey

prior to entering

the yard. This would be an ideal time in which the

experiment would produce minimal

interference with the ships planned activ-

ities.
size for the tank inspection

The 4 X 4 latin square is the optimum

experiment. The size of the latin square determines
freedom available for estimating the variance

the number of degrees of

(G2). Degrees of freedom can be

thought of as bits of information available for estimating the unknown
parameters associated with the linear model. This linear model is shown
Table 7-1 and further discussed in section 7.3. a2 is the variance

in

of the ran-

dom error G. The number of degrees of freedom available for estimating a2 is
equal to the number of observations in the experiment less one degree of freedom for each parameter in the linear model. For the 3 X 3 latin square, the
number of degrees

of freedom associated with the estimate

of a2 is two, a very
“

small number. The effect of a loss in degrees of freedom is much less for a 4 X
4 latin square

or larger.

dom for estimating

The 4 X 4 latin

square would leave 6 degrees

c 2 . A 5 X 5 latin square would provide additional

of freedom for estimating

a 2 . However, for the tank experiment,

latin square

would be much more dfilcult

latin square

is preferred

7.3 Analysis

of Resulti

logistically.

for the tank inspection

Therefore,

of freedegrees

the 5 X 5
the 4 X 4

experiment.

The latin square model allows a linear model to be constmcted

to rep-
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For the 4X4 Latin Square as shown in figure 7-1
the linear model would be as follows:
Y=BO+ PI%+
P2X2+

P3X3+
134X4+

P5X5+P6X6+ 137X7+ P*XS+ i39x9+E

Prj . response for treatment A in row 1 column 1
PI . difference in the response between rows 2 and 1
~ 2- difference

in the response

rows 3 md 1

between

in the response between rows 4 and 1
~ 4. difference ~ the response between COlUOIM2 ~d 1

~3

.

difference

~S . difference

in the response

between

cc)lms

~ A - merence
in the response
~, . difference in the response

between
between

COhLUMM
4 and 1
method 2 ~d 1

~g . difference

in the response

~ 9- difference

in the response

Linear

between
between

resent

the above tank

model

an ANOVA (analysis

Appendix
tic.

F. The fial

This value

design

textbook.

inspection

1

method

I

A md

Square

7-1

experiment

of variance)

(Table

table

7-1 ). From

can be constructed

the linear
as shown

column in the ANOVA table is the computed

is compared

to a tabulated

F value

found

in

F statis-

in any experimental

The F tabulated value is based on a specified confidence

level. For the 4 X 4 Latin square,

F tabrdatid

val gives a value of 4.76. If the F computid
than the F tabulated,
that a d~erence

method 3 ad

Model For the 4X4 Latin
Table

3 md 1

with a 95% cofidence

from the ANOVA table is greater

then you can be certain with

exists between

inter-

a

95 % confidence

level

either the rows, treatment or columns. In
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the tank experiment, rows are the inspectors, columns are the tanks, and
treatments arethemethods

usedtoinspect

the tank. ThedifTerence

between inspectors and tanks could be determined and might be relevant for
training, setting standards, etc.. However, of primary interest in this experiment is to determine if there is a difference between the methods used in
terms of time and number of defects detected.
The failure of the F statistic to indicate a difference between treatments could be caused by insticient

replication of the experiment or by the

fact that the diHerences are truly negligible. Should the experiment fail to
show a diHerence, it probably would not be cost effective to replicate the
experiment.
The F statistical testis a general test to determine if a dflerence
exists among all the methods. It will not determine if there is a ~erence

between individual methods. Assuming that the F statistic does in fact show
that a difference in methods does exist, further statistical analysis needs to
conducted between individual methods. There are two types of statistical
analysis that can be conducted to determine the difference between the individual methods: the null hypothesis and determining a confidence interval.
For testing a hypothesis for the linear model shown in Table 7-1, a
hypothesis may be generated for the parameters of B7 (difference between
methods 2 and 1), B8 (diHerence between methods 3 and 1) and B9 difference between methods 4 and 1). In addition
eratid

for B9-B8 (difference

between

method

The hypothesis

between

to these, hypothesis

maybe

gen-

method 4 and 3), B9-B7 (d~erence

4 and 2), and B8-B7 (difference

between

methods

3 and 2).

to be tested would be:

Null Hypothesis

HO: Bi=()

(no clflerence

Alternative

Ha:

O (a dfierence

Hypothesis

Bi #

exists)
exists)
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Assuming a normal population of defects, t can be calculated where:
—
BP
tii=
Sfi

The values used to compute t can be determined

from the experimental data. Information concerning computation of the t
statistic can be found in Appendix F. This value is compared with t tibulated
in any experimental

textbook.

For the 4X4 Latin square,

would give a t-tabulated

interval

value of 2.571.

a 95% cordldence

If t-calculated

exceeds t-tab-

ulated, then the null hypothesis can be rejected and the alternative hypothesis can be accepted. If t-calculated does not exceed t-tabulated then the null
hypothesis

camot be rejected. In this case additional experiments may need

to be collected or a ditTerence tnily does not exist. For the tank experiment
proposed,

additional

tests may be cost prohibitive.

The other statistical analysis that may be conducted is determining
cofidence

interval. A cotidence

where the cofidence

inbrval

is used

t

to

determine

titerval maybe determined for the

is ~ i *

a 12. For example,

yield a value of ‘a 12 = 2.571.

The student

‘a/2=.

Additionally,

a 95% confidence
a confidence

a

~ i’s

t hble

ink-d

interval

would
may also be

determined for each method. Each method would for example have an average number of defects detected plus or minus a cotidence

where the cofidence

interval

can be calculated

interval (95%),

for each average

response

is

Y*ta/z~.
The two tests described above, testing the null hypothesis and determining

a conildence interval, should provide information h determine which

method is superior in terms of nwiber of defects detected and time required
to complete the tank inspection. With this base information, new methods
and technologies can be compared in a similar experiment to the one outlined
above. The new methods would be compared against the method found to be
94

superior from the first experiment. Without the latin square experiment,
methods will continue to be compared based on informed opinions.
7.4 Probabili~

of Detection

In addition to comparing methods, the data obtained in the experiment could be used to generate probability of detection curves. Probability
of detection is the probability that a defect will be found during an inspection. This has always been a dficult

concept in the knk inspection busi-

ness. Although defects are found during a M

inspection, one cannot be

sure how many defects have not been found during the inspection. Typical
probability of detection curves might look like figure 7-2.
Curve 1 might represent a curve obtained from bottom walking the
tank only. Curie 3 might represent a cmwe obtained when the tank is
inspected by rafting. One would expect a higher probability of detection from
the rafting method than that of the bottom walking method due to the
increased coverage ob~ined by the rafting method. The diEerence between
the rafting method and the portable sctiolding

method is not so obvious.

For example it maybe easier to detect a crack when the tank walls are dry
with the portable sctiolding

method than when the tank walls are wet with

the rafting method.
The tank inspection experiment may provide some insight into the
probability of detecting a defect. In the proposed experiment, one method
will detect a certain number of defects, say cracks. Another method will
detect another set of cracks, some of which may not be in the set of the first
method. A comparison of the results of all methods will determine the total
number of defects found. It is assumed that the total set of defects found in
the experiment is the total number of defects in the tank. The results of
each individual method will be compared with the total set of defects found.
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0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

Crack Size (ft.)

. ..

Schematic Probability of ~etection Curves
for 3 Inspection Methods

4

Figure 712

The number
breakdown,

of defects found c% be broken down into crack sizes. From this
probability

of detection

cumes can be constructed similar b

those shown in figure 7-2.
These curves will give inspectors the first glimpse towards understanding the number of defects that do in fact go undetected. Further analY-

...
yi
;.,

sis can be conducted to determine particular regions in a tank that are more
susceptible to cracks being overlooked. Additionally, these probability of
detection tunes will further help ta demonstrate which method is superior.
Probability of detection curves are particularly important for the
naval architect. With these cumes, a probabilistic approach can be taken
towards design. For example, fatigue cumes of steel plot number of cycles
vs. crack size. By knowing the probabili~ that a given size crack maybe
detected, the naval architect is able to design a structure that will withstand
a particular size crack that may go undetected.
Before conducting the experiment described here, the costs and the
time involved should be considered. Although the vessel will already be out
of semice for the ti

inspection, the experiment will incur additional but

limited out of semice time. With all the manpower and equipment assembled, the experiment could be conducted in two to three days. The majority
of the time would be consumed by ballasting the tanks for rafting. Very little out of service time would be consumed by conducting the inspection by
the other three methods. when done simultaneously with the rafting
method. Costs can be considerable for any knk inspection. However, when
conducting the four simultaneous inspections, there are added costs due to
the additional manpower and equipment. The expefient
additional inspectors and the necessa~
ual methods such as the potible

will require three

support crew needed for the individ-

scaffolding method. Additional equipment

will also be required for the experiment such as binoculars, high intensity
light, and the equipment needed for the portable scaHolding method.
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8. Summary
Tanker inspections
the inspector’s

and Conclusions

could be improved in many ways: improving

tools, improving access to the internal structural mem-

bers, and improving the way in which the results of an inspection is
recorded. The improvement

development process will continually

require the input from the experienced

inspector.

Further brainstorm-

ing sessions such as that held in Portland, Oregon should be continued.
The inspector has to carry many tools that aid the inspection process. Improvements

in essential tools, such as the flashlight,

receive top priority.

The inspector chooses a flashlight that is bright,

lightweight,

and compact.

However, this is a hard combination

A tradeoff is usually necessary.

is heavy and cumbersome,

to find.

The MSA Caplamp Lighting System

provides hands free operation, but is not the overall solution.
tery

should

Its bat-

and the inspector is forced to rotate his

head to direct the light. With the necessary modifications,

this system

would be ideal.
Improved access can be accomplished

in four ways: improved

tanker design, improved access for the inspector in the tank, improved
access with the inspector

technology

out of the tank, and finally by researching

new

that will improve the inspection process.

In the near future, improved access with the inspector in the tank
is the most promising
been considered

solution.

Rafting with climbing has generally

to be the preferred method.

However, with the recent
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introduction

of portable staging, the preferred method is not so clear.

In fact, all the methods discussed have their advantages.
have more definitive information
quantitative

assessment

In order to

as to which method is superior,

a

as outlined in Chapter 7 should be conducted.

This will provide the statistical evidence to decide which method is
superior in terms of the number of defects detected and the time
required to conduct the inspection.
this information

The ship owner must then weigh

against the costs associated with each method, and

then decide

which

assessment

will also provide data to generate probability

curves.

method

should

be implemented.

The quantitative

For example, these curves plot the probability

will be detected versus the size of the crack.
architect information

of detection

that a crack

This will give the naval

to pursue a more probabilistic

approach towards

tanker design.
Improved access with the inspector out of the tank has its advantages.

The main advantage is that it removes the inspector from a

potentially

dangerous environment.

Unfortunately,

limited success

has been obtained from the methods discussed in this report.
Improved access through new technology, namely infrared thermography and the Laser Light Scan System has potential application
inspection
inspections,

process.

Before these methods see application

for the

in tank

further testing needs to be conducted to determine their

feasibilityy. A plan for this testing has been outlined in section 5.4.
Improved tanker design is the best method to improve inspector

access.

Unfortunately,

improved access through design is costly, and

adds weight and additional maintenance

requirements.

Once again,

the ship owner must decide whether improved access warrants these
expenses.

In the past, many ship owners have said that they do not.

Today, with increased concern over the environment
improved inspections

and vessel safety,

have become an important issue.

Many ship

owners are beginning to reassess their positions.
Improvements
by automating

to the inspection process can also be accomplished

the method in which the survey is recorded.

With an

automated method such as those outlined in Chapter 6, the inspector
could easily download survey data to the office computer for further
analysis.

With the requirement

of all TAPS vessel to have CAIP

onboard, this concept is particularly

appealing.

Although TAPS vessels

have received the most recent attention, the need to determine defect
trends on all tankers is important.

Testing an automated method as

outlined in Chapter 6 in an actual tanker environment

needs to be pur-

sued.
This report has layed the groundwork
inspection.

for improved tanker

The report compiled a comprehensive

able technology

available for tank inspections.

review of the avail-

It has also outlined sev-

eral plans for continued work in this field including a proposed experiment for comparing inspection

methods and a coding procedure for

automated data collection.
As stated in Tanker Spills:

Prevention

100

By Design,

“The term risk

~

can be defined as the possibility of suffering harm horn a hazard.

A

hazard is a source of risk and refers to a substance (such as crude oil),
an event (e.g., an oil spill) that harms the environment,
hazard (e.g., a hurricane).
fundamental

or a natural

One way to define risk is to ask the following

question: What can go wrong?, What is the likelihood

that happening?,

If it does happen, what are the consequences?”

of

[32].

We pretty well know what can go wrong and we have seen the consequences.

Emphasis needs to be placed on reducing the likelihood

such circumstances
likelihood

occurring.

With improved tanker inspections,

of
this

will be reduced.

,-.
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Appendix A
Portland

30 May

Brainstorm

1990

I. What are your least favorite aspects of tank inspections?
What are some difficulties

encountered?

What is unsafe about your job?
Responses fell under 2 categories:
A - Personal safety hazards and difficulties
1. Lack of cleanliness

(mud, excess oil, residue)

A. Safety concerns
2. Physical Hazards (ie. falling)
Job is hazardous,

even bottom walking.

You don’t have to fall from a significant
height to get injured.
2. Toxic Hazards (ie. hazardous vapors)
3. Insecure feelings
4. Fatigue
5. Lack of ventilation

(safety, comfort)

6. Weather conditions (heat, ice), (safety, comfort)
7. Blasting dust
8. Too much gear to carry
9. Difficult communication

with other inspectors

and on deck

B - Structural
1.

design problems

Lack of reference

~

points

2. Lack of accessibility

105
L-,,

3. Lack of vertical

ladders

(ie. to get over web

frames)
4. Poor lighting
5. Lightening

holes too small for human

6. Lack of double bottom
7. Rotted

framework,

(suggestion:
II. What equipment

passage

clearance

ladders

make ladders out of fiberglass)

do you use?

1.2 flashlights

(one for emergency escape)

2. Hammer
3. Wire brush
4. Safety glasses
5. Steel tip boots
6. Leather
7. Putty

gloves
knife

8. Pen and pad
9. Hardhat
10. Hearing

11. Filter

protection
respirator

“(half rn~sk)

—.
12. Chalk or spray paint

‘

13. Coveralls (disposable)
14. Oxygen analyzer
15. Emergency Escape Breathing Apparatus (EE13A)
16, Surveyors may use cameras (Will record picture
# with location

107

of defect)

.,

III. How do you find, locate and record structural

defects?

1. Location of defect (need to know scheme before
entering tank)
Frame #, Sidelong #, etc.
2. Defect type (size and type)
3. Sketches
4. Use of a third

person

as a recorder

are not found until

5. Some defects

the ship is

after

in the yards and the work has begun

IY. What are some techniques

used to gain access?

1. Rafting
2. Free

Climbing
with ropes (some found it to be difficult

3. Climbing

and not worth
4, Installed

the trouble)

catwalks

5. Divers
6. Binoculars
7. Ziggy

and bright

(Hydraulic

butterworth

V. What

are your

light

Arm and Basket
operated

through

from deck)

suggestions?

1. Miners lamp, good when there is climbing involved
light (120v, not intrinsically

2. Bazooka

3. Horizontal
4. Design

5. Recording

girders

tankers

in wing

for improved

of defects

108

safe)

tanks
accessibility

by a 3rd person

6. Additional

catwalks

7. Tape recorders
tank

would be helpful

(need to be capable

of withstanding

environment)

8. Voice Activated Tape Recorder
9. Spider (hydraulically

operated window washer

type device)
Each person should have a safety line
10. Would prefer tank clean, well lit, and well vented
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Appendix

B

Locations

H2zar?0us

Description

.

PLAN REvI~

~COHXE17DED

1.

LOCAT1O~S

cargoes;

(b) An arrangement
cargo

plan identifying hazatious
and non-hazatious areas,
electrical
equipment
type and locations;

or hazards,

8yatem

(c) A complete

end detailed

Bill

(d)

Elementary

and one-line

tiring

(e)

Electrical installation

(f)

Nationally Recognized Testing Uboratozy
for explosionproof (EP) and intrinsically
●

(g)

2.

FOR H~~DO~S

Has sufficient information been protided?

(a) Hazardous

(

C~CK-0~~

and systemz;

of

Materials;

diagmms,

showing

all

tiring;

details;
(NRTL) label
or listing
safe
(IS) equipment

and

Maximum te~perature

Identify hazardous

of electrical equipment

ratings

in hazardous

areas.

characteristics:

(a) class and group;
(b)

Flashpoint

and grade;

(C) ~ltimum ignition
(d)

3.

Special

Confim

temperatures;

~quirementa,

boundaries

and

includimg

material

compatibility.

of haza~dous locations and mailability of equipment

installed.
4.

Confim

that

the

(a)Subchapter

meets:

installation

J;

(b)

Intended
application
by a NRTL (currantly
ac=~tile
ho tile Caast Guard);

(c)

Speci~ic

(d)

-aeral

requirements

far

considerations

of

the
this

casgo/matenal;

UL, FM, CSA, -d

MET are

and

NVIC.

,.
\

..
..

TANKS
HIP UZATXERDECX
CRITERIA
CA~C~
13LOC L

~ Uz
mm

T
/

,qulpcnent

in

xplmslonproof,

cross-batched areas
watertight,

be

must

Class

1,

Divlsfon

See

1

46 CFR 111.105-31(1)

(

TANK BARGE biiATHERDEa CRITERIA
Grades A-D:

J
valves,

in cross-hatched areas
r7zU~ 1. DivisiOn 1
111

Equipment

ullage,

flanges

L

ale:

/’

\

1

Pfoot

PUMPkm
VENT

See L6 CFR 111.105-31(1)

&

autc.ewOrrh,

gauge,

vent

wmt be ●xploaionproof,

wstertighc
.7

7/

LOUTION

CUSS

I

cuss

DIV. 1

I

cuss

xx

CMSS

DIV. 2

x
x
x
x
x

NA
NA
HA
HA
NA
NA
NA

HA
HA
HA
NA
HA
NA

TxHA
HA
MA
NA
N.A
NA
NA

RULE

x

HA

NA

u

VESSELUZA~RDECK
CARGO
BLOCK
?UMABLE CM EANDLING

x

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

HA

HANDLING ROOH*
ADJACENT TO CUSS
1,

HA

NA

NA

HA

DIV. 1 W/COHHUNICATION
TANK VESSEL EHC~SED SPACES
ADJACfHT TO CARGO TANK*
C&41N HANDLIHC AREA
COAL HAhTLINC AREA

x

NA

NA

NA

NA
NA

NA
I?A

HA

NA

MA
HA
NA
NA
SAW

HA
HA
NA

NA
NA
IIA~RY ROOM
PAINTSTOF4GE ROOM
PAINTHIXIHG ROOXS
OIL STOMGE

RWHS

AN&STHETIC E.ANDLXHG ARM
VESSEL UEATWRDECK
TM

10 FT.

III

NA

TANK

R~H*
FM%ABLE

LIQUID

COALPULVERIZING
URPEh’TZR

NA
NA

WA

SHO?

FIBER HANDLING AMA
VENT DUCT

TANKVESSEL

h’
x
x

AS SPACESERVED

C4RC0 HOSE
SPACE*

sT~A~~

NA

x
x
x
NA
NA

CO~AININC WGO
PIPING
ONLY , ON IANXVZSSELS*

NA

HA

M

KA

NA
NA

HA
NA

MA
NA

NA
HA

x

NA

NA

NA

x

HA

NA

UA

x

NA

NA

NA

x

HA

NA

NA

sPACE

LFC BAERIERSPACE*
ENC’QSEDSPACE OPENINC TO
WEATHER
DE~ EAZ. AREA
VESSELS UITEIN 8‘ OF
CARGO CONTAINF!3NT
STSTE!!
TANK WSSELS, WITHIN 10’ OF
~GO
HANDLING ROOH XWR
TANK

OR VENT
VESSEL FUEL OIL
10’

RUU

ld

TANKS,

NOT AP~.Y

TAM VESSEL,A-D CARGOES,
AREAFROM
‘3m TO 5m OF
Pv VALVES
TANK YESSEL , A-D CARGOES,
W
FROM 3m TO 10m OF
VENT OUTLEIS FORFREE
FLOW OF VUORS AND H.V.

VENTSFORLOADING
OR
DISCHARGE
These
therefore

●

111.105-32.

●

NA

(see SOLAS11-2/59 .1.7
x
NA

.2)

NA

(see SOLAS 11-2/59.1.9.3)

x

M

reas are cout~dered ● ore bzardous
tha
r~quirments in 46 -R
csr~ specific
~2

NA
Class
ZZ1.ZO>29,

NA
1, DiTision 1 sd
111.~05-31t
xnd
372

.,

# 111.105-5

t Guard, DOT
g$$::=

from two positions, one of which must
be outside the machinery space.

$~~ be~ at any level up to the maxiR%lD d.lowed ~der
p~a-ph
(a) of
~u section.
;;’,-(e) Each motor controller
must be
~~”~ve the uppermost
con&tuous
deck.
$mere rn~t be a rn~ter
s~ih
at the
~::~ntraller ~d a rn~ter : switch- at“ the
‘r. The m=ter
switch
+
the
..~~otor must be dkconnected from the
~’-~uit when the motor h started or
:;”~pped from the m=ter switch at the
;.:,~ntroller.
~; (f) Each motor must be ener~ed

;Dr ~

the

~;<=:

:

5111.103-7 Ventilation SW+s~tions”.
Each ventilation
stop station mush
(a) Be protected
by an enclosure
with ~ glass-pameled door on the fronti
“In Case of Fire
(b) Be marked,
Break Glfws and Operate Switch to
Stop VentiiatiorX”
(c) Have the “stop” position of the
switih clearly identified,
(d) Have a nameplate
that identifies
the system controlle@ ~d
(e) B= armmged so that damage to

,)~rn
the final emergency power
~~~~ce.
‘~...
&
;..
;l;~ubpar~ 111~1~3-==R~yoteStopp@

the switch or cable automatically
stops the equipment controlled.

,.
:.\ #111.103-1

6111.103-9 Machinery stop stations.
f~,
induced
“(a) Each forced draft

Power ventilation systems
except
machinery
space ventilation sys.-.+terns.
.+
‘, have:
““Each power v&tilation system must
j.

i“

S iromedia*,f =:: (a) A control to stop the ventilation
-e area, and,$~~q ,:,:;
‘ that is:
or in the a@~:
.: “(l) Outside the space ventilated; and
:s forward ‘~:>”
;
~~~
(2) Grouped with the controls for
:.&.-:
.
.&;*@ : every Power ventilation system to
-“‘.‘--d. .. which this section is applicable; and ‘
~;fky@:7.v
‘“. “-.”WWL
~..
iersiblst Mota~~: ...~.;(b) In addition to the control reumps .- .~.~$~- ~ -ciuired by paragraph (a), a stop control
:“,;$:~#&$; that is
. .
f$:m~$ “.:.:”
“(l) ~ f~ = Pr=ti=ble
from the
‘; “control reuuired by paragraph (a) amd
to each’’~~$
!: grouped with the controls for every
oilge punitid~~
~power ventilation system to which this
\
vesseIs tider;i~ ~~
section is applicable; cir
(2) The circuit breakers for ventila~
tion grouped on the main switchboard
,and marked, “In Case of Fire Trip to
.,S4t0pVelitilatiOrl.”
..~No=. The requ.iremerdx of this section do
not apply h closed ventilation systems for

~
,+i
+!!

Inotxms or generators, diffuser fxns for re‘frlgerat.ed spaces, room circulating fans, or
exhaust fsna for private tiileb of an electriMLIrating comparable b :hat of a room cir-.Culatingfan.
..
6111.103-3

Marhinery

s&tce ventilation.

(a) Each machinery
space ventilation system must have two controls to
.shp the ventilation,
one of which may
be the SUpply circuit breaker.
(b) The controls required in P--

graph (a) of this section must be
=ouped so that they are operable

draft
fan, blower
of an inert
gas
system, fuel oil transfer
PumP, fuel oil
unit, fuel oil service pump, and anY
other fuel oil pumps must have a stop
control
that is outside
of the space
containing
the PUmP ~r f=.
(b) Each stop control
m~t
-meet
~ 111.103-7.

.

Subpart 11 1.105—Hazardous
Lozations
S 111.105-1 Applicability.

“This subpart app’ties to installations
in hazardous locations, as defined in
the National Electrical Code.
Nom Chemicals and materials in addition
ta those listed in Table 500-2 of the National Electrical Code me “iistedin Subchapter
Q of this cha@er.
illll.10~5
National Electrical Code.
Each installation in a hazardous location must meet fU’titles 500 through
503 of the National Electrical Code,
excepti
(a) The first sentence oi Sections
501-1,502-1, md 503-1;
(b) Section 501-4, which 3111.105-15
replaces;
(c) Sections 502-14(a)(l) and 503-12
and each final sentence of Sections
502-4(al, 502-4(b), 503-3(a), and 5033(b), which me replaced by 5111.10517; and
(d) Section
502-14(a){22 which
s 111.105-35(d) modifies.

113
27?
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.
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..

46 CFR

$111.105-7

!3111.10&7 Approvedequipment
If the National Electrical
,Code
states that an item of electrical equipment is to be “approved,” that item
must btx
(a) One that is listed by Undeti&
ers Laboratories Inc., Factiry Mutual
Research Corp., or other independent
laboratory reco@zed
by the Commandant, for use in the hazardou location in which it is located, or
(b) Purged and Pr=bd
ec@pment that meets -A
No. 496.. ~,,.
~ H1.1O*9 Explosion-p-f equipmenL
Each item of electric equipment that
is required under this subpart to be
explosion-proof
must be listed by Underwriters Laboratories Inc., Factory
Mutual Research Corp., or other independent laboratory recomd
by the
,.
Comman@t, for use:
(a) In a Class I Division 1 locatiom”””
(b) With the GTOUPof the oamo carriett and
(c) In a Group B atmosphere, ~ the
=go is w inorg~c @d*
~..
CCGD74-125A,47FR 15236,Apr.8, 1982,u
amendedby ~GD 82496, 49 FR 4947,Feb.
9,19841
s 111JO5-10 Purged

and

pressurized

equipmenL
Purged and pressurized
must meet the requirement
No. 496.

equipment
of NFPA
,.

Intrinsiwdly ssfe systems.
(a) If a rule in this subpart states

5111.10&ll
i !.

that an electric system is to be intrinsically safe, the system must be listed
as intrinsically safe by Undenvriters
Laboratories Inc., Factory Mutual Research Corp., or other independent
laboratory recognized by the Commandant, for use in the hazardous location in which it is located.
(b) Each electric cable for an intrinsically safes ystem musti
(1) Be 2 inches (50 nun) or more
from cable of non-i.nttii@y
safe ctr~~i~;

(2) Be partitioned by a grounded
metal barrier from other nmAntrinsically safe electric cables; or
(3) Be a shielded cable.
(c) The manuf=turer must submit
installation instructions and restric-

Ch. I (10-1-90 Edition)

‘:~+ ~~

Coast G,u,

5 111.1054’{

and Clz
(a) Cabl(
OUSIoCatic
U) Be a
installed t
cation; an(
(2) Meet
(b) Eacl
equipment
hazardous
tight term
B111.loi%lg
e;
: E~h
‘each sww
proof equi
euh

w=(

s 111.105-21

(3) Cable &&eter
ticlu~g
len
:.”,
and type of cable;
md. qmbment lo=t~
.,,x4) W*
..
tid”
“detai~- ~~..
, (5? hstallath
;.,
,.:.
Wiring, methds for”‘C1
htiardous kwdiow
,
(a) Cable for a Class L Division 1;>s%,

@111.105-15

..-. .
~.
:...
:<,,..

~:.~ast
,-+,

Wiring methods for Class II
and Clam111hazardouslocations.
@) Cable for a Class II or III hazardous location must
(1) Be armored or MI type cable if
~talled in a Division 1 hazardous lo‘&tion, and
(2) Meet Subpart 111.60 of this part.
(b) Each cable entrance to electric
equipment in Class II and Class III
hazardous locations must have a dusttight terminal tube.
g I11.105-17

~ 111.105-19

Switches.

Each explosion-proof switch and
each switch controlling explosionproof equipment must have a pole for
each ungrounded circuit conductor.
Fans.
Each fan for ventilation of a hazardous location must be a nonsparking
fan.
5111.1OG21

.-

.,

for Class%
1}

:ations clesi ,
Id U1.105Paragraphs
Jst:

~ : ,.:

! cable;

and .
? this ~hap.. .<,
ltrinsiciilly
s’lll.l05-

Of 1~ RP
ically Safe
s I Haza.rdndix Al.-,- ‘.
ibles must
]ter.
..
enclosure
must have
‘f seal fitthe encloxure by a
Proof rigid
lches (460

~ 111.105-31

Guard, DOT

5111.105-23 Fan motors.
Each electric motor for R fan that
ventilates a hazardous location must
be listed by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc., Factory Mutual Research
Corp., or other independent laboratory recognized by the Commandant, for
the same class, division, and group as
the ventilated location or be:
(a) Outside the ventilation ducti
(b) 10 ft. (3 m) from the ventilation
duct termination and
(c) In a non-hazardous location.
‘

(a) Only intrinsicd.ly safe electric
systems in cargo t-,
~d
(b) No storage battery in anY cargo
handling room.
5 111.10&31 Flammable or combustible
cargo with a fla.shpointbelow 60 degrees C (140 clemms F)- Muid
and inorganic acid carriers.

SUM

(a) A@icab~l~tv.
Each vessel that
carries
combustible or flammable
cargo with a closed-cup flashpoint
lower than 60 degrees C (140 degrees
F) or liquid sulphur cargo, or inorganic acid cargo must meet the requirements of this section, except(1) A vessel carrying b~
liquefied
flammable gases as a cargo, cargo residue, or vapor which must rn=et the requiremenb of 5 111.105-32; and
(2) A vessel carrying carbon disulfide
must have only intrinsically safe electric equipment in the locations listed
in paragraphs (e) through (1) of this
section.
(b) Cabze Zocation. Electric cable
must be as close as practicable to the
centerline and must be away from
cargo tank opemgs.
(c) Lighting circuits. An encl@sed
hazardous space that has explosionproof lighthg fixtures musti
(1) Have at least two ,jighting branch
circuits;
(2) Be arr-e~
so that there iS tight
my
deenermed lighting
~Urc~~ammpdng
.
-.

.(3) Not have the switch within the
.,space for those spaces contahdng ,exFor the purpose of t~ subi~,
a plosionproof lighting fixtures under
ventilation duct that ventilates a haz- paragraph ,(g), (i) and (j) of this secardous space has the classification of tion.
(d) $ubmewed cargo pump moto=.
~
that space.
If a submerged cargo PWXIPmotor is ~
S 111.105-27,
Belt drives.
~”
a cargo tank
(1) Mw liquid level, m“otor current,
Each belt drive in a hszardous locapump
discharge Press~e ~~t autoor
tion must have:
matically
shutdown power to the
(a) A conductive belti and
“
motor if the Pump loses suctian,
(b) Pulleys, shafts, and dri~
(2) An audible and visual almm m&t
equipment grounded to meet NFPA
be
actuated by the shutdown of the
No. 77.
,.
motcw and
5111.105-29
Combustible liquid cargo car(3) There must be a lockable ckcuit
riers.
breaker or lockable switch that disconnects power to the motor.
Each vessel that camies combustible
(e) Cargo tanh. A cargo tank must
liquid cargo with a closed-cup flashnot contain any electric equipment
Point of 60 degrees C ~140 degrees F)
excepti
or higher must have
g 111.105-25

Ventilation ducts.

115
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$111.105-32

(1) Intrinsically safe equipment
(2) Submerged cargo pumps; and.
(3) Supply cable for submerged
cargo pumPs.
(f) Cargo handling rooms. A cargo
handling room must not have any
electric cable or other electric ecn@ment, excepti
(1) Intrinsically stie equipment
(2) Explosionproof lighting fixtures;
(3) Cables suppl~g
tittiic~y
safe equipment in the cargo han~
room; smd
(4) Armored or MI type cables that
supply explosionproof lighting fixtures that are in the cargo han~
room.
hading
(g) Lighting of cam
rooms. Lighting for a cargo handlhg
room except a cargo handling room
under paragraph (h) of this section,
must be lighted through fixed glass
lenses in the bulkhead or overheadEach fixed glass lens must be wire-inserted glass that is at least .025,inches
(6.35 mm) thick and arranged to m*tain the watertight and gastight integrity of the structure. The fixed glass
lens may form a part of a listing fixture if the following are meti
(1) There is no access to the interior
of the fixture from the cargo handltig
room.
(2) The fixture is vented to the engineroom or a similar nonha=rdous
area.
(3) The fixture is wired from outside
the cargo handling room.
(4) The temperature on the cargo
handling room surface of the glass
Lm.s,based on an ambient temperature
of 40 degrees C, is not higher than 180
d3greesC.

(h) A cargo handling room which
precludes the lighting arrangement of
Paragraph (g] of this section, or where
the lighttig arrangement of Psragraph (g) of the section does not give
the re@red light, must have exPlosionproof lighting fixtures.
(i) Enclosed spaces. An enclosed
space that is immediately above,
below, or next to a cargo tmust
not contain sny electric equipment
except equipment allowed for cargo
(f) and
~mmg
rooms in paraiip~
(g), and
(1) Through ~
of mored
or ~

Edition)

(2)
Watertight
enclosures
with
bolted and mketed covers conta~g
only.
{i) Depth sounb
devices;
(ii) Log devices; and
{iii) Impressed-current cathodic protection system electrodes.
tj) Cawo hose stowage ,SPM~ A
cargo hose stowage space must not
have any electric equipment except
explosionproof
Xighting fkture$ and
through rum of armored ,.or MI type
cable.
(k) Cargo piping in a s~ace. A space
that hss cargo piping must not have
Any electrical equipment except explofixt~es
and
lighting
sionproof
through runs of armored OFMI type
cable.
(1) Weather Zocatiom. A location in
the weather, except on an inorgsnic
acid carrier, must have only explosionproof electrical equipment, purged and
presstied
equipment, and through
rums of armored or MI, type cable if it

(1) Witti
10 feet (3 m) ofl
(i) A cargo tvent outlefi
(ii) A c~go tti Ullage ope~g:
(iii) A cargo Pipe flange;
(iv) A cargo valve;
(vI A cargo handling room entrance;
or
(vi) A cargo han~g
room ventilation opeor ~
(2) On a tanksMp and on the open
deck over the cargo area and 10 feet (3
m) forward and aft of the cargo area
on the open deck and up to 8 feet (2.4
m) above the deck.
(m) Ofher spaces. Except for those
spwes
listed in paragraphs
(e)
through (k), a space that has a tiect
opetig
to anY space listed in paragraphs (e) through (1) must have onlY
the electric installations that are allowed for the space to which it opens.
[CGD 74-&

47 FR 15236,
Apr. 8, 1982, as

amended by CGD SS-096, 49 ~
9, 19841

~gA~vFeb.

S111.10%32 Bulk liquefied gas

and

am-

monia carriers.

(a) Each vessel that carries bulk liquefied flammable gases or ammonia as
a cargo, cargo residue, or vapor muSt
meet the requirements af this section.
(b) As used in this section:

1
~

./b

i_..

tiast

(1)

Gua~

The

f

d~geHXiS”
jn # 154.70:
(2) The not ficlud~
~onia
G
(C)

Each

motor inst
by the Con
(d) Elect]
installed ix
zone, exce~
,’ (1) Irltrir
ment and v
(2) Otkie
this sectior
(e) A sul
if imtallec
following r
(1) Low
or pump di
; rnaticallY
pump mott
(2) Ther
visual alar
~” tion that z
down md(
~ paragraph
(3) Ther
breaker or
nects the ~
(f) EIsct

. installed i
tamk that ~
~” ondary ba.
.: chapter, e
(1) Thro
: type cable,
.,
(2) EXP1
(3) Depl
~ tight enclc
(4) Log
sures;
(5) Irnpl
tection sy
enclow.res
(6) Arm
submerge[
(g) Elect
‘“” installed i
by a gad
; hold SpaCI
have a sec
j
;,. quiremenl
: ter, excep
.4
(1) Tlm
,..
~-- type cablf
,::,.
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(2) Exp:
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:+.,
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ace. A sp~e”St not have
wept expl~
hues
~d
or MI type
location ~
n inorga@c
Y explosion.
purged and
Id through
e cable if it

n entrtice;
3m ventilaa the open
d 10 feet (3 ‘.
cargo area
8 feet (2.4
, for those .
raphs (e)
as a direct
d in parahave only
~at are alh it opens. .
r.8,1982,M
<4947,Feb.
..

u and amS bulk liqnmonia as
3Por must
.is section.
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Guard, 007

(1) The terms “g=-safe” and “gasd~gerO@’ spaces are used as defined
.‘. @s 154.7 of this chapter.
(2) The te~
“g=-d~gero~”
does
pot include the weather
deck of an
sxnmotia carrier.
(c) Each
submerged
cargo PUP
motor installationmust be approved
by the Commandant+

(d) Electrical equipment must not be
installed in a gas-dangerous space or
zone, except:
(1) Intrinsically safe electrical equipment and wiring, and
(2) Other equipment as allowed in
this section.
(e) A submerged cargo pump motor,
if installed in a tank, must meet the
following requiremen~
(1) Low liquid level, motor current,
or pump discharge pressure must antomaticklly shut down power to the
pump motor if the pump loses suction.
(21 There must be an audible and
visual alarm at the -go-control
station that activates if the motor shuts
down under the requirements of subparagraph (1) of tti p=agraph.
“
(3) There must be a lockable circuit
breaker or lockable switch that disconnects the power to the motor.
(f) Electrical equipment must not be
installed in a hold space that has a
tank that is not required ta have a secondary barrier under 5154.459 of this
chapter, excepti
(1) Through runs of armored or MI
type cable;
(2) Explosionproof lighting fixtures
(3) Depth soundng devices in gastight enclosures;
(4) Log devices in gastight enclosures;
(5) Impressed “current cathodic protection system electrodes h gastight
enclomres; and
(6) Armored or IvII type cable for a
submerged cargo pump motor.
(g) Electrical equi~ment must not be
installed in a space that is separated
by a gastight steel boundary from a
hold space that has a tank that must
have a secondary barrier under the requirements of 3154.459 of this chapter, excepti
(1) Through runs of armored or MI
type cable; .
(2) Explosionproof lighting fixtures;

(3) Depth sountig
devices in gastight enclosures;
(4) Log devices in gastight enclosure%
(5) Impressed current cathodic protection system electrodes in gastight
enclosures;
(6) Explosionproof motors that operate cargo system valves or ballast
system valves;
(7) Explosionproof bells for general
alarm systems; and
(8) ~ozed
or MI type cable for a
submerged cargo pump motor.
(h) A Cargo-handltig room must not
have any installed electrical equipment, except explosionproof lighting
fixtures.
(i) A space for cargo hose storage or
a space that hss cargo piping must not
have any installed electrical equipment, except
(1) Explosionproof lighting fixtures;
and
(2) Through runs of armored or MI
type cable.
(j) A gas d~gero~ zone On the open
deck must not have any instslled electrical equipment, except:
(1) Explosionproof equipment that is
necessary for the operation of the
.,
vessel; and
(2) Through runs of armored m MI
,=
ty@e cable.
(k) A space, except those named in
paragrapW (f) through (i) of this section, that has a direct opening to gasdangerous spaces or zones must have
no electrical equipment excePt = allowed in the gas-dangerow space or
zone.
(1) Each gas-dsngerow space that
-has lighting fixtures must have “at
leiwt two branch circuits for lighting.
(m) Each switch and each overcurrent protective device for any lighting
circuit. that is in a gas-dangerous space
must open all conductors of the circuit
simultieously.
(n) Each switch and e~h overcurrent protective device for lighting in a
gas-dangerom space must be in a g=safespace.

[CGD 74-125A,47FR 15236,Apr. 8, 1982,s
amendedby CGD 77-069,52FR 31626,Aug.
21,19871
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Edition)

drilting
(iii) Gas Verlt outlet.
Mobile offshore
Units.
(6) Except as provided in paragra~~
(a) Applicability. This section ap- (f) of this section, m enclosed sp~
that has an opening into a Class I, Di.
pliesto each mobile offshore drilling
vision
1 location.
unit.
(e)
The
following are Class I, Di$(b) D@i~itions. As used”& this secsion
2
locatiomx
tiorx
(1) An enclosed space thit has
(1) “Enclosed spaces” are locations
delineated by floors, bulkheads, or ‘open portion of the mud c&c@
decks which may have doors or win- system from the final degassin
charge to the mud suction corm
dews.
(2) “Semi~enclosed spaces” tie loca- at the mud pit.
tions where natural conditions ~f ven(2) A location in the weather
tilation are notably different from
those on open deck due to the pres- drilling derrick UP to a hei
ence of structures such as roofs, wind- feet (3m) above the drill floo
breaks, and bulkheads which are so ar(ii) Below the. drill floor
ranged that dispersion of gas may not
radius of 10 feet (3m)
occur.
soyrpe of. relesse, such
(c) The internal space of each pres- ctnllrng mpple; or
sure vessel, tank, and pipe for drilling
(iii) Within .5 feet.
mud &ad for gas venting must have boundanes of any v?
only intrinsically safe” electric equip- access, or other ope
. ..
ment.
Division 2 space.
(d] The following are Class I, Divi(3) A location that is:
sion 1 locations:
(i) Within 5 feet (
(1) An enclosed space that ‘contains closed Class I, Divis
any part of the mud circulating
cated in paragraph
system that has an opening tnto the tion; or
space and is between the welI md final
(ii) Within 5 feet
dega.ssingdischarge.
Division 1 space
(2) An enclosed or semi-enclosed lo- graph (d)(5).
~.
cation that is below the drill floor and
(4)
A
semi-encl
contains a possible source of gas release such as the top of a drilling below and conti
floor to the bo
nipple.
or to the ex
(3) An enclosed space that is on the
which
is liable to trap gases.
drill floor and is not separated by a
solid, gas-tight floor from the spaces
specified in paragraph (d)(2) of this
section.
(4) A space that would normally be
+$;
considered a Division 2 location under greater.
(6) Except as provided in p&ragraP@%
paragraph (e) of this section but
(f)
of this section, an enclosed SP*”:%
where combustible or flammable gases
that
has an opening into a Class I, ~.-~;.$
might accumulate. This could include
‘: ;.”g~
vision 2 location.
pits, ducts, and similar structures
(f) A enclosed space that has d@@ ... .—
downstream of the final degassing disaccess to a Division 1 or Divisi
charge.
(51 A location in the weather or a cation is the same division as that W;
~,.::
~:.
.,.,;:$
semi-enclosed location, except as pro- cation,excepti
(1)An
enclosedspace
that
has
d%%!a
vided in paragraph (d)(2) of this secaccess to a Division 1 location
titia, that is within 5 feet (1.5 m) of
,,....<.
4=,
,.
*..:
hazardous
location W.
the boundary of any:
(i] The access h= self-closti
*3+;: ,
(i) Equipment or opening specified
tight
doors
that
form
an
air
10cE
in paragraph (d)(1) of this section;
‘3
I
(ii) The ventilation causes greaw
(ii) Ventilation outlet, access, or
other opening to a Clss I, Division 1 presswe in the space than in the E
.:=
space; or
sion 1 location, and
,,.
.,,$
~ 111.105-33
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COostGuard, DOT
.,i

ries of the
leight of 10
30K
~d tit~
a
f a Possible
the tip of a
jm)

of the

.tion outlet,
JOa class I,
If a semi-en.
mation indi.’
Of this sec.

of a class I,’
~d fn para-
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:ea that is’
th the drill
the derrick ‘
Y enclosure
.’,.
:,
s.
.fick to the ~
we the drill
.0 feet (3rcL)
~hichever “~ :
n Paragraph
~losed space
LCks 1, Diat

has direct

IiVision 2101 as that 10has direct .
tion is not a

at

dosing gas.
ir lock,
~es greater
Lin the Divi-

(iii) Loss of ventilation
overpressure
~ ~arcned at a manned statiow
(2) An enclosed space that has direct
Wcess to a Division 1 locatJon can be
‘considered as a Division 2 location W.
(i) The access has a self-closhg,
rgastight door that opens into the space
~d that has no hold-back device;
(ii) Ventilation
causes the air to flow
with the door open from the space
jpto the Division 1 location; and
(iii) Loss of ventilation
is alarmed at
a manned control station; and
(3) An enclosed space that has direct
access to a Division 2 location is not a
hszardous location W.
(i) The access has a self-closing,
gastight door that opens into the space
and that has no hold-back device;
(ii) Ventilation
causes the air to flow
with the door open from the space
into the Division 2 location, and
(iii) Loss of ventilation
actuates
an
alarm at a manned control station.
(g) Electrical
e@Prnent
~d devfces
installed
in spaces made no~-hazardous by the methods
indicated
in Paranaph (f) of this section must be limited to essential equipment.

.,
.::

Vessels carrying coal.

(a) The following are Class II, Division 1 locations on a vessel that carries
bituminous coal:
(1) The interior of each coal bin and
cargo hold.
(2) Each compartment that has a
coal transfer point where coal is
dropped or dumped.
(3) Each open area within 10 feet (3
m) of a coal tramsfer point where coal
is dropped or dumped.
(b) Each space that has a coal conveyer on a vessel that -ies
bituminous cod is a Class II, Division 2
space.
(c) Each location listed in paragraphs (a) and (b) is a Class II, Division 1 location on a vessel that carries
anthracitic cord.
(d) A space that has a coal conveyor
on a vessel that camies bituminous
coal must have electrical equipment
approved for Class II, Division 2 has+
ardous locations, except watertight
general alarm bells.

S 111.1OM7

Flammable

anesthetics.

electric installation where a
Each
flammable anesthetic is used or stored
must meet -A
No. 56A.
II 11L1oM9
Gadine
Or ot~MW
volatile motor fuel carried in vehicles.

(a) ~mdtcabilitw. This section appliesto spaces that are “speciallysuitable for vehicles” u
deftied in
S$ 70.1044
and 90.10-38
of this chap-

ter.
E’lectfic
(b) General requir-ntie
equipment which is within 18 inches
(460 mm) of the deck must meet Article 501 of the National Electrical Code
fo? ClI, Division 2, Group D locations. Electric equipment which is 18
inches (450 mm) or more above the
deck must be totally enclosed or be
dripproof, and protected by guards or
screens to prevent escape of sparks or
metal particles.
(c) Loss of ventilation alanm Loss of
ventilation
in a space that is“specially
suitablefor vehicles” must actuate an

audible and visual alarm at a manned
location.
-.

5111.105-41

Battery rooms.

Each electricinstallationin a battery room must meet Subpart 111.15
of this chapter.
S 111.1OM3
spaces.

Paint

,stowage

or

mting

&space for the stowage or mixing of
paint must not have any electric
eqilipment, excepti
. . (a) IntrinsicaUy safe electric equipment approved for a Class I, Division
1, Group D locatiom
(b) Explosionproof electric equipment approved for a ClI, Division
1, Group D location, or
(c) Through rum of armored or MI
type cable.
Subpart 111.1 07—lndustr”ml Systems
B111.107-1

Industrial systems.

(a) A system on a mobile offshore
drilling unit that is used only for the
industrial function of the unit and
meets the National Electrical Code
must meet only the following requirements tn this subchapte~
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1/2”

Lug

SL-38,

Web

and

1/2” Lug

of

‘

frame.

Flatbar

1“

weld

Web

1 1/2”

plate

plate

toe

fractured.

and

1/2”

Aft

Lug

edge

of

frame.

fractured.

At

edge

fractured.

At

edge

fractured.

At

fractured.

Ak

frame.

SL-36,

web

frame.

40

27.

30.

of
Aft

fractured.

SL-42,

web

,

frame.

fractured.

weld

frame.

frame.

26.

29.

of

frame.

Aft

Web fractured.

Flatbar

Aft

fractured:

1“

X

Web

1“

plate

1/2”

and

Lug edge

frame.
L~Ig edge

1/2”

fracLured.

31.

SL-35,
At web

3 2-;

SL-33,

1

.,33,

SL-40,

2“

34.

SL-35,

1 1/2”

weld

connection

fractured.

At

web

frame.

35.

SL-32,

1 1/2”

Weld

connection

fractured.

At

web

frame.

36.

SL-40,

3“

Web

fractured.

Aft

of

frame.

37.

SL-39,

3“

Web fractured.

Aft

of

frame.

38,

SL-37,

~*! Flatbar

39.

SL-35,

2“

Web

fractured.

Aft

of

I“rmne.

40.

SL-34,

2“

Web

fractured.

Aft

of

frame.

41.

SL-33,

3“

Flatbar

1 1/2” x 1“
frame .

Web

II \ieb plate
Bracket

pla”~~-”and

At

fractt~~ed.
fract.llred.

weld

weld
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toe

toe

Aft

web
of

frame.

frape.

Aft

fractured.

fractured.

of

A1’t of

2PLr

frame.

frame.
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36
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Longtl
Bhd.

;eneral

condition

on

area
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Appenc?ix
Typical

Tank

Quadra

D
Nomenclature

Quadrant

See

B

See

Enlarq
Page 1

Enlargement
Page 129

van’Cfzi!illar

Quzdrant
See
Enlargement
Page 131

Enlargem~l

f
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Appendix

Sample

If Test

Screen

Coding

E

of Structural

Screen Prompt

Members

Input

No.
1.

2.

1P, 2C, 3S etc

Tank No. ?

Location in Tank?

Fwd, Aft, port, Stbd,
Bottom, Overhead

If Fwd, AR

3.

Stringer

4.

Height ?

5.

Vertical Stiffener

6.
7.

No. ?

0, 1,2, 3,4,5

Upper, Middle, Lower
No.? 1,2, 3,4,5

From Port or Stbd. ? Port,
Structural

etc.

etc.

Stbd

Member ? Stringer,
Bracket,

Vertical Stiffener,
Ladder, Plating,

Other
8.

Defect Type ?

Corrosion, Buckling, Crack

If Crack

9.

Size ?

1,2,3,4,

If Corrosion

9.

Size?

1,2,3, etc. (sq. meters)

If Corrosion

9A.

Piting?

Yes, No

If Piting

9B.

Size of Pits ?

1,2,3 etc (cm. diameter)

9C.

Depth of Pits?

1,2,3,4,

9D.

Percent Coverage ? 10,20,30

10.

Repair

Vee & Weld

Recommendation?

Crop & Renew, other,

etc. (cm)

or Buckling

** Return

To Main Menu **
132

etc. (nun approx.)
etc.

etc.

If Test

Screen

Screen Prompt

Input

No.
If Bottom or

3.

Overhead

Frame # ?

1,1

0,0

2,2

3,3

etc

(From Fwd Bulkhead) (If defect at &me)
0,1

1,2

2,3

(If defect between fknes)
If Defect at Frame 4.
5.

Upper, Middle, Lower

Height ?
Longitudinal # ?

0, 1,2, 3,4 etc.

6.

From Port, Stbd, or C/L? Port, Stbd, C/L

7.

Structural Member ? Face Plate, Web Plate,
Vertical StHener, Lug,
Bracket, Other

8.

Defect Type ?

Corrosion, Buckling, Crack

If Crack

9.

Size ?

1,2,3,4,

If Corrosion

9.

Size?

1,2,3, etc. (sq. meters)

If Corrosion

9A.

Piting?

Yes, No

If Piting

9B.

Size of Pits?

1, 2,3

9C.

Depth of Pits ?

1,2,3,4,

9D.

Percent

10.

Repair

Vee & Weld

Recommendation?

Crop & Renew, other,

etc. (cm)

or Buckling

** Return

etc (cm. diameter)

Coverage ? 10,20,30

etc. (mm approx.)

etc.

etc.

To Main Menu **
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2!73

j ,,

If !lkSt

Screen

Screen

Prompt

Input

No.
If Between

Frame

Fwd, Middle, AR

4.

Region ?

5.

“ Longitudinal

#?

0, 1,2, 3,4 etc.

6.

From Port, Stbd, CIL? Port, Stbd, C/L

7.

Structural Member ? Bottom Plating,
Longitudinal
Girder, Other

If Girder

8.

Structural

Member ? Web Plate, Face Plate
Vertical Stiffener, Other
Lower, Middle or Upper
Long.

9.

Defect Type ?

Corrosion, Buckling, Crack

If Crack

10.

Size ?

1,2,3,4,

If Corrosion

10.

Size?

1,2,3,

If Corrosion

10A.

Piting?

Yes, No

If Piting

10B. Size of Pits ?

etc. (cm)
etc. (sq. meters)

or Buckling

10C. Depth of Pits ?
11.

1,2,3
1,2,3,4,

eti (cm. diameter)
etc. (mm approx.)

Repair Recommendation ? Vee and Weld
Crop and Renew, other, etc

** Return to Main Menu **
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6?94

,;.,..,,.

If T&t

Screen

Screen Prompt

Input

No.
If Port Or Stbd.

3.

Frame # ?

0,0

1,1

2,2

3,3

etc

(From Fwd Bulkhead) (If defect at frame)
0,1

1,2

2,3

(If defect between fkames)
If Defect at Frame 4.
5.

Heightj Long # ?
Structural Member ?

etc.

1,2,3,4,

Face Plate, Web Plate ,
Bracket

Horizontal

Stiffener,

Lower or

Upper Strut,
If strut

6.

Structural Member ?

Face Plate, Web Plate,
Bracket,

Horizontal

Stiffener,
7.

Defect Type ?

Other

Other

Corrosion,

Buckling,

Crack
If Crack

8.

Size ?

1,2,3,4,

If Corrosion

8.

Size?

1,2,3,

etc. (cm)
etc. (sq.

Buckling

meters)

If Corrosion

8A.

Piting?

If Piting

8B.

Size of Pits?

1, 2, 3 etc (cm. diame-

8C.

Depth of Pits?

1,2, 3,4, etc. (mm

9.

Repair

Vee & Weld

Yes, No

ter)

approx.)

Recommendation?
** Return To Main Menu **
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Crop & Renew, other, etc.

If Test

Screen

Screen Prompt

Input

No.
If Defect
Between

4.

Height, Long. # ?

5.

Structural

1,2,3,4,5,

etc.

Fraxne
Member ? Side plating,

Web Plate,

Face Plate, Other
6.

Defect Type ?

Corrosion,

Buckling,

If Crack

7.

Size ?

1,2,3,4,

etc. (cm)

If Corrosion

7.

Size?

1, 2,3, etc. (sq. meters)

If Corrosion

7A.

Piting?

Yes, No

If Piting

7B.

Size of Pits?

1,2,3

7C.

Depth of Pits?

1,2,3,4,

8.

Repair

Vee and Weld

Recommendation ?

Crop and Renew, other etc.

Crack

or Buckling

** Return

to

etc (cm. diameter)
etc. (mm approx.)

Main Menu &*
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Appenix F
Experimental
Design

Review

1. Background

52 - variance
=~

of population

(Yi-Y02/n

i=l

cr - standard

deviation

~ - population

mean

Y - sample

mean

=~yi/n
i=l
~2

-

unbiased
‘~

i=l

of a2

(Yi-~)2/n-l

s- sample
Empirical

estimator

standard

Rule

deviation

: (assuming
~f

c

V*

-.

z~

normal

Corltajns
contains

When

sample

is small

‘a/*

is the

area
P[t >

99.7%

measurements

of the measurements

use Student’s

upper

tail

to the right
bz]

measurements

Interval

t co nfidence

size

68% of the
95Y~ of-the

P ~ qcf contains

Il. s tudent’s

distribution)

=

of the t distribution

of ‘ulz

cX/2
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t for confidence

is

a/2

intervals

J1l. Test

of Hvnothesi

S

Null Hypothesis

..

Alternative

:

HO :

p,= (#)

HO : p# (#)
Hypothesis

Type I Error

: reject

Type It Error

: accept

null hypothesis
null hypothesis

may be used as a test statistic
HO

:

‘tiw

reject

Information

Noise

when it is false

variables,

represented

- strength

signal

of signal

of y - V(y)

Reduce Variance

obscures

by ~2

represented
Variance

hypothesis

in an EXt)e riment

- uncontrolled

Volume

null

by n (# of experiments
= ~2/

conducted)

n

by decreasing

G2 or increasing

138

( ~ )

to test the hypothesis

V=wo

>
Itl -

jV.

when it is true ( ~ )

n

:

V.

.

Linear

Linear

.

.

Models

Statlstlcal

: Y=~O+~lX+&

Model

E-

( 2 dimensional)

random

error

E(E)=O
V(E)=

~’

Y

x
Linear

Model

(Multi

E(Y) =PO+PIX1+
k+l

P2X2+P3X3+”

‘ ““ +13kxk

Dimensions

‘17 X2J X3,”

Example

Dimensional)

““

: 2 diets
compare
y=p

independent

7 ‘k

variables

A, B
the difference

between
A+px+&

of the average

the two

weight

gain

diets

~=~~-~.
x=1

if subject

x=O if subject

139

fed diet B
fed diet A

2?’7’

VI. No i Se Reduc i na Experimental
Randomized

D-

.

Block Design : Four Treatments
Three Blocks

A, B, C, D

Blocks

A

H
c

B

.

D

E(y) =~0+

~3X3+~4X4++~5X5+E

~1X1+~2X2+

xx

Differences

Differences

‘1=1 if measurement

made in block 2, ‘1=0 if not

‘2=1 if measurement

made in block 3, ‘2=0

‘s=1

if treatment

B is applied,

‘4=1

if treatment

B is applied,

‘s=1

if treatment

B is applied,

PO - average

response

if not

‘3=0

if not

‘4=0

if not

‘s=0

for treatment

if not

A in block

1

PI - difference

in the average

response

between

block 2 and 1

~Z - difference

in the average

response

between

block 3 and 1

PS - difference

in the average

response

between

treatment

6

~Q - difference

in the average

response

between

treatment

C

PS - difference

in the average

response

between

treatment

D

and A

and A

and A

140

300

,,,, .:~.,b,
.

This enables
treatment

the experimenter

to model each response,

B block 3 would be:

In the above block design,

Y3B=~O+

~2+

12 different

for example

~3+E3B

equations

could be

formulated.
.
J+OWt h e Randomized Block Deslm Retis
If you subtract the average response
treatment

.
.
Noise .
between

A and after some cancellation

treatment

B and

you are left

with
7~-7A=~3+(s~-s~)

where

(s~-s~)

is the error

of

estimation
or noise.
If the experiment had not been blocked you would have:
YE ‘~~ = ~3+ (bl~k effects do not cancel) + (EB- &~) where
(bl~k effects do not cancel)+ (E, - EA) is the error of e~timation
and hence excess noise.
The difference

between the average response between
Pa)+ (&C-sB)
treatment
C and B is : YC-YB=(P4-

Likewise
you would

if you compared
end up with

:

the average
Y3-Y,

141

=P,

response

between

blocks

+(V%)

30/

i“.-,,t”
4,
%-,,.
-

VII,

Latin

Sauare

The Latin Square

allows

you to block in two directions

A

B

c

B

c

A

c

A

B

1% - response

for treatment

PI - difference

in the response

between

rows 2 and 1

~, - difference

in the response

between

rows 3 and 1

~q - difference

in the response

between

columns

2 and 1

~~ - difference

in the response

between

columns

3 and 1

P5 - difference

in the response

between

treatment

B and A

difference

in the response

between

treatment

C and A

P6

-

A in row 1 column

1

xl, x2, x3, x4, x5, X6 are once again dummy variables
values equal to 1 or O depending
made. For example,
third

column,

Similarly

would

on where the observation

the model for the observation

and take
was

in the second

row,

imply x1=1, x2=0, x3=0, x4=1, x5=0, and x6=0.

a model could be written

for all nine observations.

142

302

,“
.: :,“,
‘%+..,
.“
8

J+OW the

in snuare

I at

Similarly

fOr

blocks

~A,

.
in 2 directlon~. .

and then after cancellation

~13-~A=~5+FB-zA

where

If you only blocked

‘~-~

A

is the error

in one direction

namely

of estimation

rows:

~E-~~ =~5+ (column effects) +EB-EA
Since it is possible
two or

experimental

more

Latin
between

for one or more of the columns

square

is also

units receiving

able

to tell

if there

to contain

the same treatment.
is a difference

rows

and columns.

Qea @es o f freedom

availa ble for estimating

C2 for the

Lat in Squa r e

&
---

The number of degrees

of freedom for estimating

to n, the number of observations
of freedom

for each parameter

d. f.=p2-[l

in the-experiment,

~2 is equal

less one degree

in the model or for the Latin square:

+3(p-l)]=p2-3p+

2=(p-l)(p--2)

For the 3X3 Latin Square d.f. = (2)(1) = 2 as compared
without
degrees

the Latin square
of freedom

have to be obtained
freedom

suggests

at the t values

that a sizable

an increase

For a 4X4 Latin

value is not too serious
for estimating

Looking

in order to compensate

and still provide

in the experiment.

design.

reduction

for these

in noise would

for the loss in degrees

in the amount

square

of

of information

the increase

in tabulated

as one moves from 9 to 6 degrees

~2 indicating

to 4

that the loss of information

of freedom
due to the

t

increase

in the number of parameters

it pays the experimenter
suspects
Vlll.

a possible

. .
Fitting

Estimation

the

line

‘Po+

kx.

To

solve

equation

will be

assE
and

$0

$1

simultaneously.

parameters

bY

prediction

of

and

you take

can be written

value of y is the equation

~[yi-(&+~,xi)]2
,Sl

the two equations

multiple

Model

The

assE
To minimize

if he

~’s by method of least squares.

as ~ ‘~O+~lx

SSE= ~{yi-~i)’=
j=l

.
I Inear

where the expected

E(Y)

Hence

in two directions.

Gene~l

of unknown

a straight
indicated

to employ the Latin Square design

trend

Y= PO+ PIX+E

in the model is slight.

matrix

to O, then

solve

do the same for

You would

and have K+l

in matrix

and set equal

simultaneous

equations,

which

form.

alaebra

[AIFI=[G

V=A- IG

OR

So for our model K+l equations
Y=~oxo+

~Ixl+~2x2+
“

“ . .

for the model

‘~kxk+E

where

‘O is

a

dummy

variable

and always equal to 1.

144

32+

:,!

With

n experiments

then:

w

x kl

1
■

Y=

■

x=

■

m

where

‘1

x kn

1

the Y’s are the experimental

results.

A

P=
then it can be shown that
*

**

fl=(x’x)-’iY

***
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30s

IX. Inference

Makinq

( Confidence

Intervals

and Testing

Hypothesis)

Assume
O and

where
rule

‘l’EZ”

“ “’EU

the variance

is equal

independent,

the expected

to ~2, it can be shown that

value

20~c~

Estimating

G2

SSE
n-(k+l)

will

be approx

iS an unbiased

mately

estimator

equal to .95.

of ~2. and it can be shown

that

SSE=

Y’Y – &X’Y.

Test o f Hvoothesi$

~i=o

‘o:

and

CO ncernina

P,

B,-Pi
t

= ‘~

can be shown to possess

a Student’s

t

distribution
and the previously

mentioned

cannot be rejected

then a type II error must be pursued.

confidence

interval

t test can be used.

If the hypothesis

T
additional

Confidence

The

may be too large, in which case may need to be

collected.
Interval

for P,

146

is

V(fii) = ci62

C~ Cais from the (X’x)-l matrix. Then using the empirical
*20 ~:= 2G&
then the Drobabilitv , the error of estimation
is

less than

S2=

are mutually

data

It can be shown that a (1- ~) confidence

X. Multi Parameter

liv Dot hesis

If you do K independent
U, the

probability

hypothesis,

the probability
A number
against

2:

o f Variance

of statistical

each with

at least one of the k null
If k becomes

large

large.

techniques

are available

in repeated

t tests.

for protecting

The analysis

of

is one such technique.

Let Model I:
model)

Model

rejecting

uncomfortably

making type I errors

variance

: The Analvsis

all are true, is {1-~1-~)}.

becomes

for pi is :

t tests for each parameter

of falsely

assuming

interval

y=

- +~gxg+

bO+kXI+~21Xl+--

Y=%+%+”””

E

+..

+ pgxg+Pg+lxg+l

where

g

. +pkxk+&

c

k (reduced

(complete

model)
If any of the terms

past g are important

information

variables

then and Model 2 should

prediction

than Model 1 and hence SSE2 <SSE1

The greater
to reject

predict

contributing

with a smaller

error of

( SSE1 - SSEZ) the stronger the evidence
the null hypothesis
that Ho: Bg+, =Pg+2=”” “=P, =O

How large
s’

F=%

‘2 and

the difference

is large?

s; =

One can use the

(SSEI-SSE2)

SSEZ
n-(k+l),

F-statistic

‘:=

k-g
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test where

If F calculated
rejection

is greater

region.

If there

be made as discussed

than F tabulated
is rejection

then it falls in the

then individual

comparison

can

previously.

For the randomized

block design you could test there is no difference
HO: ~1=~,=0
between blocks or
and model 1 or the reduced model
you would eliminate xl and )(2

The Analvsis

of Variance

for the Latin Saua r e

SST . ~
Sum “of Squares

for Treatments

- CM

:
P

Sum of Squares for Rows

- CM

SSR=~

.

.

P

SSC=~-CM

,

Sum of Squares for Columns

.

Ti - total

of the p observations

receiving

fi - total

of the p observations

in row i

~ - total

of the p observations

in column

p - number

i

i

of treatments

CM - correction

=

treatment

,,

for the mean

“)

(i=l

n

where n =

p2

b
2

~B. 1

SSB=~-CM

The Sum of Squares for Blocks :
Mean Squares :

MST = SST / p-l

J’!”.
,,
i;“
..-..” ,.
,,
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308

1$,

MSR = SSR / p-l
MSC = SSC / p-l
Another

identity

that can be used for Sum of Squares

for Error:

2

SSE=

- SSR-SSC

~(yi-~)’

i=l

-SST

“

2

Ss=

i(yi

2

-y)== ~y&CM

where Total

isl

Xl. ANOVA

ta blefora

DxD

U

s

source
Rows

p-1

Columns

p-1

Treatments

p-1
p2.3p+2SSE

Error

i=l

Latin

Saua re Desian

MS
MSR

SSR
SST

MST
S2

----
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MSR /
MSC /

MSC

Ssc

~
S2

S2

MST /

S2

Appendix

List of Companies
1.

G

Mentioned

In Report

Chevron Shipping Co.
555 Market St., San Francisco CA 94105

2.

American Bureau of Shipping
45 Eisenhowr Dr., Paramus NJ 07653

3.

Eveready Battery Co.
Checkerboard Sq., St. Louis M(3 63164

4.

Pelican Products Inc.
2255 Jefferson St., Torrance CA 90501

5.

Oreck Corporation
100 Plantation Rd., New Orleans LA 70123

6.

Exxon Shipping Company
P.O. BOX 2189, Houston TX 77001

7.

Spider Staging Corporation
13536 Beacon Coal Mine Rd., Seattle WA 98178

8.

Stageaway Vessel Support Services
208 S.E. 105th Ave., Vancouver WA 98664

9.

Shell International

10.

S&lI Diving Corporation
P.O. Boxd 4428, Houston TX 77210

11.

Mobil Shipping and Transportation Co.
3225 Gallows Rd., Fairfax VA 22037

12.

Spectrum Engineering Inc.
5825 Oberlin Dr. Suite 100, San Diego CA 92121

Marine

Ltd of London
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13.

Vocollect Inc.
664 Linden Ave., East Pittsburgh PA 15112

14.

Hafa International
Inc.
7545 Central Industrial
Blvd., Riviera

Beach FL 33404

15.

Shell International Marine Ltd. of London
MRT/4 Centre, London SEI 7NA.

16.

Scott Aviation
225 Erie St., Lancaster

NY 14086
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